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Abstract

Ninety-two second, third, and fourth grate children classified as

learning disabled (ID) or'behavioratly disordered (BD) were

randomly assigned to treatment and control groups. Students

assigned to the treatment conditioa were taught test-taking skills

pertinent to reading achievement .tests. Students were taught in

small groups over a two-week period in such strategies as'

Attending to appropriate stimuli, marking answers carefully, time

using, 'and error avoidpnce. Following the training procedures,

students were adminiStered standardized, chievement tests in their

regular classroom assignments.' Results indicated that third and

fourth grades scored significantly higher on.the word study skills

subtest and descriptively higher in other subtests of the Stanford
os

Achievement Test. Second grade students did not appear to have

been affected by the training. The relevance of the training of

this test to other tests involving problem- solving strategies is
O

discussed.
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' Teaching Test-Taking Skills to Learning Disabled

and Behaviorally Disordered Children

Successful performance in school is to a great extent

dependent upon the ipplication of effective learning and problem-

solving strategies on academic tasks. Students are often called

upon to meet particular format and task demands on academic

assignments with effective strategies for dealing with these tasks

and successfully completing them. Much of the failure of learning

disabled (L0) Students in school-related tasks has been attributed

to a lack'of ability in applying such problem-solving.strategies -

A

(Reid & Hresko, 1986. A body of, fit4ture has been established

in recent years which documents difficulties of learning disabled

students in employing appropriate learning and problem-Solving

strategies in school. Particular deficits have been noted in the

areas of: (a) attending to the critical components of a task

(Atkinson & Seuneth, 1973; Hallahan & Reelle, 1980; Hallahan,

Kauffman, & Ball, .1973; Ross, 1976; Tarver, Hallahani Kauffman, &

8:11,_1976), (b) selecting a strategy appropriate to addressing a

particular academic task (Mastropieri, Scruggs, & Levin, in press;

Torgesen, 1977; Torgesen & Goldman, 1977), and (c) effectively

employing appropriate problem-solving strategies (Hallahan, 1975;.

Spring & Capps, 1974; Torgeson, Murphy, & Ivey, 1979).

Given the above documented deficiencies, it would appear that

one area of particular difficulty for learning disabled and

I
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perhaps other mildly handicapped children would be the problem-. °

solving strategies necessary for successful completion of -.

standardized achievement tests. These group-administered tests
JP'

typically txpect learners to function individually in large-grou6b

situations, effectively employ time constraints, and develop and

employ strategies specifically suited to answering questions which

may be ambigUous or to which the answers are often not completely

known (Haney & Scott, 1980). 'Some,recent research with learning

disabled students indicates that these students do, in fact,

exhibit deficiencies. with respect to use of effective strategies

in standardized test-taking situations. Scruggs and Lifson (1984)

administered questions from standardized reading comprehension

tests to LD and non-LD students, without providing the-accompanying

reading passages. Their results indicated that, although non-LD

students were able to answer most "reading comprehension"

questions without reading the accompanying passages, LD students

were not able to do this. This investigation reiterated

previously made questions concerning what reading-comprehension

tests actually measure, and also suggested that many 0 students

may lack some specific test-taking strategies, such as ability to

effectively employ partial and/or prior knowledge. Drawing upon a

previous investigation with mostly nondisabled children (Scruggs,

Bennion, & Lifson, in press), Scruggs, Benniun, and Lifson (1984).

recently interviewed learning disabled children with respect to
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the manner in whiCh they had interpreted andanswered.reading
4

achievement test items. Analysis'of this strategy reports

.

indicated that (a) LD students were less likely to select and

utilize strategies appropriate-to different types 'of test

questions, and (b) LD students were More likely to be negatively

influenced by misleading distrxtors. Such results suggested that

learning disabled\and peHlaps other mildly handicapped populations

Amy have more difficulty than other students adapting to specific

task and format demqnds of standardized achievement tests and,

consequently, resulting scores may bey less valid estimations of

potential performancejhan those of other students. Although any
o

,,observed deficit'in "test-taking strategies" on the part of

learning disabled children would be expeCteito be representative

of more global problem-solving strategy deficits in school- related

tasks on the,whole, it may be possible that specific training in

test-taking skills maybe particularly beneficial to children

referred for 'Old learning and/or behavior problems. Many

attempts have been previously made to improve achievement test

scores by coaching in test-taking skills, bdt the results-have

been somewhat mixed and have appeared to affect different

populations differentially. For example, Scruggs, Behnion, and

White (1984) in a remit meta-analysis reported that students from

the lower grade levels and students from low economic backgrounds

tended to differentially benefit from extended training in test-

taking skills. This finding, althOugh not directly relevant to
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special education, does imply that thesettudents may be taught

some of the critical skills that they apparently lack when

confronted with standardized achievement tests. It was the

purpose-of this investigation to determine whether such skills

could be taught and whether such skills could, in fact, increase'
!

Performance on standardized achievement tests without an

accompanying increase in knowledge of the task being assessed.'

Method .4

Subjects

Subjects were 92 second, third, and fourth grade students

attending resource rooms or self-contained classes in a large

western school,district. Twenty-five students were second

graders, 37 were third graders, and 31 were attending fourth grade

Classei. The 68 boys and 34 girli had tested at an average of the

20th percentile ',SD = 9.3) at the previous year's testing in

reading. Thirty-nine students were classified as LD, and 54-

students were classified as behaviorally disordered according to

Public Law 94-142 and local school district criteria (for learning

,_--gsabi)ities, this included a 40% discrepancy between ability and

achievement). Twenty-tWo students were enrolled in self - contained

classes, and 70 students were attending resource rooms.

Materials

Materials were developed as part of a larger project

involving improving test-taking skills of ID and BD elementary
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students (Taylor & Scruggs, 1983) And consisted of eight scripted

lessons for each grade level in a direct instruction format and

accompanyibg workbooks for students which included pencil-and-,

piper practice activities (Scruggs S Williams, 1984). The general

- test-taking strategies taught in.thesematerials included

attending, marking answers carefully, choosing the best answer

,

carefully, error avoidance strategies, and appropriate situations

for soliciting teacherattention. In addition, specific test-

taking strategies were taught for each specific reading subtest

relevant to reading in the Stanford Achievement Test. These

included structured practice in specific test formats for each

subtest and specific 'application of general test-taking strategies.

to each ,specific subtest. For example, with respect to the

letter-sound subtest, students were taught to emp,loy the following

sequence of strategies:

1. Look at the first word; read it.

2. Pronounce to yourself and think of the sound of the

underlined letter.

3. Carefully look at the answer choices and choose the word

with the same sound i!,the underlined letter.

4.. If you don't know all the words, read the words you do

know, or read parts of individual words that you may know.

p5. If you and not sure of the Answer, see if there are some

answers that you are sure -are not correct, and eliminate those.
0

8
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6, Color in the answer quick; dark,, and tnside the.line.,

/ 7. Never skip an answer.
/

.

./ ... .

'5. / Procedure
.

) r .

Experimental.subjects were taught in small groups ;aging
...

. v
r/

from one to five in size and were. taught four 20-minute lessoils

per week, fiir two weeks., Positive responding and attention to K.

task was reinforced with stickers. 'Immediately prior to the

. training sessions, and immediately after 'the last.training

session, students were administered a criterion test of the skills

"which were taught (see'Figure 1). This test-was a 10-item'test of

ti

Insert*Figure 1 about here
Ni

test- taking skills including questions about timi using, question

asking, and elimination strategies. The first seven sessions
.

taught the use of test-taking strategies within the specific

context of each of the reading-rejated iubtests. The last session

consisted of a general review of all previous,procedures. Each

day of instruction involved extensive wOh with practice

activities applied to practice test items. At no time during this

training procedure were subjects taught any information concerning

the content of the test which was not given in the published

test directions. Within five days of the training procedure,

students were administered as a grop the Stan'ford Achievement

1

0
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Test. This administ04tion was done in the regular or self-

contained'classroom settings by their regularly assigned teacher.

Alt1hough teachers were aware of the membership of each student in

the experimental group, response protocols were scored ky

thfchine..

4

Results

.

r'

Pre and posttests Of the experimental students on the

criterion measure were compared statistically by means of a

'correlated t test. It was' found that the perfoimance On the

posttest was significantly higher thanOetest scores (R. < .01).

Students scored an average of 40% percent correct on the pretett,

and 77% correct. on the posttest..
.

. .

)
1 .

Summary of analyses are given in Table '1. Data for second

grade students were analyzed separately because (a) sufficient'

test data frpm previous years' .testing existed .to compute analysis

of covarlance, and (b) patterns of effects of ;reatment appeared

to be somewhat diff4rent in this group. Although second grade

subjects were assigned at random to experimental athld control

groups, they differed significantly (R < .05.) with respect to

Incert Table 1 about here

previous years' testing, and, therefore, analyses must be

interpreted with caution. Although raw scores on reading subtests

10

4
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. in fact favored the control group, these differences were

.610

decreased substantiailely by the.dse of,previous,4ears' testing es a I,

covariate. In spite of this adjustment with the covariate, the,

secoo4i grade control group apparently statistically outperformed

the, treatment group in the comprehension subtest. Since the

0oups did differ significantly in the year's previous testing,

however, and since a similar comprehension subtest was not a part

of the4irst grade test batterystwhicb likely weakened the

covariate, this finding appeared to be an artifact of selection

bias. Third and fourth grade data were also analyzed separately.

However, since in the third and fou.lh grade-students, over'one.: eN

third of the total sample were missing previout years'.test

#

scores, it was not possible to use previous years' testing as a

covariate. As can be seen in Table 1, differences generally

favored treatment groups although none of the initial findings
0

w.-e significant to the .05 level. However, the treatment effeCt

was 'replicated over third and fourth grade groups with a

particular effect =seen In the Word Study .subtest raw scores.

Effect sizes were" .63 ih-the..third grade studentss and .48 with

the fourth grade students, both in favor of the treatment group.

o , An tvaluiption of third and fourth grade combined using, scams

scores, however, indicates a significant treatment effect for the

experimental .students on the Word Study Skills subtest. Although

comprehension scores and total reading scores also favor the

11
I It
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treatment group; these differences are not statistically

significant.

Discussion
a

11

The analysis of pre and Posttest scores indicated that test-

taking skills'could be successfully taught 'to this sample of

second; third, and fourth grade learning disabled and behaviorally

disordered children. The fact that significant gains were made in

these critical skills indicates -that learning disabled and.

behaviorally'disordered child, n at this age level do, infact,

lack certain test-taking Skills which are potentially' helpful in

. taking standardize achievement tests.'

"

An analysis of the .data apparently suggests that second grade

students did 'not benefit from the training package. These data

are difficult to interpret accurately, however,, considering the

fact that this group of children had scored significantly lower

than the control groue on tests° administered one year previous.

Although the use of analysis of covariance, somewhat compensated

for these differences, any interpretation of the results must be

made-with caution considering such significant differences existed

between the two groups in the first'place. However; considering'

these were reading tests and that the' average reading performance

of second grade learning :disabled and behaviorally disordered

children is extremely low, it may be,-that second grade special

'education students lack sufficient reading skills'in order, to make

I
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the most of training in test-taking skills. This may indicate

that it is more prudent to wait until certain critical reading

skills have been mastered before training of this nature will be

beneficia40, Considering the previous differences between the

experimental and control group with respect to the seconcigrade

population, however, this interpretation cannot be maue\\

conclusively. Analysis of the third and fourth grade data

indicated that training in test-taking skills did significantly

increase scores on the Word Study Skills subtest of the Stanford

Achievement Test for third and foufth grade learning disabled and ,

behaviorally disordered students. Differences favoring the.

eatment group were also found in all the subtests and total
4

reading score, although these differences were not significant.

The fact that the Word Study Skills subtest was increased

-

4i9nificantly may be°a ful,ction of the fact that this particular

subtee1t involves man)) format changes over a short period' of time,

and thus, wa% more amenable to increased performacce through

guided practice and feedback on successful skills' necessary for

completion, of the subtest (Bennion, Scruggs, & Lifson, 1984).

Since previous research has indicated that learning disabled,

children are more likely to have difficulty with formats'on this

type of subtest'(Scruggs, Bennion, & Lifson, 1984), this seems a

likely explanation for the fac.that Word ,Study Skills performance

TsignificantlY facilitated.. The degree of facilitation of this

ti
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subtest in scale score points apparently compares to a gain of
a '

three academic months, for the average student. receiving this

treatment. This gain .is consistent with the findtnys of a recent

meta-analyiis (Scruggs, Bennion, & White, 1984) which indicated

that other students tended to gain approximately two to three

months in situations involving extended training on test-taking

skills. Although a three -month gain does not seem particularly

large, it must be weighed against the finding that this was

accomplished in eight relatively short lessons over a two-week

period and that training in reading skills over the same period

would be unlikely to ptoduce such a gain. However, any gain at

all which is, not the result of training in the associated content

areas indicates the possibility that some, of the error variance in

this test is being eliminated'and, in fact, Table 1 indicates

descriptively that standard deviations-were consistently lower in

treatment groups than control groups. This finding is not

conclusive but does suggest that error was reduced on the part of

treatment children.

Overall, the findings i icate that critical test-taking

skills can be taught to learning disabled and behaviorally

disordered secono, third, and fourth grade children and that these

skills tend to raise these students' performance on standardized

achievement tests.
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1The usefulness of standardized achievement tests in\special

education 'has been, and remains, a controvers'al issue (Sivia &

Ysseldyke, 1979), which is not intended to be addressed by the

results of the present investigation. This investigation was

undertaken to ktermfne,whether the problem-solving strategiei\of

the type needed for the successful completion of achievement tests

mild be trained. An additional assumption was that reduction of

possible measurement error, on any.assessment instrument in common

use, is desirable.
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Table 1 0

Test Score Data

2nd Grade - Analysis of Covariance

Variable X SD 'Adj. Mean F Prob.

Word reading

Tx 12 15.58 4.32 17.00 1.01 .326

Cx Li 20.77 7.65 19.41

Comprehension

Tx 12 16.42 6.35 18.5.1 5.10 ..035

Cx 13 26.18 9.00 24.08

Word study

Tx 12 25.67 5.69 29.44 .47 .50

Cx 13 31.62 10.05 27.49 .

Total reading

Tx 12 57.67 14.34 63.01 2.58 .124

Cx 13 78.38 22.60 72.93
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Table 1 (continued)

3rd Grade
4
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Variable N SO

2-tai.1

prob.

Comprehension

raw scores

vC

Tx 18 24.61 7.59 -.36

Cx 19 25.79 11.98

Word study

raw. scores
ft

Tx 17 29.12 8.09 1.70

Cx 19 24.95 6.65

Total reading

raw scores

Tx 18 52.06 16.21 .24

Cx 19 50.74 17.33

Total battery

scaled scores

Tx 17 564.00- 17.80 .00

Cx 19 564.00 21.09

.725

.099

.813

.999
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Table 1 (continued)

4th Grade

2-tail

Variable M X SD T -prob.

.Comprehension

raw scores

Tx 17 17.71 7.50 .61 .545

Cx

Word study

14 15.79 9.96

raw scores

Tx 17 26.53 10.12, 1.28 :209

Cx 14 21.93 9.68

Total reading

raw scores

Tx "17 44.24 16.54 1.05 .303

Tx 14 37:71 18.02

Total battery

scaled scores

IN%

TY, 17 572.35 26.15 .04 .968
--N

Cx iN. 14 572.90 20.60
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Table 1 (continued)

3rd `aril 4th Gradei COmbiped

Variable

Standard

0

SD error

2-tail

df prob.

Comprehension

scaled scores

Tx 35 559.00 30.58, 5.17 .41 65

Cx 32 556.00 38.77 6.85 ,

Word study

scaled,scores

. Tx' -34 578.00 31.66 5.43 2.26 65

Cx 33 562.00 28.04 4.88

Total battery

scaled scores

Tx 34 0 568.00 22.43 3..85 .15 65

Cx 33 567.00 /0.95 3.65

22

.680

.027*

.883
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1. When I don't understand the teacher,
0 I go up to the teacher.
0 Lraise my hand.
0 I ask' another student,

2. When I mark outside the answer bubble,
A) I mark it carefully.
0 I can not erase and fix it.
0 I might' the answer wrong.

3. After I read the test question,
0 I read all the answer choices. 0,
ii-I114nk-and-choose the best answer.
0 I guess the best answer.

4. A vocabulary test asks
. 0 the meaning pf'a word.
,0 how to read a word.
0 how to spell a word.

5. oThe stop sign tells me to
.0' stop and then go on
.

0 stop and check, my work.
'0 stop and lay my pencil down.

When I.can'tread all the words in
0 I read the words 1 know first.
0 I guess the answer firtt:
0 I go on 'to the next question.

7. When I don't know the answer,.
0 I skip the qdestion.
0 I guess the best answer...

0 I raise my hand.

8. When I take a comprehension test,
0 I read the answer choices first.
0 I read the questions first,
0 I read the passage first.

00

the answer aboices,

9. When I4iake a syllables test, I look
0 for a compound word.
0 for a word that has a prefix
0 for i word that is divided the'right way.

10. The letter-sound in a letter-sounds test
0 can be spelled by different letters.

.

0 are always in the middle of the word.
0 are always spelled with the same letters.
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CONTENT OF TRAINING PACKAGE

Lesson Description of Content

Importance of tests and this training package.

Three rules of test taking:
a. mark answers efficiently
b. -follow4long carefully; don't lose your place
c. attend carefully to all answer choices (distractors)

Sample vocabulary test:
a.. lesson -

i. ,attend to every answer choice
ii. think of the key word in question
iii. if you forget what the teacher said,

ask for help
b. sample test administration
c. feedback on test

Review of lesson

II. 1. Review lesson I

or you- get lost,

2. Sample Word Study Skills (WSS) compound word test:
lesion
i. attend to every answer choice
ii. find the wc-d with two words in it
iii. if you cannot read them all, read the ones-you know,

and see if you can find a word with one smaller word
in. it you do know

iv. guessing strategy
b. sample test administration
c. feedback 'on test

3. Review of lesson

III.. 1. Review lessons : and II

2. Sample WSS contractions test:
a. lesson

i. attend to every answer choice
ii. find the correct shortened form of two words
iii.. may be the last sound
iv, guessing strategy
sample test administration

c. feedback on test
re

3. Review of lesson

" iii
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IV. 1. Review lessons II and III

2. Sample WSS word'analysis test:
a. lesson

i. what sound does the underlined sound make in that
Word 4

ii. read all answer choices and find the word with
matching sound

iii. don't befooled bywords that resemble the first
word

iv, guess if necetSa0
b. sample test administration
c. feedback on test
d. sample word endings test

-"\3. Review of lesson

V. 1. Review lessonlIy

2. Sample Word Reading test:
a. ,lesson

i. attend to picture and read across the rows
ii. read all distractors; don't be fooled by words that

look right but are not
iii. guessing and elimination strategies
iv. time using strategy

b. .sample test administration
c.' feedback on test.

3. Review of lesson

VI. 1H Review lesson V

2. Sample Reading Comprehension A lesson
a. lesson

i. attend to picture and all answer choices
ii. picture may give you a clue to right answer
ii4. guessing and elimination strategies

1 iv. time using strategy
b. administration of test

lc. feedback

3. Review of lesson

VII. 1. Review lesson VI

2.. Sample Reading Comprehension B lesson
.a. lesson

i. read passage carefully

ii. read question and all answer choices
look for key word' in question and look for that word
in the passage

iv. look for one of the answer choice words in.the passage

3. Review Of lesson

iv



VIII. 1. Review general rules:
a. 'attend to all answer choices
b. be careful of tricky answers
c. work quickly and guess if you've tried everything else

2. Riview of all subtests:
a. vocabulary
b. Word Study Skills

i. compound words
ii. contractions

endings
iv, word analysis

c. reading comprehension ,

i. reading comprehension A
ii. reading comprehension B

3. Review importance of tests and importance of this instruction

V
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1--

1. Listen

2. Work hard

3. Pay attention

glaNINNO

General Test-Taking Strategies

a. Marc answers carefully with dark strokes inside the line

b. .Ghoose, the but answer

i. lead all the answer'choices

ii. Think and choose the best answer

Iii. .Mark the best answer carefully

c. Choose the but Suess when. you don't know the answer

i. If you isn't read all the options, read the onesiou can

ii. Look for relationships (i.e., sane last sound(s), letters, .

little words in big words) between subparts

Raise hand

I. Forget what teacher says

ii. Don't: understand: teacher...mays

Lose place



Specific Test-Taking Strategies

1. Vocabulary

"Asks forthe meaning of words, ideas."

a. Hoar part of a sentence - Listen to teachers.

0 b. Question. "About what is this sentence talking?" - Listen for
key word, idea.

c. Choose the best answer that tells' about the key word, idea.

d. Guess attategyl-Loor.for words ma can read.

2. Compound Wbid Test

"Look for one word made from two words."

a. Choose the beat answer, the compound word.
4

b. Guess strategy:

i. bad the word I know

ii. Look for little words in Itig words
ale

Contraction Test

"Asks a short way of saying two words".

a. Hear two words - Listen to teacher.

b. Question: "What is a short way of saying the two words?"

C. Guess strategy:

i. Listen for the last sound

ii. Question: "What letters Spell that ... sound in this word?"

iii. Look for last sound (letters).

IS

11
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Specific Test-Taking Strategies

4.' Endings

"Find the word thit ends like the word heard."

a. Rear word with ending - listen, to teacher

b. Question: "What. letter(s) spell that ending?"

c. Choose the word with the same eotat

d. Guess strategy: .

i. Listen to last sound(s)
o . u

4

ii. Think of letter(*) that spell the sound(0)

iii. Look for letters

5. .Letter-Sound Test

"itiikd the word with the sane sound as the underlined letter(*)

in the first word."

a. Look at first void; read it.

b. Think of the sound(s) of the underlined letter(s).

.1
a.

c. Choose a word with the same sound (as underlined letter represents).

d. Guess strategy:

i. Look for sane letter(s) as underlined

ii. Underlined letter(s) - sounds may be at beginning, middle.,

or ending of word; best answer may have representative
sound in any position of the word - this may not

correspond to Iasi...ion of underlined letter

iii. Don't be fooled by look alike words

iv. 'Different letters may spell the sound(s)

-1;!. Use generalizations (i.e., CVC letter - sound patterns)

vi. Read the words yoq know

viii 34



TEST - TAKING SKILLS:

PRESENTATION-BOOK



LESSON I

Hello! My name is . I will be working with you for
the next weeks. We will work hard and have a lot of fun
learning.--gifER7WRart, I would like each of you to tell me your
nome. (Teacher elicits responses from each student.)

We will learn how to'be good test takers. You will take a big test
soon. It is important that you do .well on this test. Everybody, what
is important? .

WE WILL DO WELL ON THE BIG TEST.

Now you will show me what you already know. (Go to pretest for

administration directions0 Teacher administer pretest.
I

Thank you for working so hard. You will learn how to'do well on the big
test. (Discuss how it is ok to make a mistake. It can help us learn,
etc. Move on.)

Begin here after pretest. Teacher may need to add extra prompting to
help students understand. the reason they do well on the big test.

U

You do well on the big test so your teacher and parents will know what you
have learned. Why is it important tondo well on the big test? (Everyone
responds.)

4SO MY TEACHER AND PARENTS WILL KNOW WHAT I HAVE LEARNED:

Good! It's very important to do-well on tests so you can show your teacher
and parents how much you've learned. Over the next 'weeks, I am

going to help you to learn how to take tests. What will you learn?

I WILL LEARN HOW TO TAKE TESTS.

You will learn how to take tests so you can show what you have learned. Why
will you learn how to take tests? (Prompt as-nezessary.) A

I WILL LEARN HOW TO TAKE TESTS SO I CAN SHOW WHAT i HAVE LEARNED.

You will listen and work hard. When you have finished, you will be a
super good test taker!

What will you do to be a super good test taker?

I WILL LISTEN AND WORK HARD.



Super! We are ready to start. Here we go:. ,

Everyone, put your test booklet in front of you. Point, to Name (have

chart I, 3 - "front cover of test booklet" to model from). Pick up your

pencil and write your name in the blank space (Students write,their
name). Lay yoOr pencil down. When "you' lay your pencil downs I know you

have finished.: (Students lay Pencils down when fiqjshed.) Good!

Everyone is finished. (Identify students with ieinfbrcement,7 e.g.,
"Good laying your pencil down when you are finished, Sally! ".)

2

Laying down and picking up pencil behavior needs constant reinforcement
throughout training.

Turn to page 1 in your Student Workbook (show chart I 2). Good

turning to page 1! Wait until I say ready to pick up your pencil and
mark your answer. Ready! (Students pick up ptmcils.) Listen! Mark
the first answer bubble in row 1. What will you do?

MARK THE FIRST ANSWER BUBBLE IN ROW 1.

Go. (Check to see if all students understand row 1 and answer bubble.).
When you take a test, you will remember to pay attention. What will you
remember? (Everyone responds -1E11].)

I WILL REMEMBER TO PAY ATTENTION.

When you pay attention, you mark your answers carefully. How do you mark
your answers,? (ER)

I WILL MARK MY ANSWERS CAREFULLY.

p.

Good! Now I'm going to show you how to mark an answer choice carefully.
(Point to chart 1-2J When 1 mark my answer carefully,,I fill in ,

the answer bubble quick, dark, and inside the line. (Teacher models
by marking first answer bubble in row 1 on chart). How do I answer

carefully ?, (Teacher responds to own question.) "I fill in the bubble
quick, dark, and inside the line." -Now, did I fill in the answer

`bubble quick?.

YES. (Students respond with teacher.)

Was I inside the line?

YES.

Did I fill in dark?

YES.

When you mark an answer choice carefully, you mark it quick,
dark, and inside the line. How do you fill in an' answer bubble

carefully?
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QUICK, DARK, AND INSIDE THE LINE.

Right! Your turn. Point to number 2. This is row 2. Listen!
Mark the second answer bubble in row .2 carefully. What will you do?

I WILL MARK THE SECOND ANSWER BUBBLE IN ROW 2 CAREFULLY.

Ready! (Students pick up pencils. Reinforce this.) Mark the second
'answer bubble in row 2 carefully. Go. (Students mark.) (Students lay
pencils down when finished. Reinforce this.) Did you mark quick(

YES.

Did you mark dark?

YES: (Have students correct if necessary. Discuss how.to erase.)

. Did you mark inside'the line?YES.o
Then, did you mark your ,answer carefully?

YES.

Great! Watch me. My turn. I will mark the second answer in the second row
carefully. (Chart I - 2 - mark quickly, mark very lightly, mark
outside the-line some.)

Did I mark the .answer. carefully?. (ER)

NO.

Did I mirk the answer quick? .

.1;

a

YES.

_Did I mark the answer dark?

NO.

Good watching! You're right! I did not mark my answer carefully.
If I do not mark the answer dark, my answer might be wrong. What might
happen if I don't mark the answer dark?

THE ANSWERAIGHT BE WRONG.'

Right! Did I mark inside the line?

NO.

You're right again! I did not mark my answer carefully. If I do
not mark th0 answer inside the line, my answer might be wrong. What
might happen if I do not mark inside the line?

38
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SHE' ANSWER MIGHT BE WRONG.,
3

Right again! You are really listenikg and answering carefully, 'too!
Put your finger on,row 3. Listen. Mark the last bubble in row 3. Ready.
(Students pick up pencils.). Go! (Students mark their answer carefully
while teacher marks on chart I-2c row 3.) ISWents lay pencils down when
finished.) Proof. Does your answer look like mine? Did you mark

quick? (Everyone responds.) Did you mark inside the line? (ER)

YES. (If no, allow time to erase and correct.)

Did you mark dark? (gveryone responds.)

'YES:

O

Fantastic! Now yoti've marked your answer carefully! You do not put
marks anywhere outside the bubble. It might be counted and you would miss
the answer.

A
Point to row 4 '(model on Chart 1,2)'. Listen! Mark the first bubble in row
4 carefully. What will you' do?

I WILL MARK THE FIRST BUBBLE IN ROW 4 CAREFULLY.

Good listeningl. Ready!
model, student looks at

YES. (Allow student to

n

(Student picks up pencil.) Go! (Student looks at
own answer.1 Did you nark your answer carefully?

lft
pick up pencil and erase and correct if necessary.)

You will practice marking your answer carefully one more time.' Listen!
Mark the last bubblein row 5 carefully. What will you do?.

I WILL MARK THE LAST'BUBBLE IN ROW 5 CAREFULLY.

/-
Ready! (Student picks up pencil.) Go! (Student marks answer.) Proof.

-° (Student looks at model, then looks at their own model.) Correct. (Student
may need to erase and correct.)

You have worked hard! You can mark your answers earefully! -You can listen
carefully! When you take a test,, you pay attention and you choose'
the best answer. What do you & when you take a test? (Everyone
responds, including the teacher.)

WHEN I TAKE A TEST I PAY ATTENTION AND I CHOOSE THE BEST ANSWER.

That's right. You are listening! You are paying attention. Now, you will
learn how to choose the best answer. (Chart A.) To choose the
best answer you first read all the answer choices. To choose the best
answer what do you do first? (Everyone responds, including the
teacher.)
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Teacher may need to discuss and show students answer choices. 'Teacher

may need to,discuss what thinking is. An illustration might be used.
"When you think,,you make a picture in your head. Everyone, think about
ice cream. What do you see?" Discuss kind of iCe cram, color of ice
.cream, and even taste it. Db this quiikly. Then move on.

40,1

Teacher may need to discuss what choote means. Teacher may let-stUdents
each choose one sticker. it can be pointed out that the student has to
choose ope answer.

TO CHOOSE THE BEST ANSWER I FIRST READ ALL THE ANSWER CHOICES.

Exactly right!, After you read all the answer choices you think and
choose the best answer.. Whit do yeti do after you r4ead all the answer
choices? (Everyone responds with teacher.)

AFTER IREAd,ALL,THE ANSWER CHOICES I THINK AND. CHOOSE THE BEST ANSWER.

Right! Now ydu are ready to ma rk the best answer. First, you read all
the answer choices; then you think.and choose,the best answer. You

mark the best answer carefully. You tell me what you do when you choose
the best answer. (Everyone responds,:includihg the teacher if necessary:)
(Use chart A.)

-If

FIRST, I READ ALL THE ANSWER CHOICES.

THEN I THINK AND CHOOSE THE BEST ANSWER.

.I MARK THEsgEST ANSWER CAREFULLY.

When 'the teacher tells you to take a test, you will pay attention. .When
you pay attention, you look at the teacher and listen. -klow do you pay
attention? (Teacher responds with students if necessary.) .

,

LISTEN AND LOOK AT THE TEACHER.

Good. Then you think and choose youf best answer., What do you do
next?

I THINK AND CHOOSE THE BEST ANSWER.

Good! Then you mark you best answer. How do you mark your answer
carefully?

QUICK, DARK, AND INSIDE. THE LINE.

Good remembering!' Now you will practice taking a vocabulary test. When you
take a vocabulary test, first; you listen to the teacher. What do you,
do first where you take a'vocabulary test? (Everyone responds.)
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WHEN I TAKE A VOCABULARY TEST, FIRST, I LISTEN TO MY TEACHER.

Great! The teacher will read part of a sentence to you. What will you hear

the teacher read? (Students may not understand what a sentence is. Teacher

should not dwell on "sentence".) 6 re If

I WILL HEAR THE TEACHER READ PART OF A SENTENCE OR I WILL HEAR THE TEACHER

READ.

OPTIONAL (more advanced students): el

Good! After you listen you will think of the key word (or idea). What

will you do after you listen? (Everyone responds.)

AFTER I LISTEN I WILL THINK OF THE KEY WORD.

To think of the key word, you think, "what is this sentence talking
about?" How do jou decide the key word? (Everyone responds.)

Students may find it djfficult to understand "key idea". 'Teacher may

need to practice this skill. Examples: (1) Someone who is crying is
key idea - person crying; (2) An animal with four.legs that

barks is key idea - animal, bark. For some students, the .

teacher may decide to omit the key idea section, or respond with
students.

I DECIDE THE KEY WORD BY THINKING "WHAT IS THIS SENTENCE 'TALKING ABOUT?"

Open your workbook to page 2. Look at page 2 and point to Sample A.

What is this sentence talking about? "A baby sheep is a ,

111

BABY SHEEP.'

Now you choose the best answer. (Teacher says with studrts.)

FIRST, I READ ALL T;iE ANSWER CHOICES.t (H4ve studert:.. rliad with teacher

choices on Chart I-6.)

LAMB

o CALF
o PIGI4T

THEN I THINK AND CHOOSE THE BEST ANSWER. (Prompt:,' THE BEST ANSWER

COMPLETES THE SENTENCE,. IT TELLS ABOUT THE KEY IDEA.)

Now you find the answer that completes the sentence. What was the key word,

idea?

BABY SHEEP.

Which answer choice tells about baby sheep?

t,
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LAMB.

Lamb tells another name for baby sheep. It

So lamb is the best answer. You think, and
Now what do you do?

I MARK NEXT TdqNE,BEST ANSWER CAREFULLY.
line.)

tells about the key word, idea.
then you choose the best answer.

(Quick, dark, and inside the

(Teacher marks model.)

Now, mark the best answer carefully. (Students mark..) Did you mark quick,
dark, and inside the line?

YES.

You did the vocabulary test 100% correct! Let's do some more.

Point to #1. Listen! The part of the sentence.is: "Someone who is
crying is ." Tell me the part of a sentence. (Everyone
responds.)

"SOMEONE.1410 IS CRYING IS

Think! What is this sentence talking about? What is the key word,
idea? (Everyone responds. Students may choose correct answer without being
accurate on key idea. Just prompt with answer and go on.)

SOMEONE - CRYING.

Point to'and read all the answer choices with me. (Everyone
responds.) (Suggest students respond orally since you're working on the
process.)

SAD. 4.

HAPPY.

LUCKY.

Think and choose the best answer that completes the sentence.
(Allow think time.) Everyone tell me the best answer. (Everyone
responds.)

SAD.

Now mark next to the best answer carefully. (Students mark sad. Check
for quick, dark, and inside line.) You are exactly right.

Point to #2. Listen! "A piece of ice is ." Think! Tell
me the kty word, idea. (Teacher gives key idea if necessary.)



ICE.

Point to and read (soft whisper) all the answer choices with me.
(Students and teacher together.)

o HOT
o COLD
o WARM

Think and choose themt answer that tills about ice, the key word.
fell me the best answer.

COLD.

You're right! Now what do you .do? (Everyone responds. Teacher may need to
provide prompts.)

?IAN THE BEST ANSWER CAREFULLY.

Rol (Check to make sure correct answers are marked. Teacher may mark model
for proofing and correcting.) (Reinforce pencil behavior.)

Point to #3. You will do this by yourself. /Listen! "Something that you
can ride in is a ."

Point to and read all the answer choices. (Students and teacher
together.)

o FRIEND
o WAGON
o HOUSE,

C
Reinforce students for doing their own work, e.g., "Robin, I like the way
you did your own work. You uln't look around! You're smarts" Theo try
to catch the student who seems to copy from neighbor doing it the right
way, e.g., "Bob, you did it the right way'. You are thinking good."
Reinforce Bob quietlj, maybe personally, so he doesn't feel pressure.
(Don't say: "I know you could do it!" That adds pressure.)

Think and choose the best answer. (Wagon.)

Mark the best answer carefully. (Wagon.)

Proof and correct if necessary.

You know how to take a vocabulary test.
good at taking tests.

can see you're going to be very
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LESSON II: COMPOUND WORD TEST PRESENTATION

Take a minute for introductions again.

[Review: Leison II.

You did great last time!

You will do great again today!

You are learning how to take tests! When you take a test, you work hard.
When you do It the right way, you show your teacher and parents what you
have learned. Last time we did this kind of test. (Show Voc. Test - Chart

1,6) A vocabulary test asks you the meaning of a word. What does a'

vocabulary test ask you? (Teacher says with students.)

A VOCABULARY TEST ASKS YOU THE MEANING OF A WORD.

Good saying, "A vocabulary test asks you the meaning of a word."

Turn,to the vocabulary test on page 2 in your workbook.

Last time you learned some rules for taking a vocabulary test. You ,learned

how to pay attention. You listen to your teacher read part of a
sentence. You read the answer choices silently as your teacher reads
them out loud. Then you choose the best answer that completes thr sentence.

.,Point to number 4. "The daylight comes from the ." (Teacher reads

orally as students point and read.)

o MOON
o SUN
o STAR

Now choose the best answer.

Point to the IL:st answer. (Students point to sun.) (oir are right.

Now, you are ready to mark your answer carefully. How do you mark your

answer carefullyl

QUICK, DARK, AND INSIDE THE' LINE.

Show me how to do it. Ready! (Pause.) Go! (Students mark answer.) You

did it the right way! Good for you!

Teacher may need to prompt and reinforce desired responses for raising
hand activity. Extra practice may need to be simulated. Students are

dealing with cause-effect relationships.
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Sometimes you forget what the teacher said. If you forget what the teacher
said, raise your hand. What do you do when you forget what the teacher

said? (ER)

I RAISE MY HAND.

That's right. Sometimes you don't understand the teacher. If you don't

understand the teacher, you raise your hand. What do you do when you don't

understand the teacher? (ER)

I RAISE MY HAND.

Good listening and answering. If you lose your place, raise your hand and

ask for help. Show me what you do when you lose your place. (Students

should raise their hand and when the teacher calls on one, he should ask for

help.)

Point to umber 5 on your vocabulary test. Listen! (Teacher reads stem,

mumbling' some, and coughing in the middle.) "Mud is made from water ancr
(Students should raise their hands.) You really learn fast.

7afron someone and encourage them to say:).

I DIDN'T UNDERSTAND.

Good, you raised your hand when you didn't understand. Why did you raise

your hand?.

I DIDN'T UNDERSTAND.

Right! When else should you raise your hand? (Prompt answers!)

IF I LOSE MY PLACE.

IF I FORGET WHAT THE TEACHER SAID.

Good remembering! Let's practice one more. Point to number 5. 1 will read

the part of a sentence again. Listen! "Mud is made from water and

." "Hay, air, dirt."

Now choose the best answer. Use Chart A if you forget what to do.
(Observe to see if studenti follow the steps on the chart. Help as you

observe need. Praise students when you see them following steps: 1)

read all.the answer choices, 2) think and choose the best
answer, 3) mark the best answer carefully--quick, dark, and

inside the line.) Everyone, tell me, which is the best answer?

(ER.)

DIRT.

Exactly right! I can tell ybu are going to do well at taking tests!

Before you learn how to do another test, we'll go over what you've covered.
First, remember to mark your answers quick, dark, and inside the
line. How do you mark your answers?



QUICK, DARK, AND INSIDE THE LINE.

Good! Quick, dark, and inside the line. Next, remember, a
vocabulary test asks you the meaning of words, ideas. What does a
vocabulary test ask you?

A VOCABULARY TEST ASKS ME THE MEANING OF A WORD, IDEA.

Right again! When you take a vocabulary test, you listen to the
teacher. How do you listen when you take a vocabulary test?

I LISTEN TO THE TEACHER.

Excellent answers! Now, look at the chart (Chart A) and tell me how you
choose the best answer.

1. I READ ALL THE ANSWER CHOICES.
2. I THINK AND CHOOSE THE BEST ANSWER THAT COMPLETES THE SENTENCE.
3. I MARK THE BEST ANSWER CAREFULLY--QUICK,-DARK; ANDINSIDE

THE LINE.

You have learned a lot! Thank you forworking so hard! You are ready to
learn how to do a Word Study Skill test.

Compound Word Test

Turn to page 3. This test is called a compound word test. (Chart II, II.),
What is it called?

COMPOUND WORD TEST.

Good! A compound word is a big word made up of two little words. What is a
compound word? (Prompt if necessary.)

A BIG WORD MADE UP OF TWO LITTLE WORDS.

Now when you take a compound word test, you choose the best answer.
Look at the words in row A. Read the words as I read them,
bookstore, things, surprise. (Teacher points as she/he reads,)

BOOKSTORE, THINGS, SURPRISE.

One of these words is made from two words. Which word is it?

BOOKSTORE.

That is correct. The two words are book and store. The big word is
bookstore. What are the two words that make bookstore?

BOOK STORE.

Great! What is the compound word?
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BOOKSTORE.

First, you read all the choices. Everyone, read the choices.

BOOKSTQq, THINGS, SURPRISE.

Then you think and choose the compound word. What is the compound
word?

BOOKSTORE.

Right! Now, you just chose the best answer. The best answer is the big
word made up. of two little words. You are ready to mark the best answer .

carefully. Show me how.to. do it. (One student marks on chart 1-6 the
bubble by bookstore quick, dark, and inside the line.) Did do it
ghe right way? or You did it the right way! Good!

Everyone'potnt to letter A on page 3. When the teacher says, "Find the
compound' word." (show r.hart _A) _what_do_you_do, fir.st?

READ ALL.THE ANSWER CHOICES. (Teacher reads orally as students read.)

Then, what do you do?

THINK AND CHOOSE THE COMPOUND WORD, (TWO WORDS MAKE ONEWORD.)

You're right, so fart Now, what do yo6 do?

MARK THE COMPOUND WORD ANSWER CAREFULLY.

Show me. (Observe and check.) Excellent! Everyone did the test right!
Bookstore is the compound word.

Point to number 1 on your compound word worksheet. Good,_ pointing! Find the
compound word. What do you do first?.. (Use Chart A for cue reference.
Teacher may, need to prompt as well. as read answer choices orally with
students,)

I READ ALL THE ANSWER CHOICES. MAKING BROTHERS DOGHOUSE.

Right! Then, what do you do?

I THINK AND CHOOSE THE COMPOUND WORD. (If the student says THE BEST ANSWER,
help him to define the best answer for this t.st-is a compound word.) What
do you do next?

I MARK THE COMPOUND WORD ANSWER CAREFULLY-- QUICK, DARK, AND
INSIDE THE LINE.

Excellent! Show me. (Observe as students go through the process. Give
verbal praise, "Melissa, you read all the answer choices first.
Great!"). Tell me the best answer, the compound word.
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DOGHOUSE.

Right! What two words are in doghouse? (Prompt if necessary.)

DOG HOUSE.

Right, again! Now, you will try a hard one. Can anyone readiall the words
for row 2? (If no one can or if only one can, say the following:).

This is a hard test.: You can find
read every word do"this. Read the
yourself, "Is this word a compound
word be?" Look at the first word.

YES, BEDROOM.

Does it have two words?

the best answer.. If you can't
word or words that you know. Ask

word?" or ask yourself, "What could this
Can you read it?

YES, BED AND ROOM.

Look at the second word.' Can you read it?

NO.

Look at the last word. Can you read it?

(e.g., "I THINK IT IS "SOONER".)

Now, think and choose the best answer, the compound word.

BEDROOM.

You're right! You chose the compound' word even though you could not read
all the word choices. (Students mark answer.)

Point to number three. This is a hard one, too. Read the answer choices.

(Teacher provides prompts as needed.)

RETURN ?

Is return a compound word?

NO.

You're right. Now, you know it is the second or last word. Look at the
second word. Do you see any little words?

YES, TEN.

Is /1/i/s/ (spell letters) a word that you know?

NO.

Now, look at the last word. Do you see a little word in it?
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YES, STAR.

Is /1/i/g/h/t/ (spell letters) rword that you know?

YES, I THINK /L/I/G/H/T/ (spell letters) ISA WORD.

Then, you guess that star/l/i/g/h/t/ (spell letters) is a compound word?

II

.What is the best answer,*the compound. word?. (Teacher may need to prompt.
Maintain pacing. Reinforce decoding strategies and efforts in finding words
they can read. Do not belabor the effort.) .-

IISTAR/L/I/G/H/T.

Right. Mark the best answer, the compound word, starlight. Sometimes, you
don't know the answer. Then you think about the answer choices and choose,
the best "guess" for the best answer._ 4.Teacher_mat.neeLta..discuss-
what a guess is.)

When do you choose the best "guess" for the best answer?

WHEN I DON'T KNOW THE ANSWER or WHEN I CAN'T READ ALL THE WORDS. '.AFTER I
READ ALL THE ANSWER CHOICES THAT I CAN.

This may be an appropriate stopping place for Session I if teacher picks
up signs of restlessness. The guessing strategies might be continued the
next session.

Is it OK to guess?

YES.

14

Sure it is! Now, don't guess unless you.need to. First, read all the
answer choices that you can. Then try to choose the best answer. If you
don't know, then guess the best answer. When should you guess? (Guide and
rompt.)

IF I DON'T KNOW THE ANSWER, I. SHOULD GUESS. I SHOULD FIND WORDS I CAN READ.
I MIGHT FIND LITTLE WORDS IN THE BIG WORDS THAT HELP.

Right! You just might get the answer right! Now, you are ready for number
4. You do it on your own. Remember how to choose the best answer.
(Observe and reinforce correct process.)

What is the best answer?

CATFISH. (If error: Teacher should read ,choices and student correct.)

Right! (Let students share how they choose the best answer. Did anyone
guess? How did he/she decide on the best answer?)
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Well, all of you worked hard today! You were good listeners, tool

When you take a vocabulary test, you listen to the teacher. Then you
choose the best answer. What do you do first when you take a
vocabulary test?

I LISTEN TO THE TEACHER.

Then what do you choose?

I CHCOSE THE BEST ANSWER.

Excellent! How do you choose the best answer?

I. I READ ALL THE CHOICES.
2. I. THINK ANQ CHOOSE THE BEST ANSWER THAT COMPLETES THE SENTENCE.
3. THEN I MARK THE BEST ANSWER CAREFULLY, QUICK, DARK, AND INSIDE THE LINE.

E----------You-know-how-to-ticti-vvocalsularrtestr-lotraFe-good-test-takett.

'When you take a compound word test, you listen to the teacher say, "Find
the compound word." What will the teacher tell you to do?

FIND THE COMPOUND WORD.

What do you do to find the best answer, the compound word? (Prompt
as needed..)

I. I READ ALL THE ANSWER CHOICES.
2. I THINK AND. CHOOSE THE COMPOUND WORD (TWO WORDS. MAKE ONE WORD).
3. I MARK THE COMPOUND WORD ANSWER CAREFULLY, QUICK, DARK, AND INSIDE

THE LINE.

Wow! You know how to take a compound word testi You are a good test
taker!

Is it OK to choose the best guess when you don't know some of the
words? (Discuss how you look for words you know, etc.)

VES.

Great! What do you do if you forget what the teacher said?

I RAISE MY HAND.

If you don't understand what the teacher tells you, what do you do?

I RAISE MY HAND AND I SAY, "I DO NOT UNDERSTAND."

Sometimes you might lose your place. 'When you lose your place, what do you
do?
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I RAISE MY HAND.

You are right! Now, you know what to do when you.need help. Sometimes, you

can't read every word in the compound word answer,chotces. Then you look

for the words you do know! Ask the question, "Is this word made of two

little words? Is it a compound word?" When you look at words you know,
what question do you ask?

IS THIS. WORD MADE OF TWO'LITTLE WORDS? IS IT A COMPCUND WORD?

You're right! If it is not made of two little words, it is not a compound
word. Theis you see if you can find one little word in a big word you don't
know and then guess. What do you do if the word you know is not a compound
word? (ER)

I SEE IF I. CAN FIND ONE LITTLE WORD IN A BIG WORD'I DON'T KNOW.

Right! Then what do you do?

I GUESS (WHAT WORD IS THE COMPOUND WORD?).

Is it OK to guess?

ES.

Ex tly right! If you have tried everything else, then you should guess.

I think you all .did a super job todayl- You are good test takers.
Thank You for working so hard. I'll see you next .



LESSON III: CONTRACTIONS TEST

,PRESENTATION

Review:. Lessons II and III.

Everybody has been doing
tell you're all going to
to work as hard today as
that?

YES.

17

a terrific job learning how to take tests. I can

learn how to be super test takers.. Now, I want you
you did for me last time. Do you think you can do

Good! Today 2're going to go over some of the things we talked about
before, and then I'm going to show you a new. kind of test.

Good! Now turn to page 2 in your workbook and let's see if you
remember how to take them. Look at number 6 in your workbook. This is a
vocabulary test, so it's going to ask Iyou the meaning of a . . ?

WORD.

Good! It's going to ask you the,meaning of a word. Now remember to listen
to me, and to listen for the key word in the sentence. What do
you do if you don't understand me, or if you get lost?

I RAISE MY HAND.

Good! You raise. your hand. Now, listen. The sentence is: "Something that
you can wear is a ..... .." What the key word, idea? (Teacher may need
to provide the response, "THE KEY wORD is WEARK.) Read the answer choices
silently as I read them, "hat, rat, mat".

HAT, RAT, MAT.

Good! Now, everybodY,thoose the best answer. (Wait) What is the best
answer? (Observe the process. Teacher may need to review from Chart
A the process: 1. Read all the answer choices.' 2. Think and
choose the best, answer. Find the answer that tells about the key word,
idea. 3. Mark the best answer carefulty, quick, dark, and
inside the line.) Everyone, point to the best answer. (Check.) Mark
the answer carefully. (Pause.) Tell me the answer.
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HAT.

Right! Something that you can wear is a hat. If you don't knOw some of the

words you read all the words you know. What do you do if you do not know

some of the words? (Teacher may need to. review :. "You look at word(s) you

know. The word way be the answer. If it is not, you chooseoa word you don't

know.")

I CHOOSE MY BEST GUESS AFTER I READ ALL THE WORDS I KNOW.

Right! If you're not sure of the answer, you should choose your best

guesi. You might get it right'! (Relally reinforce this!)

Turn to page 3 in your workbobk. This is a compound word test. Point

to number 5. You will choose the compound word;'it has two words in it.

Choose the best answer. (Refer to the Chart A to remind students about
the process.) Pause. Everyone, what is the best answer, the compound
word?

°DOORMAT.

You're-right! Doormat is made up of two little words, "door" and "mat".

Mark the best answer carefully. (Observe to see if students mark
quick, dark, and inside the line.) Did you mark the best answer

carefully? (Do not allow any marks outside the answer bubble.)

YES.

How do you mark the best answer carefully?

QUICK, DARK, AND INSIDE THE LINE.

List time you learned what to do if you can't read all the words in the
answer choices. first you read the words you know. What do you do

first?

I READ THE WORDS I KNOW..

Then you ask yourself a question, "Is this word made of two little
words " ?. ("Is it a compound word?") What questiOncdo you ask yourself?

(Prompt.)

IS THIS A COMPOUND WORD?

Right you are! Now, if it is not a compound word you look at the other
words. You try to see if you can find any little words inside a word you

do not know. When you look at a word you don't know, what do you look

for?

I LOOK FOR LITTLE WORDS INSIDE OF THE WORD.
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Remedial:
4

Look at the word "dobrmat" in your workbook. You might not know how to

read that word. Then you try to find little words inside the word. Look

at "doormat"; You may see "mat" or you may see "door". If you can
find a little word then it light be the best guess. You know "jump ".

You don't know "running". Look at "running". Do you sea any little ,

words?

YES.

What is it?

RUN.

Now you have two words to.shoose from \What are they!

DOORMAT AND RUNNING.

Look at /0/ /0/ /0/ /It'/ (spel out). Does that look like a little

word?

YES.

Look at /N/ /I/ /N/ /G/ (spell out). Does that look like a little

word?

NO.

Then which word is your best guess?

DOORMAT.

That would be the best answer. It would be right!

Now everyone, tell me. If you can't read some of the words, what do you

do? (Do not accept, "rais,,,my hand".)

I CHOOSE MY BEST GUESS.
I LOOK FOR LITTLE WORDS IN THE BIG WORDS.

A

You're sure working hard. That is good thinking. Than you should guess.

and go on to the next one.

All of you did really well oq those tests. You are now ready to learn

how to take a.new kind'of test. This testis called a contractions
test. What is this test caned?

CONTRACTIONS TEST.

r. 54
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Remedial:
That is a hard word. Let's work on saying it. \(Prompt and move through
rapidly.) Listen, /tions/ - say it.

TIONS.

Great!' Now, say /trac/ - /tions/. Listen, /trac/ - /tions/, say it fast.
(Teacher may use hand signal.)

TRACTIONS.

Excellent! Tractions. Now say /con/ - /tractions/. Listen, /con/ -
/tractions/9 say it fast

CONTRACTIONS.

Right! What is this test called?

CONTRACTIONS TEST.

You said it the right way. Point to SAMPLE B, page 3. (Use Chart II, 3,
as model.) Good! A contractions test asks you a short way of saying two
words. "I'm" is a short way of saying I am. What is a short way of saying
"I am"?

I'M.

"I'm" is right.

Look at this contractions test. XSAMPLE B.) Read the words.. with me.

(I've I'm I'll.)

Listen, Which word means "I am"? "I am a good test taker." "I am."
Choose the thst answer. What do you do first? (May need Chart A.) (ER)
(Allow time for students to do each step.)

1. I READ ALL THE ANSWER CHOICES. ( Teacher reads orally with students:
I've, I'm, I'll.Y

You remembered right! Now, what do you do? (ER)

2. I YHINK and CHOOSE THE BEST ANSWER. (Thinks and chooses.)

When you know the best answer, what de you do? (ER)

3. I WRK THE BEST ANSWER CAREFULLY, QUICK, DARK AND INSIDE THE
LINE. (Marks under.)
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Go ahead and mark your answer.

Everyone, what answer did you mark? Point to it. (Teacher may need to help,

i.e., suggest students look for a word with same letters, with /m/ - I
a/m/. Discuss. Maintain pacing.)

I'M.

el

Remedial:

Great! You know how to listen. You know how to choose the best
answer, a contraction. When you listen to the teacher, you listen
for the two words. Then you ask yourself, "What is a short way of
saying these' two words?" The teacher says the two words. The teacher uses
the two words in a sentence. The teacher says the two words. What do you

listen for? s

THE TWO WORDS.

(Teacher may need to repeat this step.) What oestion do you ask
yourself? (Prompt!)

WHAT_IS A SHORT WAY 0(SAYING THE TWO WORDS?

Now you are' ready! Put your finger by number 8 (under Sample B). (Reinforce

following directions: e.g., "Julius, I liked the w you are pointing".)

Listen! Which word means "We are". "We are workin§
ay

hard." "We

are."

Remedial:
Now, what are the two words? (Prompt!)

WE ARE.

Right! What is a short way of saying the two words?

WE'RE.

We're is right. \Next, you choose the best answer. How do you

choose the best aswer? (Review.) Point to the best answer.
(Check.)

Mark the best answe. (Check.) Excellent! All of you got it right!

Point to number 9. (May need to read the words orally with students.)

Listen! Which word means "We will"? "We will win." "We will."

What is a short way of saying, "We will"? Choose the best answer.
(Reinforce students as they go through the three steps. They may refer to

Chart A.) Everyon!, show me the contraction, the short way of
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saying, "we will". (Prompt if needed: (tote the ending sound for 0/11/.

Note letters that spell that sound. Ask, "What word has '11' letters?")

WE'LL.

Good thinking. Mark your best answer. (Teacher check.) .Correct if you need

to. What do when you don't know the answer? (Prompt and guide.)

I LISTEN TO ;HE ENDING SOUND.
I LOOK AT ALL THE CHOICES.
I FIND A SHORT WAY WITH THAT SOUND.

Remedial:
GUESS.

Yes, you could guess. Is there anything you can do before you guess?

?????? (Prompt if needed.)

Remedial:
You can listen for the last sound. Listen! "We will." What is

the last sound?

/LL/.

Right. What letters spell that sound?
D\

LL.

Right again! Now, to choose the best answer, look for a word with an "1"
at the end - the last letter. This would be your best guess. Mark

your best guess. (Teacher provides feedback, as needed. Reinforce right

answer marked.)

Point to number 10. listen! Which one means "they, have "? "They have gone

to school." "They have".

Remedial:
What is the last sound?

/V/. (A voiced sound -- you make /f/ the same way, only it is unvoiced.)

/V/ is right. What letter makes that sound?

Vlie

Now, choose the best answer. (May use Chart A.) (Pause.) What is the

best answer? Point to it.
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THEY'VE.

Then "they've" is the contraction, a short way of saying two words. Mark

the best answer carefully. Proof and correct (if necessary).

See how easy it is to make a best guess if you don't know the answer.
You learned quickly! I'm really proud of you.

What do you do if you still don't know the best answer?

GUESS.

Good! Remember, no matter what, on this kind of test you can always

guess. Just make sure you have tried to make a best guess first.

Point to number "11 ". Listen! Which word means "She will"? " She will

make cookies." "She will." (Observe and reinforce desired behavior as

students determine best answer, or best guess. Encourage then to listen

for the last sound. Then guide them to match a letter to that sound.)

Remedial:

Listen! "She will." Say "She will."

SHE WILL.

Good! What is the last sound?

/LL/.

Great! What letters make that sound?

LL.

You're right! Now look at the words by number 11. Point to the one that

has "L" at the end. (Students point to "she'll.") Look at the other

two choices. Now, choose the best answer, the short way to say "she

will". Mark the best answer. Great!

What word was the best answer?

SHE'LL.

Excellent! Remember, if you do not know the answer, you make a best

guess. If you are still not sure, what do you do?

GUESS.

Right! If you are not sure, you guess. You can take a contractions

test now.

You know how to take three kinds of tests now.
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If you forget whit the teacher said, what do you do?

I RAISE MY HAND.

You're right. When you lose your place, what do you dc?

I RAISE MY HAND.

You know how to get help! Great!

You are going to review what you did on a compound word test. You learned

that a compound word is made from two little words. What is a
compound word made from?

TWO LITTLE WORDS.

Remedial:
When you take a compound word test, you find a compound word. If you

do not know the words, what do you look for?

I LOOK FOR ONE LITTLE WORD INSIDE A BIG WORD.

Then what do you do?

I LOOK AT THE OTHER PART. OF THE BIG WORD.

Great! What do'you ask about that part? (Discuss. Maintain pacing.)

IS IT A WORD?

You'll be a good "guesser". If it is a word, then the word is made from

two words. It is a ... (Prompt.)

COMPOUND WORD.

Wow! You are really smart! What do you do if you still don't know the

answer, the compound word?

GUESS.

You are absolutely right! If you still can't find the answer, you guess.

The last thing we did today was take a contractions test. First, you

listen to the teacher say two words and use them in a sentence. Then you
ask yourself, "What is the short way to say the two words?" What do

you ask yourself?

WHAT IS THE SHORT WAY TO SAY THE TWO WORDS?

If you don't know, what do you think of? (Prompt if needed.)

THE LAST SOUND.
Right! If you can't find that, what do you do?
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GUESS.

Good! If you still can't find the answer, you guess.

I can tell you're are alrworking hard! You are good test takers. Thanks
for working so hardl I'll see you again next
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ILESSON IV: WORD ANALYSIS PRESENTATION

[Review: Lesson II, III, and IV

Hello! How are you today? We're going to practice test-taking skills. You

have learned how to take three tests: Vocabulary, Compound Word, and
Contractions. Today, you will learn to take a new tests Endings. What new
test will you learn to take?

ENDINGS.

You remember that a vocabulary test asks you the meaning of a word. What
does a vocabulary test do?

II\

IT ASKS THE MEANING OF A WORD.

When you take a vocabulary test, you listen to the-teacher and you
listen for the key word, idea. What do you do when you take a vocabulary
test? (Teacher may say the response with students..)

I LISTEN 10 THE TEACHER AND I LISTEN FOR THE KEY WORD, IDEA.

Then you choose the best answer. How do you choose the best answer (Chart
A)? (Everyone responds with teacher.)

1. I READ ALL THE ANSWER CHOICES.
2. I THINK AND CHOOSE THE BEST ANSWER.
3. I MARK THE BEST ANSWER.

What do you do if you get lost, or don't understand the teacher?

I RAISE MY HAND.

Great! You really have remembered! (Pass out workbooks.) Now open your
workbook to page 2. You will take a vocabulary test. Point to number 7.
Listen! "An animal that barks is a " Listen as I read the answer
choices. Read them in your workbook. "Cat, frog, dog." Mark the bubble
next to the best answer. (Pause.) Look at me. What is the best
answer?

DOG.

Exactly right!

Listen! Point to number 8. A tool used in a baseball game is a " Mat,

rat, bat." (Observe to see if students read in book.) (Pause.) Mark next
to your best answer. (Wait 10 seconds.) (Check to make sure students marked.

bat.)
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Listen! Point to number 9. "A part of the body is the Nice, nose,
pan." (Pause.) Mark next to your best answer. (Wait 10 seconds.) (Check
for correct answer "Nose.")

Remedial and reinforcement ideas:
Now proof and correct. May use model (Chart 1,6). (Provide feedback for
following steps for choosing best answer: "Good reading all the answer
choices, ." "Good thinking before you choose the best
answer, -7 "I ,like the way marked the answer quick,
dark, atiaTiiTiie the line." 7VW-Dad you remembered to raise
your hand when you didn't under-Rind!" Try to provide positive feedb.:k to
each student during this time!)

If you made alnistake, correct it. When you have corrected your work, lay
your pencil down. ("Good telling me you are ready, I like the way
you laid your pencil down when you finished!")

113

Great! You are really doing well! Point to number 10. -Listen! "One kind
of animal has feathers. It is Birdo.worms, squirrels." (Pause.) Mar
your best answer. (Wait 10 seconds ) (Teacher assists as needed.)

You are right! Turn to page 3. This is a compound word test. When you tak
a compound word test, you look for a big word that is made from two little
words. What do you look for in a compound word test? (Prompt as needed.)

A BIG WORD THAT. IS MADE FROM TWO LITTLE WORDS.

Right! Point to number 6. One of these words is made from trio words
(Teacher reads, "cackled, redbird, bells".) Read all'the choices.,
Think and choose the best answer. Mark under the best answer,
the compound word. Tell me your answer.

REDBIRD. (SOMEONE MAY SAY: BELLS)
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Remedial:

We don't 'agree. Some of you may not know the first word. Is it a word
made from two words? What are they?

(Students may respond LED). When you say the word "cackled", you do not
hear two words that make the big word. So it is not made from two
words. Is it .a compound word?

NO.

Look at the next worth. Is redbird made from two words?

YES.

What are they?

RED AND BIRD.

Is redbird a compound wore?

YES.

That leaves the last word. Can you read At/

YES - BELLS. (or NO)

What is the compound word?

REDBIRD.

Right! (Pause.)

What do you do when you can't read all the words?

I FIRST READ THE WORDS I KNOW OR LOOK FOR LITTLE WORDS IN THE BIG WORD.
THEN I FIND A WORD THAT IS MADE FROM TWO WORDS. IF I DON'T KNOW THE
WORDS, I GUESS!

Great! You know what to do if you can't read the words.

Point to number 7. Find the compound word. Mark under it. (Pause) Point
to the compound word. You're right! It is bedtime. Read it!

BEDTIME.
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Remedial:
Do you hear two words?

YES.

What are they

BED TIME.

0

You can take a compound word test! Good for you!

Now, stay on page 3. Point to number 12 (after Sample B). This is'a
contraction test. To do a contraction testosyou look for a short way to
say two words. Listen! Mark under the short way to say It is." "It

is raining outside." "It is."' (Pause. If a student can't read the answer
choices, assist with remddial.)

Remedial:
Say, "It is."

.T IS.

What is the last sound in these words?

/S/.

Good listening. What letter may spell 'thii sound?

/S /. (If student says "co" ask for another letter that spells the /s/
sound.).

Keep this in mind as you read, all the answer choices. Point to the one,

with the last letter "s". (Students point to it's.) What is the best
answer?

IT'S.

Right! Can you read all the answer choices?

NO.

How did you choose your answer?

I MADE A BEST GUESS.

Excellent! You were right, too. Mark under your best guess carefully.

(Pause) See how easy it is to make a best guess when you know how to
listen and think.
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Point to number 13. Listen! Mark under the short way to say, "You

have." You have learned how to take tests." "You have." Think and

choose the best answer. Mark under the best answer. (Pause.) Show me

the best answer. (Check and prompt as necessary.) .

Remedial:
Did anyone guess?

YES.

What did you do?

I LISTENED FOR THE LAST SOUND. IT WAS'/V/. (The letter "v" was the last

letter.) I,FOUND A WORD WITH "VE" AT THE END. THAT WAS MY BEST GUESS.

You are really thinking! Excellent!

What do you do if you can't find the answer?

I GUESS.

Good! You 'are ready to try a new kind of test. This test is called._

"endings". What is this test called?

ENDINGS.

In an endings test you listen to the word I say. You listen for

the last sound(s). Then you find the word that ends with the last

sound(s). Listen! Look at the Sample C in your workbook. You see three

words in the row. These words look alike. But.they are different!

They have different endings. How are these words different?

THEY HAVE DIFFERENT ENDINGS.

Remedial:
Look at my chart (Chart 11,3). I will circle the endings. (Teacher

circle; endings to make sure students understand the concept, "endings".
Are the endings different?

YES.

Listen as I say one of these words. I will use it in a

sentence. "Jumping." She was jumping rope. "Jumping."



Remedial:
Hold hand out and,say "jump-ing", moving hand signal with each syllable.
Now hold hand out and say "jumps". Ask, "Do they end the same?"

NO.

Listen and watch the hand signal, "jump-ing" - "jumped". Do they end the

same?

NO.

Listen and watch the hand signal, "jump-ing" - "jump-ing". Do they end
the same?_

YES.

Mark under Jumping. It is the 'best answer.

Now, you mark the best answer in Sample C. (Note: The answer bubble
under the best answer is marked'. Teacher checks to make sure correct
answer, jumping, is marked.)

Good!

Now point to number 14. Mark the best answer: "wants". "He
wants a basketball. ". !Wants." Think and choose the best answer.

Mark the best answer carefully, quick, dark, and inside,the
(Prompt when necessary. Check for correct marking.)

Remedial:
Listen to the last sound(s) in the word. Think of the letters that spell
that (those) sound(s). Find an answer with that (those) letter(s).

Point to number 15. Mark the best answer. Listen! "Sadder.. "Bill

was sadder than Sam". "Sadder." Mark the best answer carefully.
(Check for correct answer, sadder. Prompt as needed.)

Exactly right! You are listening to the endings carefully! I'm

proud of you.
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Extra review:
When yoU do an endings test, you listen to the last sound(s) of the word.

What, do you listen to?

I LISTEN TO THE LAST SOUNDS.

Then you think of the letters for that sound. What.do you think of?

I THINK OF THE LETTERS FOR.THAT SOUND.'

Next, you find'an answer choice that matches. What do you do next?

I FIND THE ANSWER CHOICE THAT MATCHES.

Excellent! What-do you do if you can't find an answer choice with the
last sound? (Prompr. if necessary.)

I GUESS.

You are right!

When you are doing an endings test you listen for the last sound(s).

Another name for last sound(s) is endings. What is another name for last

sounds?

ENDINGS.

Good! If you can find the last sound(s) and get that right, you can choose
the best answer.

Point to number 16. Mark under "played." "He played with his dog." \,,

"Played."

Mark the best answer carefully. '(Provide individual feedback and prompt as
checking for correct answers.) Excellent! You can. take an. endings

.

test.

Now, you will learn how to take another kind of test, a ,etter-sound test;
What kind of test?

A LETTER-SOUND TEST.

Turn to page 4 in your workbook. Look at Sample D (Chart IY,30). You see
four words. the first word is "bat". What is the first word?

BAT.

The letter "b" has a line under it. What letter has a line under it?
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"B".

Think of the sound for the letter "b" in bat. Look at the other
three words in the row. Read each word with me, "boy", "sit", "made".

BOY SIT MADE.

You mark the answer bubble undfr the word with the same sound of the letter
"b" in bat. (Pause.) .Point to and read your best answer.

BOY

Exiellent! Now point to number 17. Mark under the best answer. (Prompt
and check for correct answer, "date".)

Remedial:
,

t

The first word is "lake". The letter "a" ih lake has a line. under it.
Think of the sound of the letter "a" in lake. Look at the other three
words in the row. Which word has .the same /a/ (sound) as the letter "a"
in lake? 'Read the Words with me. "Mat"like" "date ".

MAT LIKE DATE. .

Think "lake" - "mat's. Is the /a/ the same?

NO

Think "lake" - "like". Is the /a/ the same?

NO -

Think "lake - "date". Is the /a/ the same?.

YES.

i)

Fantastic! Mark the best answer. (Pause.- reinforce. areful marking.)

Look at number 18'in your workbook. Mark the correct answer. (Prompt.

Check.) 6

.1
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Remedial:
1. ' See, the "sh" is -nderlined.
2.'°Think of the Oh/ sound in dish.
3. Read the other three words.

(Some may not be able to. If not, read with them.) The other three wot

are "chop", "shop", "did". The first thing to look at is the underline

Titters. What letters are underlined?

Good. The underlined letters in dish are "sh". Think of the /shi in

dish. Now, look at your answer choices. Which word has "sh" in it?

Point to it. That's right. You may not be able to read the words but

you can make'a best guess. Which word is your best guess?

SHOP.

That's right. It is the only word with the letters "sh". You got the

answer right. If you can't read the,words you look for the letters that

are underlined in the answer choices. What do you do when you can't

read the words?

I LOOK FOR THE UNDERLINED LETTER(S) IN THE ANSWER CHOICES.

(Iljustrate the following by pointing to Chart IV,6.) The underlined

letters may be at the end of the word. Where can the underlined letters

bet

AT THE END,OF THE WORD'

The unoc,. fined litf.ers may be at the beginning of the word. Where can the

underlinea lettar, be?

AT THE BEGINNING 'JF THE WORD.

The' underlined letters may be in the middle of the word. Where can the

underlined letters be

IN MIDDLE OF THE WORD.

Look FAt the underlined letters "sh" in dish. Where are they - at the

begianiag of the wori?

NO.

At the end of the word?

YES.
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Good looking and thinking! Now look at the best answer, shop. Where\

are the "sh" letters? At the end'of the word like dish?

1

NO. I II

Good looking carlefully. At the beginning of the word?

YES.
/ .

Right! You haveto remember, the underlined letter(s), sound, Can be found

at the in the ndddle, or at the end of the best answ r

choice.

AT THEAEGINNINO, IN THE MIDDLE, OR A T3C END OF THE WORD. /

Good:. Point to number 19. Read the first word.

NO.

Good! What letter

"0".

Right! Think o
three answer ch
students.)

s underlined?,

the sound for th .letter "o" in no. NoW read the

ices. DO DOG RODE (Teacher reads orally with

Think "no" - "do ". Is the /61/ sound the same?

NO.

Think "no" - "d g". Is the /5/ (sound) the saw?

NO.

/

Good thinking. Now think "nc"-' ode." Is the /o/ (sound) the same?

YES.

Excellent! Where is the "o" in no?

AT THE END OF THE

Where is the "o"\in rode?

IN THE MIDDLE OF THE WORD.

Good looking! Is the /o/ (sound) in "nq" the same as the /o/ in "rode"?

YES.

What is the best answer?
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RODE.

Mark undev the best answer carefully. (Obs ve and reinforce careful

marking - quick, dark, and inside the line.)

If you could not read "rode" you cbuld guess. You could read "do." It

wasn't the answer. You look at "dog." It has a CVC pattern,. You know that

when a word has a consonant-vowel-consonant pattern the "o" may not have /a/

as in "no." -

So your best guess would be the last word. Sometimes you can read two of the

answer choices. If they don't match the.underlined sound what is the best

guess?

THE WORD I CAN'T READ.

Right. When you are taking a letter sounds test, do not get fooled by

"look-a-like" words. Point to number 20. What letters are underlined in

/shell/?

"SH".

Right. Look at the answer choices. The word "S" "E" "L" "L" (spell out)

looks like the word "S" "H" "E" "L" "L". Remember, do not get fooled

by "look-a-like: words. Choose the best answer. What do you do first?

CAD ALL THE ANSWER CHOICES.

Let's do it!

WISH CHICK SELL. (Teacher reads along.)

Think of the sound for the letters "SH" in shell. What do you do?

THINK OF THE SOUND FOR THE "SH" LETTERS IN SHELL.

Now, you think "shell" - "wish." Is the /sh/ (sound) the same?

YES.

Great! You remembered that the /sh/ sound can beat the beginning, in

the middle, or at the end of the word. Where is the /sh/ in wish?

AT THE END OF THE WORD.

Right! Now you think "shell"- "chick." Is there an ish/ (sound) in chick?

NO. (I DON'T KNOW!)

Right!
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Remedial:

I DON'T KNOW.

This is O.K. You already know "wish" does. Remember that as we try

the last answer choice.

Now you think "shell", - "sell". They look alike. foes "sell" have an

"sh"?

NO.

Good. What is the best choice?

WISH.

You are right! You were not fooled by look-alike words! Mark under the

best answer, carefully. (Pause.) I like the way you remember to lay your

pencils down when you are finished! Thai* you!

Point to number 21. What letter'has a line under it in the first word

ride?

II I

Good looking! Do you see an "i" in the answer choices?

NO.

Think of the sound of "i" in "ride." Choose the best answer. What do you

do first?

READ EACH ANSWER CHOICE. I CAN'T READ THE FIRST WORD. THE NEXT IS "BY".

I THINK THE LAST WORD IS PLAY.

If you can't read all the words you will make a best guess. You know

one word "oy". Think, "ride" - "by". Do you hear the same /1/ in both

words?

YES, BUT "BY" DOESN'T HAVE AN "I".

You're right! The letter "i" is not in "by". But the /1/ is in "by"! What

sound is in "by"?

THE /T/ (sound)

What word has the "i" sound as in like?

BY.

What is the best answer?
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BY.

Mark under the best answer. (Pause) Excellent! Remember, some sounds

can be spelled with different letters. You think of the sound of

the letter that has a line under it. What do you do?

I THINK OF THE SOUND OF THE LETTER THAT HAS A LINE UNDER IT.

Then you find that sound in one of the answer choices. What do you do next?

I FIND THAT SOUND IN ONE OF THE ANSWER CHOICES.

That sound can be at the beginning, in the middle, or at the end of the best

answer word. Where can that sound be?

AT THE BEGINNING, IN THE MIDDLE, OR AT THE END OF THE BEST ANSWER WORD.

The sound with a line under it can be spelled with the same or with

different letters. How can the sound be spelled?

THE SOUND CAN BE SPELLED WITH THE SAME OR WITH DIFFERENT LETTERS.

You have learned how to take a letter-sounds test. Today, you worked

extra hard! You know how to take five kinds of tests! How many kinds of

tests do you know how to take? (May need to prompt.)

FIVE KINDS OF TESTS.

WOW! You are going to do good on that big test. You are good

learners! I'll see you
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LESSON V: WORD READING TEST PRESENTATION

LReview: Lessons II, III, and IV.

Pacing with the Word Study Skill will vary. Teacher may decide to just

paint out guess strategy after each subtest instead of checking each'

answer. Specific individual needs may be provided to avoid unnecessary

group discussion.

Let's start.

Today, you will take a Word Study Skills by yourself, just like you do on the

Big Test. Open your workbooks to page 5. This is a compound word test.

Let's look at the directions together (Chart V,36). Look at Sample A in the

box at the top of the,left-hand column. You see the words "bookstore",

"things", and "surprise ".. Find the word that has two words in it. That word

is a compound word. It is the best answer. Mark it carefully. (Pause) Did

you mark the Answer bubble under "bookstore"?

YES.

Then what is the best answer? (Students need to understand what a best

answer is. They need to understand why it is important to look at all

the answer choices to choose the best answer. This should be pointed out

throughout the following lessons.)

BOOKSTORE.

Yes! You are right! The first word "bookstore" is the best answer.

Remedial:

What are'the two words that are in "bookstore"? (Prompt if necessary.)

"BOOK" AND "STORE".

Good!
biblowl/eM10.1011114.1

Point to the "stop sign" after number 4. This means "stop and go over your

answers". What does the "stop sign" mean?

STOP AND GO OVER MY ANSWERS.

Right! When you go over your answers, you check to see if you have the

best answer.

Then you check; "Did I mark the answer carefully, quick, dark, and

inside the line?" How do you check your answer?
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DID I MARK MY ANSWER QUICK, DARK, AND 'ASIDE THE LINE?

Good! Now do all the words in the first box on your own. In each row,

find the word that's made up of two smaller words.' Then mark the answer

bubble below it. When you get to the stop sign, after number 4, go back over

your answers, then wait before going on. NoW, move to row 1. Pick your

pencils up and begin working. Ready. Go.

(After approximately 1 minute, say:) Stop! and put your pencils down. Now

look at Sample B in the box. The words "I've, I'm, and I'll" are short ways

of saying two words. The short-way has the same meaning as the two words it

comes from. I will say two words and use them in a sentence. Find the

short-way that says the same thing. That is the best answer, mark it

carefully. Listen. Which word means "I will"?

"I will work hard." I will. Mark the answer bubble below the word that

means "I will ". (Pause) ,Show me the best answer?

I'LL.

Yes, that's correct. Do you have any questions? (Answer questions.)

Now look at row 5. Listen as I read the words and sentences to you. Mark

the answer bubble below the word that has the same meaning as the words I

read. (Read carefully each question number and question. Wait 10 seconds,

or less, between .each question.)

'Question #5. Which word means we are? We are working hard. We

are.

Question #6. Which word means we would? We would like to win. We

would.

Question #7. Which word means they have? They have a good team.

They have. (After reading #7, writ 10 seconds. Then say:) Now go to

the top of the next column. (Demonstrate.)

Question #8. Which word means she is? She is a hard worker. She

is. (Wait 10 seconds after reading question #8, then say:) Stop! and put

down your pencils. (Go back and correct with students. Work on strategy as

needed. Point out guess strategy - "Listen for ending sound. Find ending

letter(s) that makes that sound.")

Now, look at sample C in the box. Look at the three words "jumps", "jumped",

and "jumping". These words look alike, but they each have a different

ending. I will say one of the words and then use it in a sentence. You find

the word and mark the answer bubble below it. Listen carefully. Mark the

answer bubble below jumps. The dog jumps, jumps. (Wait)

(Check and prompt as needed.)
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Yes, you're correct. Do you have any questions? (Answer questions and check

to see that all students have marked the answer bubble correctly.) Now, go

to row 9. Listen to me carefully as I read each question. (Read carefully

each question number and question. Wait approximately 10 seconds, or less,

after each question.)

Question #9.
Wants.

Question #10.

Sadder.

Question #11.
Played.

Question #12.

Calling.

(Wait 10 seconds after reading question 12, then say:) Stop and put your

pencils down. (Wait) (Go back and check. Work on strategies as needed.
Review guess strategy, "Listen for the ending sound. Find a word with that

ending sound (those ending sounds).")

Turn your workbooks over so page 6 is showing (Chart V,37).

Look at sample 0 at the top. of the page. There are four words in a row. The

first word in the row is "bat". The letter "b" has a line under it in the

word "bat". Think of the,sound the letter "b" has in the word "bat". Now

look at the other three words in the row. Which of the three words have the

same /b/ sound in it as the letter ."b" in "bat"? Mark the answer bubble for

the word. (Wait.) Which word didlou' mark?

Mark below wants. Thelkitten wants to play.

Mark below sadder. Roger was sadder than Ralph.

Mark below played. She played with her dog.

Mark below calling. Pam was calling her.

BOY.

Super! That's correct.V(Prompt if needed: You should have marked the

answer bubble below the first word, "boy", because "boy" has the same /b/

sound as the /b/ sound in the word "bat".) Do you have any questions?
(Answer any questions and check to see that students have marked the answer
bubble correctly.)

You now will do all the questions on his page until you come to the stop

sign. First, look at the first word in each row. Say the word quietly to
yourself and listen for the sound that the underlined letter or letters make
in that word. Then quietly say the other three wo is in the row to yourself.
Find the word that has the same sound in it as the underlined letter or
letters in the first word. Mark the answer bubble below tnat word. Continue

working until you come to the stop sign. If you finish early, check your

work on this page. Do you understand what to do? (Answer any questions.)

Now go to row 13 underneath Sample D and begin working. (Allow everyone to

answer all questions.) Stop! Put down your pencils. You all did a super

job!,
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Remedial:

Now let's see if you remembered all the test -taking, rules for these

tests. Let's go back to the compound word test.. What does a compound

word ask you to do? (Have students-look at test, p. 5, to remember.

Prompt.)

FIND A BIG"WORD MADE OF TWO LITTLE WORDS.

Good! You look for the' big word made of two little words. And what do

you do first if you can't read every word? (Elicit answers.) (Prompt.)

LOOK'FOR WORDS I KNOW.

Right! Look for wards you do know and see if one is made of two little

words. And if you can't read any words, what do you do? (Prompt.)

LOOK FOR ONE LITTLE WORD. LOOK FOR LITTLE WORDS IN BIG WORDS.

Good! See if you can find one little word. And if you can't find one

little word, what do you do? (Help student to understand that the3' do

the above before they guess.)

GUESS.

Good! If you've tried everything else, you. guess.

Remedial:

Now let's go over the contractions test. (Look at test on page 5.)

What does a contractions test ask you?

A SHORT WAY OF SAYING TWO WORDS.

Good! And what should you do if you don't know which word is correct?

LISTEN FOR THE LAST SOUND.

Right! See if you can find a word with the same last sound. And if you

can't find .hat, guess.

Now, what do you do in an endings test? (Look at test on page 5.)

LISTEN FOR THE LAST SOUND.

Gocd! Listen for the last sound.
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Remedial:

Last, we took a letter sounds test. (Look at test on page 6.) Who can

tell me how you do that?. (Call on individual students and give

feedback.)

It's very important that you pay attention to the letters that are

underlined. What do you do if you can't read all the words?

TRY THE WORDS YOU 00 KNOW.

Good! And what if you can't read any words?

MATCH THE LETTERS..

Good! You match the letters. Well, you all did a great job on Word

Study Skills.

Now I'm going to show you how to take a new test, a word reading test. In a

word reading rest, you.look at a picture and mark under the word that

describes the picture. Open your workbooks to page 7. Point to the first

picture.

Good! The first thing is to look at the picture. (Pause.) Now look at row

Read the words (Teacher reads the words orally.) Think! Which word

tells about the picture? (Prompt as needed%)

KITE.

Good! "Kite" tells about the picture. So choose "kite" for the best answer.

Mark under "kite", carefully. (Reinforce quick, dark, and inside the line.)

Now look at the word next to the wOrd °kite". Does anyone know what that

word is?

BIKE.

Right! The word
tricky answer is
word does "bike"

KITE.

is "bike". And that word is a tricky answer. A,

a word that looks like the right word but isn't. What

look like?

You are thinking good! That's right! "Bike" looks like "kite". Remember,

don't be fooled by tricky answers. Make sure you read all the
answers carefully. Now let's do the next one. Look at row B. Read the

words. Think! Which word tells about the picture?

TREE.

Good reading and th;.,kingt Now choose the best answer. What is the best

answer? (Prompt as necessary.)



TREE.

Right! "Tree" is the best answer. Mark under "tree" carefully.

(Reinforce.) If you can't read the words, what do you do? (Prompt.)

READ THE\WORD I KNOW.
GUESS.

''Exactly right! If you can't read the words, you should read the

word(s) you know. I might be the right ahswer.- If not, yotil guess.
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Remedial:

When you take a "word reading" test, what do you do first? (Prompt.)

LOOK AT THE PICTURE.

You read the answer choices. Then what do you think of? (rrompt.

Guide students with questions.)

I THINK OF THE ANSWER CHOICES. I LOOK AT THE PICTURE. I CHOOSE THE.

ANSWER CHOICE TIAT TELLS ABOUT THE PICTURE.

Now, read the words in row B. Which word tells about the picture?

TREE.

Right! You did not get tricked. What ;s the tricky word? (Prompt as

needed.)

THREE.

Good! You did not get fooled!

Read every word carefully. What do you do if ynu can't read the words?

READ THE WORD(S) I CAN. IF IT IS NOT THE ANSWER, I GUESS.

Right!

Remedial:

First, read each word that you know. Think! Does this word tell about

the picture? If it does, you choose the best answer. If you can't read

the words, guess a word that looks right. Now, everybody, do rov.
(Wait.) Which word did you mark?

LOST.

(Elicit answers and provide feedback for good use of strategies.)
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Everyone, do row C. (Pause. Check. Prompt with remedial if

necessary.)

Well, you sure did a lot of work today! We did a compound word test, a

contractions test, an endings test, a let/ter sounds test, and a word reading

test. You're 'allbecoming terrific test t akers! I'll see you again

4
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LESSON VI: READING COMPREHENSION

Review: Lessons II, III, IV, and VI.

Today we're going to go over the word reading test again, and then I'm going

to show you how to take the last kind of test. Everybody, open your work

book to page 7. Let's do the first three rows together. (Chart V,39)

Everybody, look at the picture of a boy.

Now look at row 1. Look 3t all the words and Mark under the word that

goes with the picture. (Wait.) What word did you pick? (Guide as needed,0

CAP

Good! "Cap" is the word that goes with .the picture.

Remedial:

Does cap go with the picture?

YES, BOY HAS A CAP ON HIS HEAD.

Does cup go with the picture?

Ni).

Does off go with the picture?

NO.

Then, cap is the best answer.

a-

Remember, don't be fooled by a tricky lnswer like "cup". Look carefully at

all the words. Now what should you do it you can't read all the wqrds?

(Prompt.) ,

(Elicit answers.)

Remedial:

If you can't read all the words, you should see if there are any words

you can read. If you see'a word you can read, and you think
it's the right word, mark under that one. If you find a word that you

can read and you don't think it's the right one, mark under one of the

other words. you think might be the right answer.
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7 .

1
Look at row 2. The words in that.row are "man", "boy", and "toy". Which

word goes with the picture?

0BOY

Good! "Boy" goes with the pictuft. Which word is.thetricky answer?
/

TOY.

Right! "Toy" looks like, b but it's not. It's a tricky answer.

Remedial;

Now, let's say that the first word, "man", is the only word you can
'

read. .Does "man" go with the pict? . . .

.

ure
%..

NO
.

.

a

No, it
/
doesn't! So, if "man" were the only word you could read, yOu '-

.would know not to pick that one, so you should guess one of the
other two, and you can still get it rightigir1W MIN*

tit

Now, do, row 3. .(Pause. Check and prompt if necessary.)

Do the same for the lastplcture and words on. page First, loolk,at the

picture, then read all the answer choices in each row below the picture.

Mark the answer bUbble below the one word in each row that describes

the picture. Do you understand? (Answer any questions.)
'

Keep working until you come to the STOP sign at the bottom of the page. If

you finish early, go back and check your work on this page.' What do you, da ,

if you finish early?

CHECK MY WORK ON THIS.PAGE.

Right! Are there any questions? (Answer any questions.) Ready. Begin

working. Go.

When all have finished, say: Stop! Put your pencil dov. (Go over answers

and provide positive feedback for strategy use.) Close your booklet so that

your name is on top.
,r1

Now I'm going to show'you how to take the blast kind of test, the reading

comprehension test. In the reading Comprehension test, you mark a word that

finishes a sentence. Turn to page 8 19, your workbook. 'Look at the picture

at the top of the page. (Chart VI,43)
It

(Students may not know what a.sentence is. Teacher may use story in

place of sentence.)
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Now read the sentence' with me. "Bill wrote a letter. He h. a pencil,

book, box, can." Which word finishes the sentence? (May need to assist with

"finish sentence" concept, "makes the sentence sound right," "makes

the sentence tell about the picture.")

PENCIL

Good! Pencil finishes the sentence and makes the sentenceitell about

the picture. You mark under the word "pencil". Now loOk at sentence B.

Read it with me. ' "The letter will be sent to his .... grandmother, dog, cat,

play." Which word is correct? (Note: Choose the best answer.)

GRANDMOTHER

Right! Grandmother is correct, so you mark under grandmother. Now,

let's say you can't read the word "grandmother", but you can read the

words,"dog", "cat", and "play". Who can tell me what to do?

(Call on an individual and elicit answers.)

Good! Look at the words you can read and see if any of them are right.

Let's look: "Dog". Does Bill write to .a dog?

NO (HE COULD.) I

No, he doesn't. Does he .write to a cat?

NG (HE COULD.)

No, he doesn't. Does he write to a play?

NO

Good! (If student thinks.,
he could write to a dog or a cat, suggest that is

pretending. You don't do that on these tests.)

Then, grandkather is the best answer.

Now look at the picture in the left column. What do you do first?

LOOK AT THE PICTURE.

Now, read the story under the picture with me.

TED HAS A NEW J011. HE GOES TO THE STORE FOR HIS . . .

Good. You are ready to choose the word that makes the sentence sound

right and tells about the picture. Read all the answer &Dices with

me.

CAR BOOKS MOM SON
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Remedial:
\

Now, you think, "He goes to the store for hislcar." \Does that fit

the picture?
\

\

!

Thiwk, "He goes to the store for his books." 'Does that fit the
picture? (If studenti say, YES, have themiloot at pictu e. Note

groceries in bags.) \

,)

NO.

NO. ..
ly,

Think, "He goes to the ,store for his mom." Does that fit the

picture?
1

1

IT COULD. \

\

Good! Think, "He goes to the store for his
,

son." Does that\fit?

Do you think this boy has a snn? . ,

\

NO. l \

So, does that fit the picture?

NO.

1

Now, you choose the best answer. Point to it. (Students point tp mom.)

Great! Now, mark your Answer carefully. (Check and reinforce.) '

Everyone did it the right way.

Read the next part of the story with me.

THEN HE PUTS THE THINGS IN A

Read the answer choices.

BIG BAG CAN BOY

Mark the best answer. Ready. Go.

JO
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Remedial:

Now, think, "Then he puts the things in a big." Does that fit

the picture?

NO..

Good thinking! Think, "Then he put the things in a bag." Does

that fit the picture?

YES.

Right! You really are thinking! Think, "Then he puts' the things in

a can." Does that fit the picture?

NO.

You're smart! Great! Think, "Then he puts the things in a boy."

Dees that fit the picture?

NO.

That's right! Point to the best answer. (Check) Good pointing.

Good finding the right picture. Now, mark the best answer

carefully. (Students mark under bag.)

Good marking quick, dark, and inside the line.

Read the next part of the story with me.

HE' LIKES HIS JOB BECAUSE HE CAN . . .

What do you do next? (Point out "Read all the answer choices.")

READ ALL THE ANSWER CHOICES.

Good remembering! Read with me. '(#3)

HELP HOP STOP FLY

50
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Remedial:

Now,,think, "He likes his job because he can help." noes that

fit the picture?

YES (IT COULD).

Good! Think, "He likes his job because he can hop."

NO.

You're thinking right! Think, "He likes his job because he can

stop." Does that fit the picture? (Note he is walking.)

NO.

Good answering! Think, "He likes his job because he can fly."

NO.

Point to the best answer. (Check.) Mark under the best answer

carefully. (Studelfts mark under help.) Great! All of you are. working

hard.

Look at the picture in the'right column.

What do you do next?

READ THE FIRST PART OF THE STOKY.

Everyone, read with me.

GAVE GOT A BIRD. HE MADE A

Good! Now, at do you do?

READ ALL THE ANSWER CHOICES IN ROW 4.

Great! ,Read with me.

SCHOOLHOUSE FIREMAN BIRDHOUSE BED.

FOR HIS
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Remedial:

*INIIMANN-1.11

If you can't read the words, you can look for a word that is like a word

in the story. What do you do if you can't read the words?

LOOK FOR A WORD THAT IS LIKE A WORD IN THE STORY.

Is there a word that looks like a word in the story?

YES.

Point to it, (Points to birdhouse.) Point to the wood in the story.

(Points to bird.) What would be your best guess if you could not
read any of the words? Point to it. (Points to birdhouse.) Great!

Birdhouse would be your best guess. 'Mark your best guess. Let's

see if that is right., Think, "He made t schoolhouse." Does

that fit the picture? -

11

NO.

Right! Think, "He made a firemard.' Does that fit the picture?

NO.

Good thinking! Think, "He made a birdhouse." Does that fit the

picture?

YES.

Neat! You answered right! Think, "He made a bed." Does that fit

the picture?

NO.

Right! Point to the best answer. (Students point to birdhouse.) Is

your best guess right?

YES
owesmow.

Mark the best answer carefully. (heck.)

Fantastic! Now, you continue reading the sentence, He made a birdhouse

for his . . . ." .(Be sure to note how previous sentence continues.)

Everyone, read all the answer choices (silently). Choose the best

answer. Point to,it. (Students shbuld point to pet.) Mark your

best answer carefully. 4

(Note: If students need the practice, do a guided practice of checking each

answer choice.)

Si



Sometimes you need to read a part of a story and choose a best answer. Then

you need to read the part, of a story plus the best answer and another

part of the story to choose another best. answer.

Sometimes, you have two questions for one part of a story.

You have really been working hard. You learned how to take a'reading

comprehension test. You learned hOw to look at the pictures carefully. I'm

really proud of you (add each student's name for personalition).

11
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LESSON VII: READING COMPREHENSION I

REVIEW: LESSONS II, III, IV, V, AND VI

Before we do the next test, let's practice the test, you did. yesterday.

Remedial: (Do if students need practice. Answer choices are in a

different order.)

Turn to page 9 in your workbook (Chart VII,49). Look at the picture at

the top of the page.

Good/ Now, read the story with me.

"L.a. WROTE A LETTER. HE HAS A . . . ."

Read all the answer choices with me.

"PENCIL, BOOK, BOX, CAN."

Great! Think and choose the best answer for the story, "He has
a . . ." (Pause.) Now, point to the correct answer. (Check student

responses.) Super.. The correct answer is "pencil". Now, mark the

answer carefully. (Students mark quick, dark, and inside the

line.) What is the correct answer?

PENCIL.

You are exactly right! You are ready to do this. page. You will have 3

minutes. When you come to the stop sign, go back and check

your answers. Ready! Are there any questions? (Answer all questions

and provide feedback. Then say:. Go!) Observe students and provide

remedial help after all students complete task. Answer questions

related to directions. Do not read words for students. Remind them to

make a guess if they can't read some of the words.)

(After 3,Minutes - or sooner if all finish, say . .) Stop!

Close your booklet so that the front cover is on top. Thank you!
.Nm.a,J 1=1.L.110 MOME.N...10004 AVNU!. 'am momemil**.uw
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Remedial:

Did everyone remember how to take a Reading Comprehension est? First,

I said to read the sentence, then read the words below the sentence and

see which one fits the picture. And what did I say to do if yOu

couldn't read allsthe words? (Elicit answers: Look at the words ynu

can read and see if any of them are correct or incorrect, then guess if

you need to.)

(Open booklet to page 9.)

Good! If yott can't read all the words, look at the words you can

read, and then guess if you need to. Let's look at the first sentence

after the example number-1. "Ted has a new job. He goes to the store

for his . . . car...books...mom...son." Everybody, tell me the right

answer. He goes to the store for his

MOM.

Good! Think, "Then he puts the things in a . . . ." Now, what

.should you do if you couldn't read all the words? What if you could

only read "big" and "can?" Does he put the things in a big?

NO

Does he put his things in a can?

NO

No! So you know those two answers are not right. So ev,cri if you

couldn't read the first two words, you would know that one of them is

right. So if you just guessed at one of those two words, you may have

gotten it right.

Now, let's say you couldn't read the sentences, but you could read the

answer choices. Look at the picture and tell me which word goes with

the picture: box...bag...can...big.

BAG

Sag! Goods So you see, there are many *rings inu co do even if you

can't read all the words. And what should you do if you can't read

any of the words?

GUESS

Right! If you're sure you can't read ary of the words, then you

should guess and go on to the next one. Plow let's look at number 2.

"He likes his jJb because he can...fly.. Fop...stop...help. Which one

is correct?

HELP.

Good! Help is correct. lbw you show me your answers and tel me how

you did them. (Go through the other questions, and provide positive

feedback for use of appropriate strategies. Avoid giving too much

positive feedback for simply "krewing" the answer. Reinforce the testes

taking strategies, e.g., "Gone marking your best answer dark." "Good

reading ail the answer choicwi," etc.)
....,.......11,14,401.M.mowtIa*1101.m...***0.4..1.1.14a,44040M1 01.1.cmamalm0410....
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Now, you will learn to take another kind of comprehension test. Everyone, 56

turn to page 10 in your'workbook. You see a story with questions but no

picture. I will help you do the first story. What do you do first?

READ THE FIRST PART OF THE STORY.

You are exactly right! ,Read with me.

BILL IS GOING TO,SCHOOL. HE SAW HIS PET

Now, read all the answer choices. You will choose the best answer.

Mark it carefully. Go.

The best answer is :the one that completes the story. (Be sure students

think about the meaning of the story. This may be difficult for some. They

may only be able to find words in the story like the answer choices.)

What do you do if you cannot read some of the words? (Prompt as

necessary.)

Right! How do you make a best guess? (May need to prompt. Maintain pace.)

I READ THE WORDS.I KNOW FIRST. IF NEITHER OF THEM IS THE ANSWER. I CHOOSE

A WORD THAT IS LIKE ONE IN THE STORY. I MAY GUESS FROM THE WORDS I DON'T

KNOW BECAUSE I KNOW ONE OF THEM IS THE ANSWER. IF I CAN READ THE BEST

ANSWER, I MARK IT FOR THE BEST ANSWER.
.11Mbieb

Remedial (if student cannot explain the strategies for best guess):

You read the words you know first. What do you do first?

I READ THE WORDS I KNOW.

Right! Then you think and choose the best answer. If the answer is

not one of the words you know, then ynu choose one of the words you

don't know for the answer. You guess. What do you do if the answer is

not one of the words you know?

I GUESS.

What words"do you guess from?

THE ONES I UON'T KNOW.

You just told one hot., to make a best guess

Here is another way to make a twit g1e:13. You read the wordS you know.

Then yols think and choose the best answer. Maybe, one of 'the words you

know is the answer. If it is, you mark it carefully. What do you do

if one of the words you know is the best answer?

I MARK IT CAREFULLY.

You are right! If you can't mead any of the words, check to see if any

of the words look like a word in the story. What do you look for if

you can't read the words?

I CHECK TO SEE IF ANY OF THE WORDS LOOK LIKE A WORD IN THE STORY.

What would be your best guess?

THE WORD THAT LOOKS LIKE A WORD IN THE STORY.

You are correct! If you just don't know, what do you do?

I GUESS.

Cixactly right! You may guess right!
.-Abodbobborl Ibban.b.b
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Go back to the story in the left column on page 10. "Bill is going to

school. He s, i his pet . . . ." Read all the answer choices with me:

DOG BOY FATHER KING.

Good! Think, He saw his pet . . . ." Which word is a name of a pet?

DOG.

Good thinking. Now, choose the correct answer. Point to it. (Students

should point td the first word, dog.) Mark your, best answer carefully.'
(Check and give positive reinforcement for quick, dark, and inside the

line.) Everyone has the correct answer! Super!

Continue reading the story with me;

BILL SAID, "GO HOME." AS BILL LOOKED, HE SAW HIS PET RUN

DOWN ... HOME ... UP OVER.

Think and choose the best answer. Mark the best answer. (Pause.)

What word is the best answer?

HOME.

Good, "He saw his pet run home." You did a good job choosing the best

answer. You are right. The question comes in the middle of the next

sentence (part of the story). Where does the question come? (This is a

hard concept. Teacher should read whole sentence with blanks.)

IN THE MIDDLE. OF THE NEXTS5NTENCE. (PART OF STORY)

GooJ1 Continue reading the story with me:

HE ALSO SAW HIS DAD OPEN THE OF THE CAR.

Read all the answer choices.

DOOR ... TREE ... CAI" ... 30X

Thinkl (Pause.) Choose the ;Jest answer. (Pause.) Mark the

best answer. (Pause.) Tell me the best answer.

DOOR.

Let's read the sentence (story) together.

HE SAW HIS DAD OPEN'THE DOOR OF THE CAR.

You aro 100%., correct! Fantastic! Did you mark carefully?

YES.

Great' Let's continue to read the story together:

HIS PUT JUMPED IN THE CAR FOR A RIDE. BILL SAW HIS FUNNY RIDING WITH

DAn.
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Read aIl the answer choices-with me-.

PIG ... SCHOOL MOM .. PET

Ndw, think! (Pause.) Choose the best answer. (Pause.) Mark

the best answer. (Pause.) (Check.)

PET.

Right!

Where did the question come in this part of the story?

IN THE MIDDLE.'

Right!

You will learn to take another kind of comprehension test. Look at the

story on page 10, right hand side of the page. First, you see i\story.

Then you see some questions that come under the story. First, yoIread

the story. What do you do first?

READ THE STORY.

Then you read,the first question under the story. 'What do you read next?

READ THE QUESTION UNDER THE STORY.

Read the story with 'me:

KIM LIKES TO RIDE TO SCHOOL IN THE CAR. ONE DAY.THE CAR DID NOT RUN.

MOTHER COULD NOT MAKE THE CAR GO. THEN KIN HAD TO WALK TO SCHOOL.

Now, read question,number 5 under the story 4ith me: .

KIM WAS GOING TO THE (Pause.) - STORE ... SCHOOL .. TREE WALK.

Think! Choose the, best answer... Mark your best answer. What is the

correct answer?

SCHOOL.

Right! "School" is the correct answer because the story tells us.

(Emphasize: "You can always look for the answer in the story!")

When the car would not run, Kim had to walk to school. 'It is easy when you

can look in the story.

a.
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Remedial:

Sometimes you can't read all the words. So you read all the
words in the story that you can. If you look carefully, you will

begin to get some ideas about the story. You will see some words
you can read. What are some words that you can read in this story?

(Have students share.) Good! Look at the answer choices. What words

can you read? Notice that the story has the word "school". Is that

one of the answer choices?

YES.

If you had to guess, you might guess school. Woul4 you be right?

YES.

Look at number 6. Now, read question 6. Read all the answer

choices.

0 STOP

0 JUMP

0 RUN
0 RIDE

Look at the words you can read in the story. See "not run". Your question

says, "The car did not . . . ." What word in the story goes with "not"?

RUN.

Right! So "run" issour best guess. Mark your best answer. (Pause.) You

are right!

4 Look at number 7. Read the question 4ith me.

KIM LIKES TO RIDE WITH .

Wead all th4 answer choices with me.

0 DAY

0 MOTHER
0 SCHOOL

DAD

Now the, question is about "Kim" (somebody) and "ride". Which word in the

answer choices might go with "Kim" "ride"?

MOTHER. DAD.

Look back in the story. Is the word dal in the story?

NO



3s- the- word mother- in -the itory?

YES.

What is the best answer?

MOTHER.

Right! You know you sometimes get'a ride with mother and dad, Mother is

one ,of the words in the story. So mother is your best answer.

The test is'easy when you can look back in the story, isn't it?

YES.
.

.

But if you cannot read all the words, you can still get the right.

answer. You have to try hard and. pay attention to all the

words you can read: (Teacher may need to guide if student(s) can't read

all the words.), .",,

Now, you try it. 'The "go on at the bottom of page 10 tells you to turn

to the next page and continue. Turn to page.11. Read the story.

Another word for story is paragraph. So I could say read the paragraph.

AnsWer the questions. When you. turn the page, keep we ting until you get

to a stop sign., Ready? .Start working. ,(Wait 5 minutes, then say:)

(Teacher may assist and guide Andividuals in using the test - taking

strategies.)
. , ,

Stop! Put your enci ls" down. .
Proof and,cOrrect as we go o'er the

questions. (Pro ide feedback for strategy

1

y use as teacher ald students go

'over'pages 11 an 12.)

Remedial:

Read all the aniswer choices.
.

Look back in tile story for an answer.

Look for words In the story that are like an answer choice.

You have tried v ry hard. You know how to take a comprehension test.

Super!
. .

You have all learned to do really good jobs at takin4.tests. You

will do good on taking the big test. Remember to,do the things you have

learned. Try hard. How will you try?
/

I'LL TRY HARD.

1
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Excellent! Never give up!

NO.

Your teacher will be proud
You will be prOud of youl
I'll see you agaiti,

during the last

Are you going to give u0-

of you. Your parents will be proud of you, too.

. I'll go over everything you have

weeks. I'll meet with each of you.

Thank you for working hard today!

t4.

C
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LESSON VIII

Lesson II
Boxo% - Review.

Teacher ask' questions:

1. What do you do before you choose your best answer?

READ ALL THE ANSWER CHOICES.

What can,you-do when you lose your place?

RAISE MY HAND.

How do you mark your answer carefully?

QUICK, DARK AND INSIDE THE LINE.

What happens if you do not mark your answer carefully?

IT MIGHT BE WRONG.

- or if you put marks on your paper outside the answer

bubble.

MY ANSWERS MIGHT BE COUNTED WRONG.

How do you show the teacher you are finished?

LAY MY PENCIL DOWN.

02
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Lesson III - Review
(Go over Lesson II - Review.)

6. Turn to Page.2. This is a vocabulary test.` What does it

ask?

THE MEANING OF A WORD.

or
FINISH (COMPLETE) A SENTENCE (OR STORY)

or
LISTEN TO THE TEACHER READ.

7. What do you do' if you don't undtrstand the teacher?

RAISE MY HAND.'

8. What do you do if you forget what the teacher said?

RAISE MY HAND.

9. Turn to page 3. This is a compound word test. Point to SAMPLE

A. What do you look for in a compound word test?

A BIG WORD MADE FROM TWO LITTLE WORDS

or
TWO LITTLE WORDS MAKE A BIG WORQ

If you can't read the big words, what can you do?

LOOK FOR LITTLE WORDS IN BIG WADS.

- When do you choose the "best guess"?

AF14 I READ ALL THE ANSWECCHOCES,THAT I CAN. .4111
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Lesson IV - Review
(Go over Lessons II and III - Reviews.)

4

10. Is it ok to guess?

YES.

11. What do you do before you guess?

.'\ 'READ ALL THE 'ANSWER CHOICES

C.

or
READ ALL THE WORDS I CAN

12. Turn to page 3, SAMPLE B. This is a contractions test. What

does it ask you to do?
0

FIND A SHORT WAY TO SAY TWO WORDS.

- What do you do when you can't read the words? (May need to

prompt.)

I LISTEN FOR THE LAST-SOUND.
I FIND A WORD WITH AN ENDING LETTER THAT MAKES THAT SOUND.

I GUESS THAT WORD.

O

Lesson V - Review
(Go over Lessons II, III, and IV Reviews.)



se

LessotiVI - Review
So over LessonS II, III, and IV Reviews0

13. What do you 4o before you choose the best answer?

READ ALL THE ANSWER CHOICES.

14. Look at the stop sign on page 5. Whai does it tell you to 4o?

STOP AND GO OVER MY ANSWERS.
CHECK TO SEE IF I HAVE CHOSEN THE BEST ANSWERS.
CHECK TO SEE IF I MARKED CAREFULLY, QUICK, DARK, AND INSIDE THE

LINE.
WAIT,

15. Turn to9page 7. How do you take a word reading test?

Prompt: What do you look at?

.THE.PIcTURE.

Then what do you do ?'

A. READ, ALL THE ANSWER CHOICES FOUND IN ONE ROW UNDER
THE PICTURE.

B. FIND THE ANSWER THAT TELLS ABOUT THE PICTURE.

Sometimes there is a tricky answer. What can you do to

keep from being fooled by a tricky answer?

READ ALL THE ANSWER CHOICES CAREFULLY.

If you can't read all the answer choices, what do you
do? (Prompt if necessary.) 10,

READ THE WORDS I KNOW. ONE MIGHT BE THE BEST ANSWER.

IF NOT, THEN I GUESS.
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lessim VII - Review .

(Go over Lessons 11, III, IV, and VI Reviews.)

16. Turn to page 8, a reading comprehension test. What do you do

first?

*LOOK AT THE PICTURE.

Then what do you do? (Prompt as needed.)

READ THE STORY (SENTENCE).
CHOOSE THE ANSWER THAT MAKES1HE STORY SOUND RIGHT (*THAT MAKES

THE STORY TELL ABOUT THE PICTURE.')

(*Preferred answer.) ,

If you can't read all the words in the answer choices, what do

you do?

.....tm

READ THE WORDS I KNOW.
'LOOK FORA WORD THAT IS LIKE A U3RD IN THE STORY.

F)
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Lesson VIII Review
(Go over Lessons II, III, IV, VI,ind VII Rewiews.)

70 Turn to page 9. This is a reading comprehension test.
Look at the picture of the bop-with a hammer. Sometimes one part

of a story (a sentence) has 2 in ersd look .at number 4. What

do you read to choose the best an wer?

READ ALL OF THE SENTENCE (PART OF. A STORY): HE MADE A

FOR HIS

18. Turn to page 10. This is a reading comprehension test. What

do you do first?

READ THE FIRST PART OF THE TORY.

Then what ,do you db?

READ ALL THE ANSWER CHOICES:
CHOOSE THE ANSWER THAT'FXTS TiE STORY (THAT MAKES SENSE.)

19., Look at the reading comprehen ion test in the right column on

page-16. What db you do firs ?

READ ALL THE STORY.-

Then whatwhat do you do? (Promp if necessary.)

A., READ THE QUESTION UNDER HE STORY.

B. READ ALL THE ANSWER CHO CES.

C. ,CHOOSE THE .BEST-ANSWER.

Can you look back to the story to help you choose the best

answer?

YES.

47
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ioCABUI.,ARY

.1

I

A

0 lamb

o calf

o piglet

1 CD sad ..

c) happy,.

c) lucky

2 o hot

CD cold

c) term

3 CD friend

CD wagon

o hoUse

al

4 CD moon
fr.

CD sun

CD star

5 c) hay

CD air

CD dirt

-Si

5,

6 o hat

. o rat

o mat

7 6 cat'

c) frog

'0 dog'

8 c) mat

c)rat,

0 bat

9 c) nice

.c) nose

CD pan

10 6 birds ,

'4c) worms

o squirrels

2

10G

LI

A

0

02.



WORD STUDY SKILLS

SAMPLE ,A

bookstore thlnas Surprise

0 'cp. C5

.10

2

makihg brotWs doghouse

0 .0 0

bedroom happened'" summer

cP , 9

3 return .listen starlight

O

4 man catfish bed

acp0

doormat Jump running
-40 '0 . 4.0

6 cackled redbird bells
CD 0 CD

7. little is ," bedtime
0

0
1,

0

El we're. we'll we'd=

.CD 0 0

'we've . .we'll we'd

CD 40 , 0'

the

10 they're they'd-' they've
cp c) cp

11 she's she'd she'll

0 0 c)

12. it's it'll .it'd
t#1;

cp cp 0
6

13 you've you're you'll

CD

SAMPLE C

Jumps jumped jumping .

0 0.'' 0

SAMPLE B

I've I'm

0 CD' CD

14 wants wanting 'wanted

cp c) k% 0

15 sadder saddest sadly

CD CD

16 Playing played . vlays

c)
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_ WORD STUDY SKILLS

SAMPLE D

Mat boy

0
sit made

. 17 lake mat' like .date

0 o 0

18 din \ chop shop did

O c)

19 ng do N dog. rode

.

\

20 shel1 wish chick sell
o o o

21 ride funny by play

el

M1

V

4.

4

; 16'
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WORD STUDY SKILLS

SAMPLE A

bnOkstore things surprise

0 0 0

1 man catfish bed

0 CD 0

2 jump doormat running

c) o c)

3 little bedtime. ls

0 0 c)

redbird bells cackled

0 c)

8 she's she'll she'd

CD CD CD

SAMPLE C

jumps jumped jumping

0 0 0

AMPLE.B

I've I'm I'll

o , op o.

9 wanting wants wanted

\o

10 sadder saddest sadly

0

11 playing plays playsed

0 o c)

'12 calls calling called

0- c)

5 we'll., twe'd we're

6 we'd we've we'll

CD CD CD

7 they've they'd they're
0

tp 109



WORD STUDY SKILLS

SAMPLE D

bat boy sit made

c>

13 lake date like mat

0 0 0

14 dist chop did shop

0 0 0

15 n2 to rode dog

c) 0 0

16 ride by funny play

0 c>
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SAmPLE

A kite

three

0
C free

0

.0 '11111i)11

bike kit

town "tree

0
lost cost

0 0

1 cap

2 man

3 foot

.

4. I

CUP offo
boy tali3
0

hand rarW 1°1
o aid) .2

I

VrTi

ol J n1 I

)rum .11
""

J \
K\ . 1.

,.,

901 61 e0OP 9H i I N-.1n

.11+ 101 Y:a

noa

4 man cat girl
o 9 o

5 dress coat hat,
0 0 0
shoe shop air

0 $10P
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READING COMPREHENSION

SAMPLE
,Bill wrote a letter. Hi has a

-A. pencil book box can0o 0 0
The letter will be sent to,his

B. grandmother dog eat play-

o o 0 0

Ted has a new jobs He goes to the

store for his

I. ca. , books mom son
o 0 0 0

Then he, puts the things in a

2. big bag ,can boy

o. o 0 0
He likes his job because be can

3. help hop stop fly
c) 0 c)

Dave got a bird; He made a

4: schoolhouse fireman birdhouse bed

0 o'

for his

5. 'bus cake pan pel

0 0 0. 0

Ste,
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_READING COMPREHENSION

SAMPLE
Bill wrote a letter. He has a

A. pencil book box can0 0 o
The letter will be sent to his

B. grandmother dog cat play
0 o o c)

Ted has a new job. He goes to the

store for his

1. son mom books caro o o
Then he puts the things in a

2. box. bag. can big
4 o CD

He likes his job because he can

3. fly hop . play help
o 0 0

el

Dave got a bird. He made a

4. birdhouse fireman schoolhouse bed
o c) o c)

for his

5. take pet pan bus
a 0 0 0



READING COMPREHENSION

Bill is going to school. He saw

his pet ,/

1 dog boy father king.

O 0 0 0
1.

Bill said, "Go home." As Bill

looked, he saw his pet run

2 down home up over.

o c)

He also saw his dad open the

3 door tree cat box.

cp 0 0,

of the car. His pet jumped. in

the car for a ride.. Bill saw

his funny

4 pig school mom pet

cp CD

riding with dad.

Ss

Kim likes to ride.to school in the'

car. One day the car did not run.

Mother could not make the car go.

Then Kim had to walk to school.

5 Kim was going to the

O store

c school

o tree

cp walk

0

6 The car did not

CD SOP

O jUrhp

c) run

o ride

\

7 Kim likes to ride with

0 day
O mother

0 school

cp dad
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READING COMPREHENSION

Sid was sick with

to stay home. He

.He did not get

party. After the

came to see him.

on Sies bed.. Sid

He was happy.

8 Sid was

o cake
c) bed

c) sick

o cold

a cold. He had

was .not happy.

go to-Don's

party, Don

When' Don sat

saw some cake.

9 Sid wants to go to a

6 home

c) bed

o play
c) party

10 Don had a

c) party

o cold
o home
c) bed

11 Sid was happy.to see

o some cake

0 the party
c) his be

o his home

tt;

11



.' READING COMPREHENSION

Bill is going to tchool. He saw

his pet

1 king
0

4

boy dog father
0

Bill said, "Go home." As Bill

looked, he saw his pet run

2 down home UP over.

c) 0

He 14so saw his dad open the

3 door tree cat box

0 0 0 0

of the car. His pet Jumped in

the car for a ride. Bill saw

his funny.

4 pig school mom pet.

0 0 0 0

riding with dad.

Kim likes to ride to, school in the

car. One day the car did not run.

Mother could not make the car go.

'Then Kim had to walk to school.

5 The car did not

o StOP

0 JUMP,

o run
o ride

6 Kimlikes toyide with

o day

O mother-

,. 0 school

o dad

7 Kim was going to the

o store
o school

o tree

0 walk



1.

Choose the best answer.

A

,0p0

ce

9

4

Read

Think

and

Choose.

Mark

C
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2) 1

(1,2) .2

(1,2) .3 .

(1,2) IL

(1,4) 5 .

4

.

.6

d

C;
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S

SAMPLE

(1.,6)

lamb

C) calf

o piglet

1 'fb sad

co happy

CD lucky

(1,6-7)

? 'CD hot

cold

'9 warm

(1,7)

3 CD friend

wagon

o house

(1,7)

4 °moon

sun

o Star

(11,9)

5 XD hay

c) air

dirt.
(11,10)

6 hat

.1.. .0 rat

c) mat
(,I11,17)

7 c) cat

c) frog

, 4. dog.
(IY,25)

8 c) Mat

c) rat

40 bat
(Iv 26)

9 c) nice

nose

o pan
.(IV,26)

10 birds,

o worms

o squirrels
(IV26)-

#

e
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WORD STUDY SKILLS

SAMPLE A

BEST COPY AVAI

bookstore things surprise
OP 0

(11,11)

1 making brottie'rs doghouse'O; .

(II 12)'

2 bedroom happened summer

,

'3 return

c5

(11,13)

ten, starlight

O .-
. 4 ' man catfish bed

CD o.

8 we're. we'd

(III', 20)

9 we've we'll we'd

o a 0*
(111,20)

10 they're they'd they've
0 'o

( I ,21)

11 she's

.1'

she'd she'll -0 .

gr.

O

12 it's it'll it'd
qp 0 CD..

(IV#28)

yotisle
5 doormat . Jump...... running ;-

-13 you're you'll
,

. o- . o se o 0
(III,18) : (IV.,28)

,) , E.
SAMPLE C

r cackled redbird bells Jumps Jumped Jumping

a 0 CD. h9. d
v,26) y,2)T°

A'
ff4

7 little is bedtime
C) C) ,4P

UV,27)

SAMPLE B

'I've' I'm

0
(III;19)

4

14 wants wanting wanted
° 0 0

(IV,29)

15 sadder saddest sadly

( IV,29)

16. !Allaying played plays
o 0

(Tv.3o)

121
1=c,!.. P&L.,
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WORD STUDY SKILLS

SAMPLE D

(IV, 30)
I.

#

, .
fat boy . sit made

20 shell . wish chick sell
. c)

(IV,33)

21 ride funny by play

O 1.0-

(IV,34

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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WORD STUDY SKILLS

SAMPLE A

bookstore things surprise

(V,36)4. 0 c)

BEST COPY AVA

1 man catfish bed

o o0
(V,36)

jump doormat running
O

(V,36)

3 little bedtime it

o o
(v,36)

4 redbird bells cackled
, 0 0 0

(.1,36)

8 she's she'll she'd

CD CD

(V.37)

SAMPLE C

jumps jumped jumping
CD

(V137)

SAMPLE 13

I've. I'm I'll

0 0
(V,36)

9 wanting wants wanted
c) '.4110 CD

(V137)

10 sadder 'saddest sadly

0 .0

(V,37)

11 playing plays played

c) 0
'(/137)

12 calls calling called
o. C)

(V137)

5 we'll we'd we're

CD 0
(V,37)

6 we'.d we've we'll

0 0.

(V,37)

7 they've they'd they're
4) CD

(V,37)

tl

`,1.0
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Student Workbook, peg, 5



WORD STUDY SKILLS-

SAMPLE D

(V,37)

pat boy ,sit made
o

13 .lake

(1,37)

date like
0

O

mat.
o

14 din chop did shop

. o
(V,37)

15 fin to rode dog

o
(V,37)

16 ride by funny play:

(V 37) 0

SIONIMINIMMIP
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WORD READING

SAS PLE

A

(V,39)
B.

(V,40)
C

( MO)

(VI ,42)
2

(VI 42)
3

(VI 42)

kite

three
o
free
0

kitbike

town, tree
o .

lost cost

etrt

cap cup
41.

man boy

foot hando
ot

4

(VI 42)
5

(VI 42)
6

(VI 42)

man:

0
dress

shoe

offc
toy

Li-

racb

cat
0
coat
O
shop
0

girl

hat
O

air
O

*It

BEST COPY AVAILABLE 125
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READING COMPREHENSION

SAMPLE
Bill wrote a letter. He has a

A. pencil book box can

(VI,43) 41.
0 0 0

The .letter will.be sent to. his

B. grandmother dog eat play

(VI,43) C) 0 0 ,

Ted has a new job. He goes to the

store for his

1. car books mom son

1,45)0

Then he puts the things in a

2 big bag cane boy

40 0
He likes his job because he can

3. help hOp stop fly

I 46)40 0 0

Dave got a bird. He made a

4: schoolhouse fireman birdhouse bed

(VI,47) 0 . 0 00
for his

5. bus cake pan pet

(VI,479 o c)

BEST COPY AVAILABLE 126
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SAMPLE
Bill wrote a letter. He has a

A. pencil book box can

(VII,49) ° °
The letter will be sent to his

B. grandmother dog cat . play

a
(VII,49)

Ted has a new job. He goes to the

store for his

1. son mom books car'
CD 0 0

VII,49)
Then he puts the things in a,

2. box bag can big
c, 411, 0

VII,50)
He likes his Job, because he can

3. fly hop play help
o o

°

Dave got a bird. Mle made a

4. birdhouse fireman schoolhouse
4,

(10Igl)
Tor ni S

5. cake pet pan bus
o c::;)

(VII,SO)

be

BEST COPY AVAILABLE 127
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READING COMPREHENSION

Bill is going to school. He saw

his pet

1 dog boy father king.

op o CD
(V11,50),

Bill said, "Go home." As Bill

looked, he saw his pet run
n

2 down home up over.

o 'o
(V11,52)

He also saw his dad open the

3 door tree cat boi.

, o em%, o
(VII,52)

of the car. His pet Jumped in

the car for a ride. Bill saw

his funny

4. pig school mom pet

(VII,52)

riding with dad.

41,

Kim likes to ride to school in the

car. One day. the car did not run.

Mother could not make the car go.

Then Kim had to walk to school.

5 Kim was going to the

o store

O school

o tree
0 walk,

(VII,53)

6 The car did not

O stop

o Jump
run''

o ride

(VII,54)

01

7 Kim likes to ride with

O day
mother

o school

c) dad

(VII,54)

BEST COPY AVAIWLE 128
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Sid was sick with

to stay home. He

He did not get to

Party. After the.

came to see him.

on Sid's bed, Sid

He was happy.

Sid was

o cake
a bed
410 sick

o cold

(VII,54)

a cold. He had

was not happy.

go to Don's

party, .Don

When Don sat

saw some cake.

9 Sid wants to go to a

0, home

o bed
a play
o party

(V11,54)

10 Don had a

party

o cold
0.home

c) bed

(VII,54)

11 Sid was happy to see

some cake

o the party

o his bed

o his home

(VII,54)
SO Oft

BEST COPY AVAILABLE ;.
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Bill is going to school. He saw

his pet

1. king WY0 C) .

dog father

(VII,50)

Bill said, "Go home. ". As Bill

looked, he saw his pet run

2 down home

0
pp' over.

0

He also saw his dad open the

3 door tree cat. box.

0, 0 0
(VII,52)

of the car. His pet Jumped in

the car for a ride. Bill sai

his funny
I

4 pig school mom'

o 0 0
(VII,52) .

riding with dad.

pet

0

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Kim likes lo ride to school in the

car. One day the car did not run.

Mother cou'd not make the car go.

Then Kim had to malk to school.

5 The, car did not

0 stop

o Jump
411 run

o ride

(VIIM

6 Kim likes to ride with

0 day
mother

o 'school
o dad

(VI r,54)

7 Kim was going to the

o store

: school

c, tree.

.c, walk.

(VI1,53)
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1

LESSONS

4ellol'* name is . I will be working with you for the .

next weeks. We will work hard and have alot of fun, learning.

BeforiWITEFETT would like eachgof you to tell me your name. (reacher

elicits responses from each student.)

Do pretest.

We will learn how to be good test takers. You will take a big test soon.

It is important that you do well on this test. Everybody, what is

. important?

WE WILL DO WELL ON THE BIG TEST.

You do well on the big.test so your teacher and parents will know what you

have learned., Over the next weeks, I am going to help you to

learn how to take,tests. WheMT-WU learn?

I WILL LEARN HOW TO TAKE TESTS..

Good! 'You will learn how tc take tests so you can show what you have

learned. Why will you learn how to take tests?

I WILL LEARN HOW TO TAKE TESTS SO. I CAN SHOW WHAT I HAVE LEARNED.

You will listen and work hard. When you, have finished, you will' be

a super good test taker!-

What will you do to be a super good test taker? (Prompt if necessary.)

I WILL LISTEN,AND WORKIHARD,

Great! You will listen and work hard. You will be a good test

taker.

We are ready to start. Here we go:

Everyone, put your test booklet in front of you. Point to. Name (have

.chart I, 3 - "front cover of test booklet" to model from). Pick up your

pencil and write your name in the blank space (Students write their

. name). Lay your pencil down. When. you lay your pencil down, I know you

have finished.* (Students lay pencils down when finished.) Good!

Everyone is finished. (Identify students witheinforceMent.- e.g.,

"Good laying your pencil down when you are fi ished, Silly!".)

Turn to page 1 in your Student Workbook (show chart 1-2). ,Good

turning to page 1! Wait untill say ready to pick up your pencil and

mark your answer. Ready!' (Students pick up pencils.) Listen! Mark

the first answer b' bble In row 1. What will you do?

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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MARK THE .FIRST. ANSWER BUBBLE,IN ROW 1.

(Check to see if all studenti understand row 1 and answer bubble.) f,

When you take a test, you will remember.to pay attention. What. will you

remember? (Everyone respnnds -/

I WILL REMEMBER TO PAY ATTENTION.

2 ,

When you pay attention, you -mark your answers carefully. Ho.do you mark
your answers? (ER)

I WILL MARK MY ANSWERS CAREFULLY..

Teacher may use student workbook instead of charts with a small group.

4

Good! (Point to chart 1-2.) When I mark my answer carefully, I
fill in the answer bubble quick, dark, and inside the line. (Teacher
models by marking first answer bubble in row 1 on chart) . How

do I mark carefully? (Teacher responds to own question.) "I fill in the.
bubble quick, dark, and inside the line." Now, did I fill in the
answer bubble quick?

YES. (Students respoild with teacher.)

Was I inside the line?

YES.

Did I fill in dark?

YES:

,

Then I marked my'enswer carefully. Your turn! hint to !limber 2.

This is row 2.. Listen! Mark the second answer bubble in row 2
carefully.' What will you do?

t

I WILL MARK THE SECOND ANSWER BUBBLE IN ROW 2 CAREFULLY:

Lady! (Students pick up pencils. Reinforce this.) Mark the second
answer bUbble in row.2 carefully. (Students mark.) (Students lay pencils
down when finished. Reinforce this.) Did you mark quick?

YES.

Did you mark dark?

YES. (Have students correct if necessary.)
,

Did you mark inside the.line?

136
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YES.

Then, did you dark your answer carefully?

YES.
4,

3

h If
student makes an error, show how to erase carefully.

Great! Watch me. My turn. I will mark,the second answer. In the second row

carefully. (Chart I - 2 - mark quickly, mark very lightly, mark
outside the line some.)'

Did I mark the answer carefully? (ER)

NO.

Good wataIngl Did I mark the answer quick?

YES.

Did I mark the answer dark?

NO.

Goud watching! , You're right! If I do not mark the answer dark, my answe0
might be wrong. What might happen if I don't mark the answer dark?

THE ANSWER MIGHT BE WRONG.

Right! Did I mark inside the line?

NO.

O

You're right again! If I do not mark the answer inside the line, my
answer might be wrong. What might happen if I1do not mark inside the
line?

/

THE ANSWER MIGHT BE WRONG.'

Right again! If I make marks on my paper, ply answers may be counted wrong.
You are really listening and answering car, f0 y, tool Put your finger on-
rowy3. Listen. Mark the last bubble in low 1. Ready. (Students.pick up
pencils.) Go! (Students mark their a.fnee,4 carefully while teacher
marks last answer eubble in row 3.) (Students lay pencils down when
finished.) Proof. Does your answer lodk like mine? Did you mark
quick? (Everyone responds.) Did you mark inside the line? (ER)

YES. (If no, allow time to erase and correct.,

Did you mark dark? (i:vetyone responds.)



I

YES.

IFantastic! Now you've marked your answer carefully!

I Point to row 4 (model on Chart 1,2). Listen! Mark the first answer bubble
in rr 4 carefully, What will you do?

1

I WILL MARK THE FIRST ANSWER BUBBLE.IN ROW 4 CAREFULLY.
a

Good listening!, Ready! (Student picks up pencil.) Go! (Teacher marks on
chart 1,2 as students mark in workbook, p. 1.) (Student looks at model,
student looks at own answer.) Did you mark your answer carefully?

YES. (Allow student to pick up pencil and erase and correct if necessary.)

4

I

You will practice marking your answer carefully one more time. Listen!

Mark the last bubble in row 5 carefuTly.. What will you do?

I WILL MARK THE LAST BUBBLE IN ROW 5 CAREFULLY.

Ready! (Students pick up pencil.) Go! (Teacher marks answer as student's
mark answer.) Proof. (Students look at model, then look at their own
hodel.) Correct (Students may need to erase and correct. Be sure to
discuss how to tease - hold paper with left or right hand and

erase all the mak. Also note that any marks on the paper may make the
answers wrong.)

You have worked hard! . You can mark your'answerscarefully! You. can 'listen

carefully!

Good thinking!. Now you will practice taking a vocabulary test. Turn to
page 2 in your workbook. This is a vocabulary test. (Chart I-
4.) When you take a vocabulary test, first, you listen to the
teacher. What do you do first when you take a vocabulary test?
(Everyone responds.)

I LISTEN TO MY TEACHEg..

Great! The teacher will read part of a sentence and the answer choices to
you. What will the teacher read? (Students may not know what a sentence
is. Teacher may substitUte, NO08 read part of a story to you. ")

PART OF A SENTENCE AND THE ANSWERvCHOICES.

Good! After,ynu listen you will think of the key word (or idea). What
will you do after you listen? (Everyone responds.) (Prompt if
necessary.)

AFTER I LISTEN I WILL THINK OF THE KEY WORD.

To think of the key word, you think, "what is thi7. sentence talking
about?" How do,you decide theicey word? (Everyone responds.)

I DECIDE THE. KEY WORD BY T4INKING "WHAT IS THIS SENTENCE TALKING ABOUT?"

13d
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Some students may not understand "key idea". Go on and just have-them
finish the sentence.

Point to SAMPLE A (model on Chart 1-4). Let's practice. Listen. The
part of a sentence is, "When you are tired, you, ". Tell me the
part of a Sentence.

WHEN YOU ARE TIRED YOU

Neat! Now think,. "what is this sentence talking about?". Now tell me.
(Everyone responds.)

BEING.TIRED.

You're right! Tired is the key word (idea). Now you're ready for,
choosing the best answer carefully. (Show chart A..) Read all the
answer choices with me. (Have students point to each answer choice.)
Teacher may,use Chart I-4.)

o REST
o SELL
o RENT
o TURN

Now you find the answer that tells about "being tired".

REST,,

Remedial:
"Rest" tells what you do when you are tired. It tells about the key
word, idea. So rest is the best answer. You think, anti then you
choose the best answer.

Now what do you do?

I MARK THE ANSWER BUBBLE NEXT TO THE BEST ANSWER CAREFULLY.

Good. Mark the best answer carefully. (Teacher marks model on chart 1,4,
as students mark workbook SAMPLE.)

Did you mark,quick, dark, and inside the line?

YES.

Did you mark "rest"?

YES.

Then you did the vocabulary test 100% correct!



Remedial:
(Chart A.) To choose the best answer you first read all the answer
choices. To choose the best answer what do yoL do first?
(Everyone responds.)

I FIRST READ ALL THE ANSWER CHOICES.

Exactly right! After you read all the answer chokes you think and
choose the best answer. What do you do after you read all the
answer choices? 1'

AFTER I READ ALL THE ANSWER CHOICES I THINK AND CHOOSE THE BEST
ANSWER.

Right! Now you-are ready to mark the best answer. First, you' read
all the answer choices; then you think and choose the best
answer. You mark the best answer carefully. You tell me what you do
when you choose the best answer. (Everyone responds.) (Use chart A.)

FIRST, I READ ALL THE ANSWER CHOICES.

THEN I THINK AND CHOOSE THE BEST ANSWER.

I MARK THE BEST ANSWER CAREFULLY.

I.

Sometimes the teacher tells you to pay attention. When a teacher tells
you to pay attention (s)he wants you to listen and mark your best
answers carefully.

Point to #1. Listen! "A sack used for groceries is a
Tell me the part of a sentence. (Everyone responds.)

"A SACK USED FOR GROCERIES IS A

Think! What is this sentence talking about? What is the key word,
idea? (Everyone responds.)

Teacher provides key idea if students don't knoti

GROCERY SACK.

Point to and 'read all the answer choices with me. (Everyone
responds.)

PAN.

BAG.



DISH.

BOX.

(Suggest students respond orally since you're working on learning the
process.)

Think and choose the best answer. (Allow think time.) Everyone,
tell me the best answer. (Everyone responds.)

BAG.

Now mark next to the best answer carefully. (Students mark bag. Check
for quick, dark, and inside line.) You are exactly, right.

,Point to #2. Listen! "Someone who is not-awake is
Think! Tell me, the key word, idea.

At this point teacher may not need to do the key idea.

NOT AWAKE.

Point to and read (soft whisper) all the answer choices with me-.

PLAYING, RUNNING, SLEEPING,' CALLING.

Think and choose the best answer that tells about not awake, the key
idea. Tell me the best answer.

SLEEPING.

You're right! "H" is the best answer. Now what do you do? (Everyone
responds.)

MARK THE BEST ANSWER CAREFULLY.

Go! (Check to make sure correct answers are marked. Teacher may mark
model, chart 1,4, #2, for proofing and correcting.) Tell me the best
answer.

SLEEPING, "H".

Exaitly right! Point to #3. Listen! "If the sun is shining, it is.
Optional:
Think - key idea. (Sun - shining.)

Point to and read all the answer choices.



8

Teacher always reads answer choices in vocabulary test.

o DAY
o NIGHT
o DARK
o BLACK

VIMIMMENIIwire.

Remedial:

Think and choose the best answer. Tell me. (ER.). (Prompts:
Which answer completes the sentence? Which answer tells about sun -

shining?

DAY, -"A".

Choose the best answer. Mark the best answer carefully.
(Students mark "a", day.)

Remedial:

Reinforce quick, dark, and inside the line. Reinforce laying
pencils down when finished.) Proof and correct if necessary. (Chart
1,4. Teacher marks O.) Everyone, proof and correct your answer.
Super! You are learning fast!

You know haw to take a vocabulary test: I can see you're going to be very
good at taking tests. Thank you for working hard. I will see you -



LESSON II: SYLLABLES TEST PRESENTATION

1

, Review: Lesson I

When you take a test-you work hard. When you do it the right way, you show
your teacher and parents what you have learned. You did great last time!

Last time you did a vocabulary test. (Show Voc. Test 7 Chart 1,4.)

TUrn to page 2 in your workbook. This is a vocabulary test. (Chart
1,4.) Point to number 4.

Last time you learned some rules for taking a vocebulary test. You learned
how to pay attention. First, you listen to your teacher read part
of a sentence. "When someone is angry, she is ."

Optional:
Then you think of the key word, idea. "What is this sentence
talking about?" 'What is the key word, idea, in this sentence?
(ER.) Tell me.

a

ANGRY.

Great! Point to number 4 on your vocabulary test. (Teacher
models on Chart 1,4.) Now,-you choose the.best answer. (Show Chart
A.) What do you do first? (ER.)

I READ ALL THE ANSWER,CHOICES. (Have student do #4 on (vocabulary test.)

Then you poini to all the answer choices and read as the teacher
says them. (Teacher reads orally as students point and read.)

o MAD
o GLAD
o PAPPY
o SINGING

Optional:

Then, what do you do? (ER)

I THINK AND CHOOSE THE BEST ANSWER. I FIND THE ANSWER THAT TELLS
ABOUT THE KEY WORD, IDEA, "ANGRY". (This may involve some
prompting.)
or
I FIND THE ANSWER THAT COMPLETES THE SENTENCE.
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Choose the best answer. Point to the best answer. (Students point
to mad.) You are really smart! You are right. Now you are ready to
mark your answer carefully.

Show me how to do it. (Students mark next tc mad.) You did it the right
way! Good for you! You marked answer bubble "f" next to "mad".

Sometimes you forget what the teacher said. If you forget what the teacher
said, raise your hand. What do you do when you forget what the teacher
said? (ER)

I RAISE MY HAND.

That! right._ Sometimes you don't understand the teacher. If you .

don't understand the teacher, you raise your hand. What do you do when
you don't understand the teacher? (ER)

I RAISE MY HAND.

Good listening and answering. If you lose your place, raise your hand
and ask for help. Show me what you do when you Use your place:
(Students should raisc their band and whenthe teacher calls on one, he
should ask for help.,)

Point to number 5 on your vocabulary test. Listen!,. (Teacher, reads

stem, mumbling some, and coughing in the middle.) "On a farm, a shelter
for animals is a ." (Students should raise their hands.) You
really learn fast7-iriaT on someone and encourage them. to say:)

I DIDN'T UNDERSTAND.

Good, you raised your hand when you didn't understand. Why did you
raise your hand?.

I DIDN'T UNDERSTAND.

Right! When else should'you raise your hand? 1ER.)

IF I LOSE MY PLACE.
IF I FORGET WHAT THE TEACHER SAID.

Good remembering! Let's practice number 5 again. I will read the part of a
sentence again. Listen! "On a farm, a shelter for animals is a

," "car", "plane", "ship", "barn".

Optional:

Tell me the key idea.

Now choose the best answer.



Optional:

Use Chart A if you forget what to-do. '(Observe to see if students
follow the steps on the chart. Help as you observe need. Praise
desired process.)

All of you, mark the best answer. (Everyone meek.) Tell me.

BARN, "0".

Right! You can do a vocabulary test! You are going to be good test
takers! Now you are going to learn.to do a new kind of test.

Word Study Skills: Syllables Test. (Chart II, 10.) Open your
workbook to page 3. This test is called a syllables test. What is it
called?

SYLLABLES TEST.

.Good! When you take a syllables.test, you decide (think of) which word
is divided the right way. Look at the words in SAMPLE A. First, you look
at all the words (answer choices). What do you do first?

LOOK AT ALL THE WORDS (ANSWER CHOICES).

Good! Then you think,'"What is this word?" What do you think?.

"WHAT IS THIS WORD?"

Everyone look at all the words. Think, "What is this word?" Tell me
the word.

TEAPOT. (Teacher may need to provide the word.)

Yes, teapot is the word. Now choose the best answer, the word that is
divided into two word parts, syllables, the right way. Point to the
best answer.

Yes, the word parts, syllables, are tea-pot. The best answer choice is
"b", tea-pot. (Teacher points to correct answer on chart II, 10.)
This answer shows how to divide 'teapot" into two syllables. After you
choose the best answer, you say the word parts, syllables; then say
the whole word. Listen to the word parts, syllables, as you say
the word. Everyone do this with ma.

TEA-POT, TEAPOT.

Good! Does this sound the right way?

YES.

11
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Optional:

That is how you check to see if it is the best answer.

Then you are ready, to mark the best answer You,mark the answer bubble
next to the right.answer.' This answer bi..ale has a "b" in it. (Monitor
students as they mark the correct answer.)

Great! Everyone did it the right way. Now, look at B in the
SAMPLES. First, look at all the words. Now, think, "What is the
word?" Everyone, say the word with me.

CALLING. 4Teachersays-wordwith-students.)

Now, choose the best answer, the word that is divided into two word
"parts, syllables, the right way. Pointito the best answer. (Teacher points
to correct answer "h" on chart II, 10.)'

This answer shows how to divide "calling" into two syllables, "call-
ing". Everyone, say the word parts, syllables; then, say the whole word.

CAU-ING, CALLING.

Does this sound the right way?

YES.

Then you are ready to mark the best answer. _Everyone, mark the best
answer. (Observe and reinforce quick, dark, and inside the line.)
Greati You did it the right way. Point to number 1. What do you do
first? (Students may need prompting.)

LOOK AT ALL THE WORDS.

Right! Everyone, look at all the words. (Reinforce looking behavior.)
Then, you think.

Remedial:
What do you think?

WHAT IS THIS WORM-

Good thinking! Everyone, say the word with me.

OUTSIDE.

Now you are ready to choose the best answer. (Teacher may need to
direct this response.)



Remedial:

What do you look for?

l4 W0111)* THAT IS DIVIDED INTO TWO PARTS, SYLLABLES, THE RIGHT WAY.

Point to the word "outside" that is
the right way. (Reinforce students
answer "a" is correct. This answer
divide outside into two syllables.
(Students may need prompting.)

divided into two parts, syllables,
and model on chart II, 10.) The
shows out-side, the right way to
What does this answer show?

THE RIGHT WAY TO DIVIDE OUTSIDE INTO TWO SYLLABLES (or word parts).

Excellent! Does "out-side" Sound the right way? s'

YES.

Mark the best answer. (Reinforce "laying pencil down" when finished.)

Point to number 2. Choose the word that is divided the right way.

Remedial:
What do you do first? (Have students CO each step as you prompt them.)

LOOK AT ALL THE WORDS.

Rights! Then, what do you think?

WHAT IS ,THE WORD?

Right again! Say the word with me.

JUMPED. (Be\sure the "ed" ending /t/ is said.)

Choose your best answer. What do you look for?

A WORD (JUMPED).THAT IS. DIVIDED INTO TWO PARTS, SYLLABLES, THE RIGHT
WAY.

/t/
Check to see if "jump-ed" sounds the right way. How do you do this?

SAY /JUMP /- /T /.

Mark the best answer. (Students mark.) You marked the answer bubble
"g". You are right! Great!

Sometimes you can't decide what the word is. When this happens, you look
for a little word in the big word. Look at Sample A. What little word
can you find?

4
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TEA or POT.

Which answer choice did you look at?

*Boo

Then, if you could not decide what the word is, answer "Bn would be your
.bIst guess. Answer "B" had a little word in it that yois knew.

Now what can you do if you can't decide what the word is?

LOOK FOR A LITTLE WORD IN THE'BIG WORD.

Good. Which answer choice would be your best guess?

-THE-ONE-WITH THE LITTLE WORD IN IT.

It might be the best answer.

You know how to take a syllables test! You have worked hard today. Thank
you! I'll see you next

"148
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LESSON III: LETTER-SOUNDS TEST PRESENTATION.

;Review: Lesson I and II

Everybody has been doing a terrific job learning how to take tests. I can
tell you are all going to learn how to be super test takers. Now, I
want you to work as hard today as you did' for me last time. Do you think
you can do the.?

YES.

Now, turn to page 2. Look at number 6 in your workbook. (Teacher
uses chart 1,4.) This is a vocabulary test. When you take a vocabulary,
test you listen'to the

"When you ride a horse, you ride in a "Wagon, chair,
saddle, cage."

Have students point to answer choices in workbook as teacher reads them.
orally.

Choose the best answere (Wait for students to read, think, and
choose. They may need prompting from Chart A..) Point to the best
answer.

SADDLE. a

You are right! You ride in a saddle when you ride on a horse. Mark it
carefully. .

Remedial: (This is an important concept.)
That's right! When you are not sure of the answer, you choose your best
guess. You might get it right!

When you ride on a horse, do you ride in a wagon? (Might imagine
a horse with a wagon on its back and you in itl)

NO.

So, you know wagon is not the answer. You used your own experiences.
Now you know the answer is one of the other words. Can you think of
something you, ride ire when you ride on a horse?

YES; SADDLE.
4 .

Great! You know what you ride in from your own experience, a saddle.
One of the words is saddle. NON, what is your best guess?

SADDLE.

Super! You are right! You can choose your best guets. You might
get it right! What do you do when you choose your best guess? (Prompt.)

I THINK ABOUT (USE) MY OWN EXPERIENCES.

Good thinking! ?ou might get it right! Now mark your best guess, "h".
e--
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Turn to page 3 in your. workbook.. (Chart 11,10.) This is,a 0

syllables test. When.you take a syllables test, you, think and
choose the word that is divided the right way. What do you do when you
take a syllables test?

I THINK AND,CHOOSE THE WORD THAT IS DIVIDED THE RIGHT WAY.

4
4 ,

Remedial:
Right! First, you looktt all t e words.' What,do you do first?

I LOOK AT ALL THE WORDS.

Good! Then you think, "What is the\word?" .What do you think?'

WHAT is THE WORD?

"V

Right! Everyone, point to number 3. (Teacher points on chart 11,10.)
1

Look at all the words. Think, "What is the word "? (Some
students may not be able to read the word. If so, do the remedial.,
exercise.) Tell me.

Remedial:

When you don't know the word, look for little words in the word.'
Are there any little words inside this word?

YES.

What is it?

CAN.

Good! This could be the one you choose as your best guets. You might
be right! What is the word?

CANDLE.
1,

Yes, candle is the word.',Now choose the best answer, the word that is
divided into two word parts, syllables, the right way. Point to the best
answer. (Reinforce pointing to answer bubble "b".)

Great! You are right! The_word parts, syllables, arecal-dle.. Does this
sound right?

YES.

Mark the b6st.answer.. (Reinforce quick, dark, and inside the
line.) Good! Everyone marked answer bubble,"b".

Everyone choose the best answer for number 4. (OWserve, prompt
individuals, and reinforce steps:) Mark it carefully. (Pause.)



tt
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Optional:

a) Look at all the choices.
*b) Think, "What is the word?"
c) Choose the word that is divided the righ
d) Say the word to see if it"sounds right.
e) Mark the best answer carefully.)

ay.

*Remedial (if students cannot do step 6.):
Are there any little words inside the.big word that you know?

YES.

What?

A or LONE.

Then which answer is your best guess?

THE THIRD ONE - H.

Right! Your best guess is the right answer. Great!

al=1.1MMI

Everyone, choose the best answer for number 5. (Observe, proipt
individuals, and reinforce steps. Do remedial if needed.) Mark it
carefully. (Pause.) Tellore the answer you marked on your workbook.

I

"C" - POSTCARD.

Right! You are sure working hard! What'do you do when you can't read the
word?

I CHOOSE MY BEST GUESS. LOOK FOR LITTLE WORDS IN THE BIG WORD.

' That is\a gond answer. You should guess and go on to the next one. You
might gc\t it right!

All of you did really well on these tests. Turn to page 4 in your
workbook. Now you are ready to learn how to take a new kind of
test. This test is called a letter-sounds test. (Chart I11,16.)
What is this test called?

A LETTER-SOUNDS TEST.

What do you do if you don't understand the teacher?

I RAISE MY HAND.

Right! What do you do if you forget or lose your place?

17



I RAISE MY HAND.

Good remembering how to get help)

Optional: (Teacher models process.)
I will look at SAMPLE C. My turn. (Teacher models process on chart
II!,16.) The directions tell me: First, I look at the underlined letter
or letters in the word. I can call this word the "key word". Point to
the "key" word in Sample C. ,(Teacher points to "play".) Good
pointing. (TeAcher praises 'elf for pointing to Sample C on chart model
[Chart II1,16]). The letterfor letters that are underlined stand for a
sound. What dotes) the undetlinedsletter(s) stand for?

A SOUND. (Teacher answers Own question.)

Right! Next, I say, using "2'foot voice", the key word and
listen for the sound of th underlined letter(s). (A "2 foot voice"
is one that goes out from erson about 2 feet. Teacher can measure.
This Is like a whisper.)

(Teacher says, "Play".)

Now 1-read the three words under the 'key" word. (Teacher reads:
way, cat, care.) I think, "Which word has the same sound in it as
the underlined letter(s) in the key word"? Then I choose that word
for the best answer. I'say the "key word", play, and the best
answer, way. Do : hear. the same sound? (Teacher answers self.).
Yes! Now I mark .the best answer carefully. (Teacher marks way
on chart.) I can do the letter-sound test. Now it's your turn.

Point to the directions at the top of page 4.' (Check and reinforce
pointing.) Read 'them to yourself as I read them aloud: "Directions:
Read the first word in each question. Look at 'ullb underlined
letter or' letters in the words. The letter or letters that are underlined
stand for a sound. Choose from the other three words the word that
has the same sound init. That is, the best answer. Mark it carefully.

Everyone, point to ample C. First read the word with the
underlined letters. \We'll call this the "key word". What do you do
first? ,

\I

READ THE WORD WITH TH UNDERLINED LETTERS.

Everyone, read the keioword. (Prompt if necessary.)

PLAY.

Good! The letters that are underlined stand for a sound. What Jo the
\ underlined letters stand for?

A SOUND.

152
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Right! Say "play ". Use your 2-foot voice.

PLAY.

What sound do the letters stand for?

Note: Two 1e4ers stand for one sound in this word.

/A/.

IYou're right! /A/. Now read the three words under the "key" word.
(Teacher reads with students.)

IWAY, CAT, CARE.

Think, "Which word has the /a/ sound in it?

Remedial:
Say /a/ - way. Does "way have the /a/?

YES.

Say /a/ - cat. Does "cat" have the /a/?

NO.

Say /a/ - care. DoeSwcares have the /a/?

NO.

Then, "Which word has the /a/ sound in it?"

WAY.

best answer. .What the best answer?Right! Choose that word for the

\ WAY or ANSWER BUBBLE "ATM.

Mark the best answer carefully.
bubble "a".) Point to sample D.

(Observe students as they 'nark answer
Read the word with the underlined

letter.

BY.

Good!

153
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Remedial:

The letter that is underlined stands for a sound. What,sound does the
underlined letter stand for? (Prompt if necessary.)

/T /.

You are right! /T /.

Now read the three words under the."key" word "by". (Teacher reads with
students.)

,FIT, MY, MAY.

Think, "Which word has the /1/ sound In it?"

Remedial:

Say /i/ - "fit". Does "fit" have the /1/?

NO.

Say /i/ - "my". Does "my" have the /i/?

YES.

Good listening! Say /i/ - "may". Does "may" have the /i/?

NO.

Think! "Which word has the /i/ sound in it?"

MY.

Remedial: (Check.)
Say "by" - "my": Do you.. hear the same sound?

YES.

Choose your best answer. Tell me.

MY. ANSWER BUBBLE "G".

Good! Mark your hest answer carefully. (Observe and reinforce.)

All of you did the letter- sounds test the right way: Everyone point to
number 14. Read the word with the underlined letters. (Teacher
reads with students.)

WET.

154
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Remeeial:
What letter is underlined?

NUN

What does the underlinid letter stand for?

A SOUND.

Great! Say "wet". Listen for the sound the underlined letter stands
for.

WET.

INow read the three words under the "key" word. (Teacher reads with
students.)

NEW, WALK, WHEN.

Remedial:

Choose the best answer. Think, "Which word has the same sound as
the underlined letter in "wet"? (Teacher may need to do remedial.)

WALK.

You are right!

Remedial (Check.)
Say "wet" and "walk".

WET - WALK.

Does walk have the same sound as the underlined "w" in "wet"?

YES.

Then walk, answer bubble "b", is the best answer.

Mark the best answer carefully.

Remedial:
Notice that
with a /wh/
same letter
reinforce.)

"new" has a
sound. You

that stands

"ew" with a /u/ sound. "When" has a "wh" digraph
try not to be fooled when you see a word with the
for a different sound. (Observe and



IAll of you

I can tell
'Thanks for

can take a

you're all
working so

letter-sound' test! Super!

working hard. You are good test takers.
hard! 9111 see you next

156
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LESSON IV: VOCABULARY, SYLLABLES, AND LETTER-SOUNDS
PRESENTATION (REVIEW)

'Review: Lesson I, II, and III.

23

You have been working very hard! You have learned how to take three kinds
of tests: vocabulary, syllables, and letter-sounds. Today you
will practice taking.these tests.

Turn to page 2 in your student workbook. This is a vocabulary test.

Remedial:

When you take a vocabulary test,'you listen to the teacher and
listen for the key word, idea. What do you to when you take a
Vocabulary test?

I LISTEN TO THE TEACHER AND LISTEN FOR THE KEY WORD, IDEA.

Then you choose the best answer. How do you choose the best answer
(chart ,A)?

1. I READ ALL THE ANSWER CHOICES.
2. I THINK and CHOOSE THE BEST ANSWER.
3. I MARK THE BEST ANSWER.

What do you do if you get lost, or don't understand?

I RAISE MY HAND.

Great! You really have remembered!

Point to number 7. Listen, "An example of a vegetable is a
"Banana, beans, muffin, cookie."

Choose the best answer, the one that completes the sentence.
(Reinforce students as they go throng the steps.) Mark the best
answerscarefully. (Reinforce careful marking - quick, dark, and
inside the line.) What is the best answer?

BEANS, ANSWER BUBBLE "B".

Point to number 8. Listen, "A doctor is called when someone is
." "Happy, sick, busy, fine." Think! Choose the best

answer. Mark next to the best answer carefully. (Teacher checks to
see if students marked next to sick, answer bubble "g".) Tell me
the best answer.

SICK.

Great!
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Remedial: .

(Discuss how students chose best answer..\Have them share how they may
have made.a best guess.)

WHICH WORD COMPLETES THE SENTENCE. USE MY OWN EXPERIENCES.

Point to number 9. _ Listen, 'When you draw aline below a picture, you
draw ." "Under it, over it, beside it, aound it." Think! Tell
me the- Test answer.

DRAW BELOW A PICTURE.

Mark the best answer.

Remedial:

When you read
best answer.
i t?

YES.

e: \

the answer choices, you may not know which word is the
Think! When you draw below, do yip draw under

Would "under it" fit the key idea "below" (or complete the sentence)?

YES.

Think! When you draw below, do you draw over it?

NO.

Would "over it" fit the key idea "'below"?

NO.

Think! When you draw below, do you draw beside it?

NO.

Think! When you draw below, do you draw around it?

NO.

Now, choose the best answer.

UNDER IT, ANSWER BUBBLE "A".

Good choosing! Mark the best answer carefully. (Reinforce.)
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When you do not know which word is the best answer, you use your own
experiences. Then you make a best guess. Is it ok to make a best guess
when you don't know the answer?

YES.

Point to number 10. Listen, "Another word for said is
"Told, saw, put, sat." Think and choose the best answer:7NA the
best answer. (Reinforce correct student responses.) Tell me the
correct answer.

TOLD, "F".

You are correct! Now turn to page 3 (chart II,10). This is a
syllables test. What do you do when you take a syllables test? (May
need to prompt.)

CHOOSE WHICH WORD IS DIVIDEO THE RIGHT WAY.

Remedial:
Right! First, you look at all the words. What do you do
first?

I LOOK AT ALL THE WORDS.

Good! Then you think, "What is the word?" What do you think?

"WHAT IS THE WORD?"

Right!

Point to number 6. What do you do first?

LOOK AT ALL THE WORDS. (Have students do this.)

Tell me the word.

BALLOON. (Teacher may need to assist.)

Right! Point to the word that is-divided the right way. (Students
point to answer "f", bal-loon.) Mark the best answer.

Good! Everyone knows how to do the .syllables test.

Point to number 7. Choose the best answer. Point to the
bett answer. (If students are not correct, tell them the word.) The first
answer is the best answer. Mark the best answer carefully. (Reinforce
correct marking, "g".) Point to !niter 8. Chooie the best answer.
Mark the best answer. (Proof and correct from chart II,10.)
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Remedial:
Did anyone choose a best guess? Did you look for a little word that
you know to help you read the word? Was your best guess correct? -

Allow time for responses.

You will begin with number 9. In each question, the same word is
divided into two syllables in three different ways. Choose the word that is
divided the right way. Then mark the best answer carefully.

When you come to the bottom of the page'where it says "STOP", put your
pencil down and' wait. If you finish early, you-may check your work on,
this page only.

Check: To see if you have chosen the best answer.
To see if you have marked carefully, quick, dark, and inside
the line.

Wait until I tell you to go on Does everyone understand what to do?
(Praise students for raising their hang if they do not understand. After
three minutes (or sooner, if all finished) tay: Stop! Put your pencil
down now.

Remedial:
Monitor. If you see student problems, take time now to review, e.g.,
looking for little words to help in reading the word and choosing best
place for word division - #9 "win-"; #10."-den", #12 "stand-" #13 "-key".

.Turn to page, 4 (chart 111,16) in your workbook.
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Remedial:

Remember the directions for the "Letter-Sound" test. First, you
read the first word in question number 15. (Prompt if
necessary.)

CAN.

Good! We might call this the "key word". Think! What doer the
underlined letter stand for? (May need prompting.)

A SOUND or A.

Great! Say "can". Listen for the sound the underlined letter stands
for.

CAN.

Now read the three words under the "key" word. (Teacher reads
with,students.)

CANE, BABY, LAST.

Think! "Which word has the same sound as the underlined )letter yin
can?" Tell me.

"H", LAST.

Good thinking! You are right! Say "can" and last.

CAN, LAST. A

Does last have the same sound as the underlined a in can?

YES.

Then last is the best answer. Mark the-beit,answer, "h",
carefully. (Observe and reinforce.) If you don't know all the words,
you read the onets) you know. It might be the best answer. If it
isn't, then .look for a word that has the same letter(s) as the undwAined
letter(s). Then you make a guess. What do you do if you don't know the
words? (May need to prompt.)

LOOK FOR A WORD WITH THE SAME LETTER OR LETTERS - THEN GUESS.

In this test there is an'"a" in each word. Then you might look at "can".
It is a CVC word. "Last" is a CVC word, too. (Note: st is a blend with
one consonant sound.) This might be your best guess.

Remember, last time we learned it is ok to guess if yOu don't know the
answer.
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Read the directions at the top of the page to yourself as I read them.
(Teacher reads directions, page 4, workbook.) Begin with number 15
and continue to the end of the page.' When'you see the sign "go on",
go to page S. Continue until you come to the 'stop' sign. "Stop" and
lay down your pencil. If you finish early, you may go back,to'page 4 and
check your work. Do all of you understand? (Respond to rained hands
andcquestions.)

Check: How do you check your answers? 1) See if you chose the best
answer; 2) See if you marked each answer carefully. Wait.

Begin! (After 3 minutes, say) "Stop ". (Reinforce as students' lay their
pencils down.)

Remedial:
Teacher may need to reinforce guessing strategy - #30, 31, 33 '(two
vowels, first say its name. Pacing - if you don't know, guess, and go
on; or marking behavior.) (Find letters that are the same.)

/

Remedial (optional):
Look at number 20. The /s/ is at the beginning of the word. The
correct answer, "cats", has the /s/ at the end of the word. The sound
can be at the beginning, middle, or end of.the word. Number 25 is
another example.

You have really worked hard today. You know how to take three kinds of
tests: vocabulary, syllables, and letter-sounds. Fantastic! I'll see you

11
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LESSON V: COMPREHENSION A

Review: lesson I, II, IILand IV.

Note:

Teacher may decidestudents do not need this practide. Preview to
determine if any review is needed before moving to comprehension.

You are ready to take some practice tests. Turn to the vocabulary test on
page 6 in your workbook. Look at the directions at the tcp of the page.
Read them to yourself as I read them aloud. "Directions: First, listen to
the teacher as she/h reads the question and answer choices. Then
choose the best answer and mark the answer bubble carefully. ,

(Pause.) Now look at the sample in the shaded box. Listen to he sentence
as I read it to you. "When you are tired you a - rest,. .b sell, c -
rent, d -pet. Which word bestcompletes the sentence? (Pause for
answers.) (ER.) (Make sure students point to answer choices as teacher
reads them.)

REST.

Yes, the word "rest" is the right answer.
for the letter "a" next to "rest; has been
there. any questions? (After all questions

(Pause.)

filled in
have been

That is why

.11

the space
your booklet. Are

ansaere4; say:)
4

Do questions 2, and 3 in the first column. Go to number 4 in the second
column.' Do numbers 4 to 10 down the 'second column. Remember; it is ok to
guess when you don't know the answer. If you don't know the answer, makea
best guess and goon. Use your own experiences. Decide which word could
complete the sentence.' Mark the best answer carefully!. How do you mark
the best answer?

QUICK, DARK, AND INSIDE THE LINE.
MARK THE ANSWER BUBBLE NEXT TO THE BEST ANSWER.

Good! What do you do when your'pencils break?'1 (Promptif necessary.)

RAISE MY HAND.
I

That's right. Then I will give you another one. How do you do your
best on all the tests? (Prompt.)

LISTEN AND WORK HARD.

Fantastic! You are ready. Listen.

Note - Procedure:
Teacher reads #1-, number of question, sentence, letter,, and answer
choices, e.g., "number 1: A sack used for/groceries is \a a.
dish, b. box, c. pan, d. bag."
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Teacher-directed task: Now move to question #1. (Point.)

1. Listen. A sack used for groceries is.a
a. dish b. box c. pan d.. bag

Procedure: Relnforoe students who po irk to answer choices as teacher
reads t em orally.

(PauSe. sure students have a cue to mark their answers, e.g., go".)

2. Listen. n_one who is not awake is
a. runni

Go. (Pause.)
g b. calling 6777175q4 d. sleeping 1

, 1

,

3. Listen. If the sun \is
,

a. black
shining, it is,

b.

.

cai----- d. night
Go. (Pause.)

4. Listen. When someone is angry, 1th are
a. glad ,s b. mad , ' c. iTiFOT-7- d. happy

. ,

Go. (Pause.).

5. Listen. On a farm, a shelter fOr animals is a
a. plane b. car , c. 'barn 74.-a7 ship

Go. (Pause.) ,

6. Listen. When you ride a horse, you .ride in a
.

a. saddle .b. -chair c. -wagon -----E. cave
Go. (Pause.) P

7, Listen. An example of a vegetable is .

1. beans lb. banana c.itlfriini d.. cookie.
Go. (Pause.)

8. Listen. A doctor is ,called when someone s
a. fine b. happy c. busy d. !sick

Go. (Pause.)

9. Listen. When you draw a line below a picture, you draw
a. around it b. beside it c. under It d. over rt

Go. (Pause.)

10. Listen. Another word for said is
a. saw c.

Go. (Pause.) c

Out
A

11.

,(About 10 seconds after reading question 10, say:) iStop! .Good laying
.

your pencils down. Turn to page 7 in your workbook. Look at the
directions at the top of the page. Read them to yourself as I read them
aloud. Directions: A word is divided into two syllables in three different
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ways. In each of the followirg questions, choose the word that is divided
the correct way. Mark the best answer carefully. Look at Sample A. Look
at the word. What is it?

TEAPOT.

Yes, the word is "teapot". Which answer shows how to divide "teapot" into
its two syllables? (Pause for replies.)

TEA-POT, ANSWER BUBBLE "8".

Yes, it's "tea-pot", "b".

Remedial:

Listen to the two syllables: "tea-pot". It is divided the right Way.
That is why the answer bubble for the letter "b" next to "tea-pot" has
been marked. Are there any questions? (After all questions have been
answered, say:)

Now look at Sample 8 onpage 7. What is the word? (Pause for answers.)

CALLING.

Yes. The word is "calling". Mark the answer bubble for the answer that
shows the right way to divide "calling" into two syllables. (Pause.) Which
answer bubble did you mark? Pause\for replies.

"H".

Yes, you should have filled in the answer bubble for "h" because "h" is the
letter for the best answer, "call-ing". Remember, first you decide what the
word is. ThPnlyou choose the best answer, the word that is divided

'igh; v4y. Mark the answer bubble next to the best answer. What
do ;r. , do wen you come to the "stop" sign at the bottom of the page?

LAY PENCIL OITA. CHECK MY WORK ON THIS PAGE ONLY.

Remedial:
How do you circk your work?

NECK TO SEE IF I HAVE CHOSEN THE BEST ANSWER. CHECK TO SEE IF
1 MARKED CAREFULLY. WAIT.

Good! Are thel, any questions? (Answer all questions.)

If you are not sure which word is the best answer, do the best you can. It

is ok to make a best guess and go on.



Remedial;

What dp ru do before you choose the answer?

READ ALONE ANSWER LHOICES.

What do you do if you don't know the word? (Prompt.) /

GUESS.
FIND A TILE WORD IN THE BIG WORD. CHOOSE. THAT ANSWER OR MY BEST

Right!

Everyone, begin with number 1.
all have finished, say:) Stop

Go! (After exactly 7 minutes, or sooner if
Good laying your pen ils down.

Turn to page 8 in your workbook. Look at the directions at the top of
the page.' Read them to yours lf as I read them aloup. ("Directions: Read
the first
letters i
sound. C
in it. T
C .in the

word in each question. Look at the underlined letter or
the word.. The letter or letters that are underlined stand for a

nose from the othe, three words the word that has the same sound
at is the best an wer. Mark it carefully. ") (Pause.) Now look at

I

ox marked "Sample ".
I

(Demonst+e.) .Read the word. The "ay" in "plarilis underlined. Think
about the sound of "ay" in "play'. (Pause.) Choose the word that has that
same sound in it: "way", " at", "care." Point tolit. (Students should
point to a"-"way".) Tell me the best answer. (pause for answers.)

32

WAY.

Yes, the word "way" has the
"play". 'that is why the an

Now look at sample D in the
is underlined. Think, what
Choose the word with the same
best answer. Which answer bu

same /a/ (W-sound) Sound as the letters "ay" in
wer bubble "a" next to "way" has been filled in.
ox on page 8 in your workbOok. The "y" in "by"
s° the sound of "y'' in "by"? (Pause.)
sound: "fit", "p" , "may". Mark the
ble did you mark (Pause for replies.)

G.

Yes, you should have filled in tie answer bubble "g" because "g" is.the best
answer. Yoll are sure thinking g od today! ,

41

Remedial:

Remember, 1 ok at the underlined irter or ,letters in the key word.
Think of th sound they (it) stand s) for.; Choose the word that has
the same so nd. Then mark the bes answer.

Point to number 14. Begin working h re. Continue to number 17.
Then go to number 18 and do all the q estions to number 24. (Have
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Xstudents point.) Continue to number 25. Do all the questions to
namber 31. What does the sign tell you to do?

GOO TO PAGE 9.

Good. You remembered. Do page 9. What does the STOP sign tell you to
do? Prompt.)

STOP.

CHECK: DID I CHOOSE THE BEST ANSWERS, ON PAGES 8 AND 9?
DID I MARK MY ANSWERS CAREFULLY?

WAIT.

LAY MY PENCIL DOWN.

Remedial:

If, you can't read the words, what do you do?

READ THE ONE I KNOW AND MAKE A BEST GUESS.
CHOOSE A WORD WITH THE SAME LETTER AS THE UNDERLINED LETTER.

Good!
soiMem

Don't spend too much time on any one question. (Pause.) Ready! Start
working. (After exactly 5 minutes, or sooner if all have finished, say:)
Stop! Good laying your pencils down. Close your workbooks.

,m111..... Asistimion. wo.041110.

Remedial:

Look at #23. The /0/ comes at the beginning of over. It comes at ihe
end of the best answer, "window". The sound can cone at the beginning,
middle, or end of the best answer. It is not always in the same place in
the best answer as it is in the key word.

Now you're going to practice taking a comprehension test. Turn to page
10. (Chart V,27, will be used for this sectirnv) Look at the
"DIRECTIONS" at the top of the page. First, chei tell you to read
the passage carefully. (Chart B.) What do yolp do first?

READ THE PASSAGE.

Good! Then you
B - Read - Step

Next you choose
choose the best
(Chart A - Read
question?

read each question that follows the passage. (Chart
1.) (Have students point to the question.)

the best answer fo.* each question. Whin you
answer you, first, read all the answer choices
- Step 1.) What do you do after you read each
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I CHOOSE THE BEST ANSWER FOR EACH QUESTION or READ ALL THE ANSWER CHOICES.

You are right.

Remedial:

What do you do first when you choose the best answer?

I READ ALL THE ANSWER CHOICES.

Next, you think and choose the best answer to the oestion. Then you
mark the best answer carefully. (Point to chart V,27.) My turn. Watch
me. I am going to take a comprehension test. You tell me if I do it the
right way.

First, I will read the passage carefully. ( eacher models, reads
passage out loud.) Then, I read the questio number 1. (Teacher
models, reads question #1.)

THIS STORY TELLS ABOUT.

Next, I read all the answer choices. (Teacher models, reads and
points to answer choices: "bones", "air", "birds", and "holes".) Now I
think about what the story told me. Then I read the question and all
the answer choices again. Everything in this story tells about birds. So
birds is the best answer. What is the best answer? (Students
respond with teacher.)

BIRDS.

Right! Now I mark the best answer. (Teacher marks answer bubble "c"
next to birds.) I can look back in the story to help me.

Remedial (to help students look back in the story):
I did not choose holes, because holes is telling something about birds.

I did not choose bones because bones is telling something about birds.

I did not choose air because air is telling something about birds.

The story is about birds.

Now you are ready to read question number 2. It's your turf).
First, read the passage. (Teacher reads orally as students read since
you're working on the process now.)

Point to number 2. Read the question. (Teacher reads orally as
students read silently.)

Read all the answer choices. (Teacher reads orally as student.; read
silently.) Think and choose the best answer. Mark it carefully. (Teacher
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checks and prompts as necessary.) (Teacher points to chart V,27, question

#2.)

Remedial:
You can look in the story and find the sentence that tells about

"holes in the bones". (Point to the sentence and read it.) Everyone

read this sentence with me:

THE HOLES IN THE BONES HowE' AIR IN THEM.

Now you think and choose the best answer. The best answer is "f",

air. Mark the best answer carefully. (Students mark "a" quick, dark,

and inside the line.) Did you mark the best answer carefully -
quick, dark, and inside the line? (Teacher checks to make sure

everyone has marked correctly.)

You are right!

Remedial (error in marking):
Good checking! Now, erase your mark and do it the right way. (e.g.,

erase and mark inside the line.)

Now what do you do? (ER.)

READ QUESTION NUMBER 3.

Read it with me. (ER.)

IN WHICH CLASS WOULD YOU READ THIS STORY?

Remedial:
The story doesn't give you the answer. You think about your own

experiences. When do you read about birds? Do you read about birds in

math? (ER.)

NO.

Do you read about birds in science? (ER.)

YES.

Do you read about birds in art? (ER.)

NO. (SOMEIIMES.)

Do you read about birds in music? (ER.)

NO (SING ABOUT TWA.)
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Now you choose the best answer. Point to it. It is "science",
answer bubble "c". Mark the best answer carefully. (Mark quick, dark,
and inside the line.) (Reinforce careful marking.)

Note: Use your own experience if the story doesn't tell the answer or if
you can't read all the words.

Super!

Teacher may need'to read the passage and test items and choices with
students orally while they learn the pr:cess.

Remedial (observe to identify, problems:)
After everyone is finished, (questions #1-#3), go
them. Monitor and reinforce the process as it is
"Good reading the passage first." "Good reading
question." "Good reading all the answer choices.
in the passage." "Good thinking." "Good marking
carefully!"

Everyone, what is the best answer for number 1?

"C".

over the process with
demonstrated, e.g.,

the
" "Good looking
the right answer

Right! How did you choose "c"?

I THOUGHT ABOUT THE STORY AND THE QUESTION. THE STORY WAS ABOUT BIRDS.
BONES, HOLES, AND AIR WERE TELLING ABOUT BIRDS.

(If someone marked incorrectly, have them erase and correct their
answer.) Everyone, what is the best answer for number 2?

OFOI

Right again! How did you choose "f"?

I LOOKED IN THE STORY. I FOUND THE SENTENCE THAT TELLS ABOUT "HOLES IN
THE BONES".

Fantastic! You are really doing good thinking. (Have everyone proof and

3?
correct number 2.) Everyone, what is the best answer for question number

ACTT

That is exactly right! How did you think and choose "c"?

I THOUGHT ABOUT MY OWN EXPERIENCES.

(Have students proof and correct.)
L.
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You are learning fast. Today you learned how to take a comprehension test.
You learned how to think and choose the best arswer: (Chart B
review.) - Think about what the story tells you.

- Find information in the story that matches information in the
question.

- Use your own experiences,. what you have seen or done.

Thank you for working so hard! You are good test takers! I'll see you next
. .



A

LESSON VI: READING COMPREHENSION B

38

Review: Lessons I, II, III, IV, and V.

Hello! Today we're going to review the things you learned about taking'a
comprehension test. last time. Then I'm going to show you how to take some
new kinds of comprehension test-,

Remedial:

Last time you learned some wayi to think on a comprehension test
(chart B.) Before you choose the best answer to a question, think,
"What is the story about?" What is one way to think before yob
choose the best answer?

THINK, "WHAT IS THE STORY ABOUT?"
ti

Another' way to find the answer is to look for key question words or
phrases in the question and in the story. Turn to page 10. Look
at number 2. Look at the phrase,. "holes in the bones ". Find it in
the story. Now look at the answer choices. Is there a word in an answer
choice and also in the sentence you pointed to in the story?

YES.

What is it?

AIR.

So "air" would be a bett guess. It

When you take a comprehension test,
passages. Sometimes the passage is
birds was like a story.

is right, too.

you read different kinds of
like a story. The passage about

at

Sometimes the passage is like a letter. On page 10, right side,
the passage is like a. letter. What is this passage like?

A LETTER.
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Remedial:

When you read a passage that is like a letter, you look for the
name of the person who wrote it. What do you look for?

THE NAME OF THE PERSON WHO WROTE THE LETTER.

Who wrote this letter ?. (ER.)

NAN.

Then you look at the letter. Who will get Nan's letter? (ER.) (May
need to assist.)

DR. SAM.

Theo letter tells you what Nan wanted to say to Dr. Sam. What does
the letter tell you? (ER.)

WHAT NAN WANTS TO SAY TO DR. SAM.

Now, you read to find out what Nan says to Dr. Sam. Read this letter to
yourself as I read it out loud. (Teacher reads letter, "Dear Dr. Sam....")
After you read the letter you read question number 4. Read with, me.
(ER.)

NAN WROTE TO A.

Good! What do you do next? (Chart B.)

READ ALL THE ANSWER CHOICES.

Read all the answer choices with me. (ER.) (Note:, answer choices
are in 2 columns.)

DEN, DOCTOR, MAMMAL, SNAKE.

Good!

Remedial:
Now think. Who did Nan write to? Point to the part of the letter
that tells 4le answer. (Students should point to "Dear Dr. Sam".) What
clue will help you?

DR. - HIS TITLE.

Right!

Now choose the best answer. (Pause.) Mark the best answer carefully.
Which answer did you mark?



"8" DOCTOR.

You are exactly right! Remember that sometimes the passage uses
abbreviations. Now point to number 5. Read the question with me.
(ER.)

NAN LEARNED THAT MAMMALS

Now read all the answer choices.

GO TO SLEEP WHEN THEY GET COLD,
STAY AWAKE IN THE COLD.
ARE SNAKES.

DO NOT HAVE A TEMPERAWRE.

Remedial:

How do you think? (Point to chart B.) #1. What is the letter
about? and (Pause) 42. What is the "key idea" of the question? Look
at the words and question words. What is the question asking about?

MAMMALS.

Good. You can guess the "idea" even when you can't read it. Now look in
the story. Find the sentence or sentences that tell about the key idea
in the story, mammals. Point to it. ("I'm sure glad I'm a
mammal so my temperature stays the same. I don't go to sleep like snakes
do everytime I get cold.")

You learned that Nan is a mammal.

You learned that Nan does not go to sleep when she gets a cold. So,
mammals don't go to sleep everytime they are cold.

Ar

Did Nan learn that mammals go to sleep everytime they get cold?

NO.

Did Nan learn that mammals can stay awake even when they get cold? Why?

YES. (BECAUSE SHE'S A MAMMAL AND SHE DOESN'T GO TO SLEEP EVERYTIME SHE GETS
COLD.)

Remedial:

Did Nan learn that snakes are mammals?

NO.

Did Nan learn that mammals do not have a temperature?

NO.

1/4
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Good! Now choose the best answer. Everyone point to the answer.
(Check.) Mark the best answer carefully! (Students mark answerNi 111.)

Great! You did it exactly right! Now, do number 6. (Teacher prompts
individuals as necessary.)

Sometimes, the passage has pictures and directions in it. You
use the pictures and directions when you answer the quettions.
Turn to page 11. 'This is a comprehension test.. The passage has
pictures and directions. What does the vassage have?

PICTURES AND DIRECTIONS.

Right! You will uie the pictures and directions to answer the
questions. What will you use to answer the questions?

PICTURES AND DIRECTIONS.

Remedial:

You are ready to do the test. (Show chart B.) What do you do first?
(Point to chart.) Say it with me.

READ THE PASSAGE.
READ THE QUESTIONS.

READ ALL THE ANSWER CHOICES.

You are right! Everyone, read with me. ITeacher' and students read
orally from chart B.) Now you think. How do you think? (Show chart
B. Point to chart.) Say it with me.

1. WHAT IS THE STORY ABOUT? (Pause.)
2. WHAT IS THE "KEY IDEA, WORD" OF THE QUESTION? (Pause.)
3. FIND THE SENTENCE(S) IN THE PASSAGE THAT TELLS ABOUT THE "KEY -IDEA,
WORD". (Pause.)

4. THINK ABOUT 'AND CHOOSE THE BEST ANSWER.

Read the passage with me, out loud. (Teacher and students read together.
Focus is now on the process.) That was good reading_with me. What do you
do next? (Point to chart B.)

READ THE QUESTION NUMBER 7.

Right! Read the first question under the passage with me. (Teacher and
students read together.)

WHEN PUT TOGETHER THE YUM-YUM WILL LOOK LIKE A

Now what should you do? (Chart B.)

READ ALL THE ANSWER CHOICES.
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iRead the answer choices. (ER with teacher.')
,

4 EAT THE YUM-YUM.
PUT THE YUM-YUM TOGETHER.
MAKE THE YUM-YUM.
COOK THE YUM-YUM.

Good thinking! You read all the answer choices: Read with me.

SANDWICH. 6

BOX.

CANDY BAR.

Next you think aid then choose the imAt answer. This passage tells
how to make yum-yums. The question asks what yum-yums look like. Look at
the passage. What will help you answer the question?

THLPICTURE:

Optional:
Good. Look on the chart, (Chart Fit #3). Read with me. (ER.)

FIND THE SENTENCE(S) IN THE PASSAGE THAT TELLS ABOUT THE "KEY IDEA ".

ow, there is no sentence that tells what the yum-yum looks like.
ut there is something else. What is it? (ER.)

. .

THE PICTURE.

Super! You did good thinking. (Teacher adds the word "pictures" on chart
B, #2, C, blank space.) Sometimes a picture tells the answer to tie
question. What does the picture tell you? What does the yum-yum look like?
(ER.) '(Prompt. "Look at the answer choices.")

IT LOOS LIKE A SANDWICH.

Now yeti, choose the best answer. (Teacher may need to read choices
orally *ith students.) (Students should point to "a".) Good! Mark the
best antwer for number 7. (Students mark "a".)

Great! You learned how to think and choose the best answer by using a
picture in the passage. Point to number 8. Read the question with me.
(ER.)

STEP 5 TELLS YOU HOW TO

Remedial:

Step 5 is a part of the directions for the recipe.
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Now you are ready to think and choose the best answer.

Remedial:
How do you think? (Chart B.)

FIRST I ASK MYSELF, "WHAT IS THE PASSAGE ABOUT?"

You've alreidy done that. Then you do. what?

I ASK MYSELF, "WHAT IS THE 'KEY IDEA, WORD' OF THE QUESTION?"

What is it? Tell me. (ER.).

STEP 5 -JELLS:.

Good! What does number 3 on the chart (chart B) say? (ER with teacher.)

Everyone read with me.

3. FIND THE SENTENCE(g) (PICTURES, ) IN THE PASSAGE'THAT

TELL ABOUT THE "KEY IDEA".

Everyone point to step 5. (Students should point to st 5.) Let's

read it together. (ER.)

5. BAKE AT-350° F. FOR 5 MINUTES.

Good reading! Now think about the answer choices and choose the

best answer.

Remedial:
(Teacher points to number 3 on'chart B.) Does step 5 tell you how to

eat the yum-yum?

NO!

Does step.5 tell you how to put 'the yuwyun together?

NO!

Does step 5 tell you how to make the yum-yum?

NO! (May need to clarify that 11t only tells one thing about how to make

the yum-yum.)
/

Does step 5 tell you how to cook tLe yum-yum?

YES.

Mark' the 'best answer on your answer sheet. (Check - J.) (Pause.)

Sometimes the answer uses a word that means about the same as a word in

the passage sentence. What word means about the same as cook in the

passage? (ER.)

177
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BAKE.

4.

Optional:

So, we can add something to step #2, C. That is word(s). (Teacher
writes "word(s)" in the blank on chart B, #2, C.) Find the sentence(s)'
(picture(s), words) in.the passage that tells about the question.

We also use directions.

Optionali

So we can add directions in the blank on chart B #2, C. (Teacher
writes "directions" in chart B, #2, C, blank space.)

Nowyou are ready to do number 9. Everyohe point to number 1.
WbAS do you do, first? (May refer to chart B.)

READ1ASSAGE.

,Yotve already done this. Oki What do you do now?

READ THE QUESTION.

Everyone do it. (Students do by themselves.) Good. What do you do next?

Remedial:

If you can't read all the words, read the ones you can. You will begin
to. get an idea. Then look for words In the passage that are like the
answer choices if you don't know the answer. If you find one, choose
that answer.choice as your best guess.

READ ANSWER CHOICES.

Everyone do it. (Students do by themselves.)

Remedial:

FIRST I ASK, "WHAT IS STEP 2-A ABOUT?"

Then what do you do?

I ASK, "WHAT IS THE QUESTION ?"
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INow find the answer choice that allivers the question. Everyone, d this.
Choose the best answer. Mark the best answer. (Students should
mirk answer-W.) (If someone hula problem, go back and have peer model

I
process and tell what they're thinking. Everyone needs to have correct
response.)

Egiryonetlell ce the correct answrrl (ER.)

I "I P. ONE CANDY BAR-AND ONE COOKIE.

I Fantastic! You are really doing great! You have learned a lot about taking
I comprehension tests. You are working hard. I know you are going to do well

on the biy test. I'll see you
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LESSQN VII: READING COMPREHENSION C

Review: Lesions I, II, rII, IV, V, and VI.

Hello! You rally did a good job last
1

timel 'm proud of you. Today you

will practico\some more.' Then you wil be ready to take the big test. Turn

tt) page 12. \

\

Remedial:
Sometimes when

\
you'take a. comprehension test, yo can't read all the

words. When tis happens, you read all the word* in the passage that
you can. If you look carefullly, you fill begin tO get some ideas '

about the passage. You will see some words that you can read.
Look at this pa sage (chart VII,38). ! Tell me some\wcrds that you can
read in this pa sage. (Have student$ share.) Good,'

V

Now 'read question #10. Read the passage (story). (Pause.)

Remedial:
What are somewords that you can read? (Allow time for student
responses.)

Read all the answer choices. (Pause.) (Have students hare.)

Remedial:
Notice that one of, the answer choices is "birthday". Is that word in
the story?

YES.

Then birthday may be your best guess. If you don't knoi the words,
you will choose'your best guess for the answer. If you 'have to guess,

you might guess birthday. You might be right. Let's see if you are
right.

Optional:
Teacher should go through steps on chart B with students as they select
'the best answer, birthday.

Choose the best answer. The best answer is "c". Birthday; is the right

answer.

Remedial:
What do you do if you, can't read all the' words?

LOOK AT THE WORDS THAT I CAN READ IN THE STORY, IN THE QUOSTION, AND IN
THE ANSWER CHOICES. SEE IF ONE OF THE ANSWER CHOICES WORDS IS IN THE

STORY. I CAN MAKE A GUESS. I MIGHT' GET IT RIGHT!
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Teacher .may need to provide added prompts.

You will do this test by yourself. If you have questions, raise your hand.
Stop when you come to the stop sign.. You may go back to number 10 and check
your answers. (Teacher monitors, reinforces correct process and provides
individual and/or group Feedback.) (When all, students have completed test,
Say: "STOP, lay your pencils down and close your booklets so your name is
on top.") Great! Everyone remembered how to take a comprehension test!
You' are learning a lot!.

Remedial (for extra practice):
Now you are ready to practice taking the comprehension tests by
yourself. Look at the'directions at the top of the page 13. Read them
to yourself as I read them aloud. "Directions: Carefully read the
passage. Next, read all the questions that follow the passage. Choose
the best answer for each question. Then mdrk the answer bubble next to
the best answer ." (Pause.) After you fir'sh page 13, go. on to pages 14'
and 15. Keep working until you come to the bottom of page'15, where it
says "STOP". You may check your answers on pages 13, 14 and 15 if you
finish early. (Pause.)

Optional:
(Teacher may review Chart B.)

Remember, read the pab509e; then answer the questions about the
passage. Choose the best answer for each question. Mark
the space for your answer. Does everyone'understand what to do?

(Pause. Answer all questions. Then say:) If you're not sure about the
answer to a question, what do you do?

MAKE A BEST GUESS.

Right! Don't spend too much time on any one question. What do you
do if your pencils break?

RAISE MY HAND.

Good! , (Pause.) You may start now. (After exactly 5 minutes, or
sooner if all have finished, say:)

Stop! Good laying your pencils down. Close your workbook.

You really are good test takers. Thank you for working so hard! You
will do good on the biv test.
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Optional:
Turn to page 2. We will review how to take a vocabulary test. Remember,
you listen to the teacher read a question. You listen for the
"key idea". What do you listen for?

KEY IDEA.

Right! Point to SAMPLE. (Show chart 1,4, page 2, of student
workbook.) Ltsten! "When you are, tired, you ." "a -rest, b -
sell, c - rent, d - turn."'

(Students point to SAMPLE answer choices as teacher reads.) Right!
Choose the best answer. Everyone, tel. me which.is the best answer?

"A" - REST.

What answer would you mark?

REST.

Great! You remembered how to take -a vocabulary test!

V

Optional:

Turn to page 3. This is a syllables test. In each question, the
same word, is divided into syllables in three different ways. First, you
look at the answer choices and decide what the word is. Then,
you choose the word that is divided the best way. Look at
SAMPLE A. (Point to chart II, 10.)

Remedial:

What do you do first?

LOOK AT THE ANSWER CHOICES.

Right! What do you decide?

THE WORD.

Great! Now, how do you choose the best answer? Which word is-the
best answer in Sample A?

"8" - TEA-POT.

You're right! Tea-pot. (Teacher marks correct answer.) You remembered
how to take a syllables test! If you can't,read the words, you look
for little words in the big words. That may help you guess.
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Optional:
You learned how to take a' letter-sound test. Turn to page 4,
(Show chart 111,16.) Remember, when you take a letter-sound test, you
read the word with the underlined letter or letters. What do the
underlined letter(s) stand for? (May need to prompt.)

A SOUND.

Right! Then you reac all the answer choices. What do you think?
(May need prompting.)

WHICH ANSWER CHOICE HAS THE SAME SOUND IN IT AS THE SOUND THE UNDERLINED
LETTER(S) STAND FOR?

You're doing good thinking! Look at Sample C (Teacher points to
SampleCo chart 111,16.) Choose the best answer. (Check on process,
reinforce.) Mark the best answer, "A". (Students can mark over the
answer already marked.)

%0
What do you do when you can't read all the words?

READ THE ONES I KNOW. DECIDE IF ONE ,IS THE BEST ANSWER.

Then r)at do you do?

GUESS.

Remedial:

How do you guess? (Review guess strategies - see review.) If you can't
read the words, you can guess by looking for a word in the answer choice
that has the same letters as the underlined letters. How can you
guess?

LOOK FOR THE WORD WITH THE SAME LETTERS THAT ARE UNDERLINED.

When you guess, you read the word(s) that you know. You might find thAt
word is the right answer.

If the word you know is not the right answer, then you choose a word
you do not know. It might be right. How do you guess?

LOOK FOR A WORD THAT HAS THE SAME LETTER(S) THAT ARE UNDERLINED.
LOOK roR WORD(S) THAT I CAN READ. IT MIGHT BE RIGHT.
IF THE WOO(S) I CAN READ IS NOT THE RIGHT ANSWER, I GUESS ONE OF THE
WORDS I CAN'T READ. LT MIGHT BE RIGHT.

c

4
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You will do good on the big test. You know how to take tests.
You know how to guess.

It is important to do good on the big test. It shows your parents
and teachers what you have learned. When you do good on the big test,
what do you show?

I SHOW WHAT I HAVE LEARNED.

Good! You have worked very hard. You know how to take the big test. You
'can show what you have learned. You will be good test takers! I

will see you
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LESSON VIII - REVIEWS

Lesson II
Box A - Review

'Teacher ask questions:

1. How do you show the teacher you are finished?

LAY MY PENCIL DOWN.

2. How do you mark your answer carefully?

QUICK, DARK, AND WIDE THE LINE.

3. What happens if you do not mark your answer carefully?

IT MIGHT BE WRONG.

What happens if you put marks on your paper (not inside answer

bubble)?

MY ANSWERS MIGHT BE'COUNTE0 WRONG

4. To. choose the best answer, what do you do first?

READ ALL THE. ANSWER CHOICES

b. What does a teacher want you to do when the teacher tells you

to pay attention?

LISTEN AND MARK BEST ANSWERS CAREFULLY.

Turn to page 2. This is a vocabulary test. What do you do

first?

LISTEN TO THE TEACHER.

Then,(what do you do?

READ ALL THE ANSWER CHOICES AS THE TEACHER READS THEM.

THINK AND CHOOSE THE BEST ANSWER.
MARK THE BEST ANSWER-



Lesson III - Review
(Go over Lesson II - Review.)

7. Turn to page 2. This is a vocabulary test. Ahat does a

vocabulary test ask?

THE MEANING OF A WORD(S).

8. What do you do if you don't understand the teacher?

RAISE MY HAND.

What do you do if you forget what the teacher said?

RAISE MY HAND.

What other times should you raise your hand?

IF I DON'T UNDERSTAND
IF I LOSE MY PLACE

10. Turn to page 3. This is a syllables test. Point to SAMPLE A.

What do you do first'.

LOOK AT'ALL THE ANSWER CHOICES

After you look at the answer choices, what do you think?

WHAT IS THE WORD?

When you know the word what do you do next?

FIND THE ANSWER CHOICE THAT IS DIVIDED THE RIGHT WAY
(THAT IS DIVIDED INTO TWO WORD PARTS (SYLLABLES) THE RIGHT WAY)

How do you check to see if it is the best choice?

SAY EACH WORD PART; THEN SAY THE WORD TO SE1 IF IT SOUNDS OK

If you can't decide whit the word is3 what car you do?

LOOK FOR A LITTLE WORD IN THE BIG WORD.

Which answer choice would be your besL guess?

THE WORD WITH THr LITTLE WORD IN IT.

When do you choose the "best guessm7

AFTER I REM ALL THE ANSWER CHOICES I CAN.
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Lesson IV - Review
(Go over Lessons II and III - Reviews.)

11. Turn to page 2. This is a vocabulary test. When you are not sure

of the answer, you choose your best guess. What do you use?

MY OWN EXPERIENCES, WHAT I HAVE SEEN OR DONE.

12. What do you do if you lose your place?

RAISE MY HAND.

13. Turn to page 4. This is a letter-sound test. Point to SAMPLE C.

Which word do you read first?

THE FIRST WORD (KEY WORD, WORD WITH LETTERS UNDERLINED).

What do the underlined letters stand for?

SOUND(S)

What do you look for in the answer choices? (Prompt)

A WORD WITH THE SAME SOUMD AS THE UNDERLINED LETTER(S) IN THE FIRST

WORD.

What might fool you? (Prompt).

THE UNDERLINED LETTER(S) CAN STAND FOR RUNE THAN ONE SOUND

or
MORE THAN ONE LETTER MAY SPELL ONLY ONE SOUND

or
THE SOUNDS MAY BE AT THE BEGINNM, MIDDLE, OR END OF THE WORD.

14. turn to page 5. Look at the "stop sign. ti lat does it tell

you to dc'? (Prompt 0, necessary)

STOP

0 OVER MY ANSWERS

How do you go over your answers?

CHECK TO SEE IF I HAVE CHOSEN THE BEST ANSWER

CHECK TO SEE IF I MARKED CAREFULLY, QUICK, DARK, AND.INSIDE THE
LINE

WAIT
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Lesson V - teview
(Go over Lessons II, III, and IV Reviews.)

15. What do you do when your pencil breaks?

RAISE MY HAND.

16. Turn to page 4.' This is i letter-sounds test. What do you do

before you choose the best. answer?

READ THE FIRST WORD
and
READ ALL THE ANSWER CHOICES

What can you do if you can't read the words?

FIRST, READ ALL THE WORDS I KNOW.

ONE MIGHT BE THE BEST ANSWER.

What do you do if it isn't?

FIND AN ANSWER CHOICE THAT HAS THE SAME LETTER AS THE UNDERLINED

LETTER.

Optional:

What do you do if there are two words with the same letter as the

underlined letter?

LOOK AT THE KEY WORD.
IF IT IS A CVC WORD, I LOOK FOR THE ANSWER CHOICE THAT IS A CVC WORD.

The first (key) word has a letter underlined at the beginning of

the word (e.g., number 25). Does the best answer have the sound

at the beginning of the word?

IT MIGHT HAVE THE SOUND AT TriE BEGINNING, MIDDLE, OR END OF THE WORD.
almeemenom 0l
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Lesson VI Review
(Go over Lessons II, III, IV, and V)

17. Turn to page 10. This is a comprehension test. What do you do

first?

,4 READ THE PASSAGE (STORY) CAREFULLY.

Then what do you read?

THE QUESTIONS.

What do you do first when you choose the best answer?

READ ALL THE ANSWER CHOICES

Where can you look to find the answer?

BACK IN THE STORY.

Is it OK to use your own experiences when you can't read all the

words?

YES

When the story doesn't tell the answer, what can you do?

USE MY OWN EXPERIENCES.
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Leston VII - Review
(Go over Lessons II, III, IV, V, and VI)

18. When you take a comprehension test, what-kind of words will
help you find the answer?

QUESTION WORDS
WORDS IN THE QUESTION AND IN THE STORY

WORDS: I!. THE ANSWER CHOICES AND IN THE STORY

19. Turn to page 10.. This is a comprehension test. Look at the

passage on the left side. What kind of passage is this?

A STORY.

Now, look at the passage on the right side. What kind of passage

is this?

A LETTER.

20. What do you

THE NAME OF

THE NAME OF

What do you

look for when you read a letter?

THE PERSON WHO WROTE IT.

THE PERSON WHO GETS IT.

learn when you read a letter?

WHAT ONE PERSON TELLS ANOTHER PERSON.

21. Turn to page 11. This is another comprehension test. Do you

use the pictures and directions to answer questions?

YES.

Sometimes the
a word in the

ANSWER CHOICE
STEP 5 - BAKE

passage uses a word that means about the same as
answer choices. Show me an example onpage 11.

"I" - COOK

22. When you can't read all the words in the answer choices, what
do you do?

READ THE ONES I KNOW FIRST.
SEE IF ONE OF THEM IS THE BEST ANSWER.
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Lesson VIII - Review
(Go over Lessons II, III, IV, V, VI, and VIIIeviews)
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PRET rear I P5

Pretest (Test Taking Skills)

Materials needed:
Teacher - 1) Student Wdrkbook

2) Pencil
Student - (Will use Student Workbook)

if the teacher is handed, student should sit on teacher's
Procedures:

left sidt. This allows the teacher to record easily.

Teacher: Hello, . I's

Teacher: Today, I'm going to ask you some questions. I will Make some

notes about the things you I'll me. These will help me as I

help you Isere. Do you ever forget? (TES) So do II That's

why I need to write, notes - so I will remember what you tell

me.
Teacher: (Drop pencil). Oopsl I dropped my pencil. 1 made a mistake.

That's OK. I'll be more careful next time. Do you ever make

a mistake? EVES) That's OK. Mistakes can help vs to learn,

can't they? If I ask you something today and you don't know
the answer, we won't worry, OK. That helps me to know how I

can teach you. Then yoi'll know the answers. That will be

good. Let's gel (Use child's name).

Teacher: Turn to page Sin your workbook (assist if necessary). Point

to the SAMPLE A (show students). This is a syllables test.

1. What do you do before ymi choose the rightoanswerl

2.

READ ALL THE ANSWER CHOICES
Comments: (Record what student says)

What can you do if you. loose your place?

RAISE MN HAND
Comments:

3. How do you mark your answer carefully?

QUICK, DARK, AND INSIDE THE LINE

Comments:

4. What happens if you do nct mark your answer iersfulle

IT NIGHT BE COUNTED WRONG
Comments:

5. How do you show the teacher you are finished?

0 LAY HY PENCIL DOWN.
Comments:

'0
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G. What happens if you put marks on your paper (other than inside
the answer hobbit)?

D MY ANSWER MIGHT BE COUNTED WRONG
Comments: ,

7. Turn to page 2 in this workbook. This is a vocabulary test.
s. What does it ask?

O THE WANING OF P. WORD
OR

FINISH (COMPLETE) $1 SENTENCE (OR STORY)
OR

O LISTEN TO THE TEACHER READ
Comments:

When you take a vocabulary test, what do you do first?

LISTEN TO THE TEACHER
Comments:

Then what do you do?

READ ALL THE ANSWER CHOICES AS THE TEACHER READS THEM.
THINK' AND CHOOSE THE BEST ANSWER

0 NARK THE REST ANSWER
Comments:

How do you choose your best guess on a vocabulary test?

THINK ABOUT (USE) MY OWN EXPERIENCES
Coments:

What do you do if you don't understand the teacher?

RAISE WI HAND
Comments:

What do you do if you forget what the teacher said?

a.

0
9.

0 RAISE NY HAND
Comments:

10. Turn to page 3. This is a syllables test. Point to SAMPLE A.
What do you look for An a syllables test?

El A WORD THAT IS DIVIDED THE RIGHT WAY
OR

THAT IS DIVIDED INTO TWO SYLLABLES ($1010; PARTS) THE RIGHT WAY
Comments:
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How do you check tp see If you chose the best answer?

SAY EACH WORD PANT; THEN SAY THE WORD TO SEE IF SIT SOUNDS OK
Comments:

If you can't decide (understand) what the word Is, what can you
do?

LOOK FOR A LITTLE WORD IN THE BIG WORD.
ON

(3 CHOOSE MI, PEST GUESS
Comments

When do you choose the "best rose? or What do you do before
you choose your best guess?

READ ALL THE ANSWER CHOICES THAT I CAN
AFTER TREAD ALL THE ANSWER CHOICES THAT I CAN.
Comments:

11. Is it OK to guess?

Ul YES
Comments:

12. What do you do If you don't understand whet the teacher says?

RAISE kW HAND.

Comments: .

13. Tyro to page 4. This Is a letter-sound test. Point to SAMPLE

C.

Which word do you read first?

(:),'THE FIRST WORD.
oR

THE WORD THAT HAS A LETTER UNDERLINED.
Comments:

What does the underlined letter stand for?

SOUND(S)
Comnents:

What do you look for in the answer choices?

A WORD WITH THE SANE rrIUND AS THE UNDERLINED LETTER(S) IN THE
FIRST WORD.

Comments:

Sometimes this test Is tricky. How can It be tricky?

El THE UNDERLINED LETTER(S) CAN STAND FOR MORE THAN ONE SOUND
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MORE THAN ONE LETTER HAY SPELL ONLY ONE SOUND
OR

THE SOUND S) CAN OE FOUND IN THE,IEGINNING, 14100LE, OR END OF
THE ANSWER CHOICE.,

OR
CI) ONE SOUND CAN SE SPELLED Ily,DIFFERENT LETTERS.

Comments:

Is the sound always In the same place in the best answer as it
is in the (first) key word?

NO

Comeente!)

Where ca& you find the sound in a best answer?

1:3 IN THE'SEOINNING, MIDDLE, OR THE ENDING
torments:

14. What should you do if you break your pencil lead?

"RAISE NY HAND

Coments:

15. Tura to page 10. This is a comprehension test.
a comprehension test, what would you do first?

READ THE STORY (PASSAGE)
0 Comments:

What do you do next?

When you taken(

READ THE QUESTION UNDER THE STORY (PASSAGE).
Comments:

What do you do after you read the question?

READ ALL THE ANSWER CHOICES
Comments:

Where can you look to find the answers?

(:) THE ANSWER CHOICES
and

SACK IN THE STORY
Comments:

When the story doesn't tell the answer,'what can you do?

USE NY OWN EXPERIENCES
Comments:
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What can los do Mao you cast road all the iordst
.

0 REM ALL TIC Woos I KNOW IN THE nut 4WESTICII, ANO Asp
CHOICES.
DECIDE IF cm or INC ANSWER CHOICES (THAT I CAR RIM IS TOT
RIGHT ANSWER.
Commits:

What de-RPa M it yes still diet know the answer/
0

LOOK FON A10110 IN Tilt STOAT THAT IS LIKE AN AKSWER.CHOICE.,

CHOOSE IT FON Tilt OIST NESS.

Comets:

1i. Tire to pose II. This is soother hied of cooreheasiee test..
What iv:formation co soo use to find the mover/

/IONE
and

(:) DIRECTIONS
sad

0 WORDS
Combats:

11. Tore to Dave 10. Mot hied of :Hassle do lie see ee the :list
side/

A LETTER

0

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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lMSd.s(lhs'M"eu1is.u. If.sy yert .1 ysur aims I.
S., hug Ii, l . prurld.d, - us muy lit

yea si I Ii. act lit Ike htisnifer yair
aim. rm Is. Sb. isa.. fury.., kit .wis. li'aiuie,)
New, I. Ike uuluma .1st, ash Isi. Dliii
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I
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th. right at II. Na us Gill. (flumoastral..) PIN Is Sb.
diets aezi I. the ,susSh I wikI yea wit, lieu.
(Pauss.) Uads, "[ks," II lath. theta. that shew Sb.
d.I 510 mesh is shhh yes wave lieu. If yea wars
hs.a the 2th. er suaii., Ills Sb. steels fir "2"
a Sb. left estrisi aid lb.ins., "I" I. lbs right
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urn., aid lb. civil 5ev 4" lithe right eels..
(Pause.) I. lb. list issUes Seth. rIght Iii Sb. plea
whir. It saysU$5W (Dsma.strst..) P Is lbs ,I,,1.

after "Nth"lqy.. area bap,.rstts,'IIW'lI,e.
are a girl. (Paui.)N.w cheek I. ask. sre yea hive
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Infonnctim" stllon unlem you have upselle initrue.
lone fr.imu 4.00l adnilnletratici..
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On the diolkbosrd, show pupils how to All in an afl1sw.r

upace. Answer all question.. Then say:

New Sara ymu hillel ivm it that Sb. frast i.t.t Is
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Go on to the section entitled 'First Sitting, kealing
(omprehcnsion."
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DlstilbuungNCS

Machh*Scorabl Test BookIts
The ecorlag machine used to ueess the NC$ Test
lI,w,kkts stapulileof ilmost IINYó i.rs.y if th. tse*-

are marked prup'rIy and kep physical con
ditiso,. kimind pupil. iii handle alwir uNIllets with rare;
to ricord their answers with heaey, dark marks; and to
iuiii makii:g.atrsy marks on their booklets, The hook.
let uuvs sbauhl iisur be fulled clii'ped. or turn.

Hate all duski diarud and see thai carh pupil has two
autt4ead iN.. 2) pencils and an eraser. Say:

V.. a,sgsk.g S.Ssk.mveea tests S. she. hew much
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S

V
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qwstlsa. Mark lb. spar. fir I. aauwsr ye. ha,..('4imPrehensIAn,"
chess." iI'ausc.) A(Wr yea laIsh page 2, ge is te

Distributing Hand-ScorabI

Tsst Bookits

han itt desks draeed'and me that each pupil has two
ssoftdead (flu. '4) pencils and an erauer. 8ay

Yea .regulagS. tub. several list. lisle. hew mash
7'S have Iuara.d. Iaagthg S. ghe ash styss a lest
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psiesl,4,5,S,7,ILsIlIl.Kupwe,kI.gu.tllyeu
rem, Seth. butt.mif page II, whet. U .sys "STOP'
If yes Illsbauly,yas may check ysar week a. page.
2 through II, b.tM sit guest. page II. SI'ausv.)

If answer fulcra are being used, sIms pupils shire to
lIn,l the answer spaces fist Reading ('omprc.hi'nalon.
Remind them stat ise mark In their sublet,.

/
i'Ruussiler, read Sb. psuqes be. saner the qu...

sIsal lie pumege. Chiuss She IsO aaawer fur
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( iaeh ISMUIhU. Ii.Iik ih' sp.e. I., yr aa.w.r. Ds..
4.?

I'i*u (ur rtplic*. Thtny:4 .

k "
Rk Ih.. I. 7eerilU I ml SI..

Coucs.t$v.bsr.
I? i*n%wer Iikcrii arc Iwing IIMd, ku pnpit to hut tIwrn

(fl$$I tMM,kkIS" a4si whsI4. y., Sb, wurd Is ii,4,.i& Whkh U.w.r .iws *IS LIU it ii.WW With SIS N4lf. fliidI! *I$t u%r Of ihir
a-----tr_

III.. i-r dI iiii,iii.ii. Thin '

hw e.dhW1.i1n.. t.Ua w I3U.WIS? $IftIfwhuIrLTh.NRd.fMaIdhft.rwkftrn
' Ih.w I wish Isi imI th IviIing wsikin Isi., ctevI *1w

f

lti.u'r. 1)1. Es
Iiiiii (UrrII11VILThIII y:

I Us. ..w.v hs bu.ILYtI'asu'a-.l Nsw k.

h't IMIsIkkti.
tO sninuw. thin cimilnut wIth 11w iii-sit '.s ibsid .u.ws, .sqss.sds.,

but y, j ysi
Is

rutiI,Isi or wlmhihitvriiig thu n.xl iihIusI.
the ysu cii,, hut Esøt ...q 1. much Us., si
ai as. qusash.. U bilk brisk. ribs

sIC thsiisE.dbs .srh.d .apku"lIk-nioss.
thi IN Is M4,IS j fl$ -1ysur psidli

i... as. 1. is i' -

$ yuurhUds.dI wrng1v.yasuitbsrpcIL II'aUM',I th...usEu(I"I..'IM,."sI,sa.IWbkh.Ith,ilh,v
may stars sirisg thus *u,E.... liii." ..r%l,"... ... has th.

If ssniwir faabkre sri Iaainjr usit-al. uIs.aw 1ns1,il. wlwrv iii isis. .su.d? Third
sinai 'staling thtniu am tha h;aIk. ilnal 11w unw,'r is faarWa:ratSissaly Skillai'oIni out I

I'uusc (or n1ahics. Thin sas: CON OF NUMBER
lossraI. WI, II' iasiiaik sari- waarkh,i. walk ssnau,,aI *1w naa,n how $ampk A hiai bern murkad ian 11w u,i.wir bluer.

j*.a wa that tIu sari- faail,,ii i,a ahirvuthaaii,a snI Ihisat Iha) tivr all atUCutjaaslsi lint,. ktts aniwinal, Ta. lb. ward 11bs ha. lb. .ltl sued a. th. lb you are suriing su niw aahtting hi*e till uIusk vkarcd. '

Sara Hal Iama.Iing sit salts otl,cr .lIhata.tt liii 11511 hi-li, hitter r La mh.Ik.N That Is why tb. ups.. (pc-the and ace that t-as pupil hsiva iwu ,siaft-ha.J tu. 2)pasncilc

" ttims'tiaan. 1h5wlu5hluhi1hsEiEbumk.dphi'Is Mu.r N arit I. Id,." ha. ha.. Iliad Is Is yaur and an vrsewr. Say:

a Iu. , ..Paofraaaa i.r Mtianar if sill ha,
ysuh.1.LWbatIsSb..M? ba.bhv

If 4(dvrs b,ig how Sum$.

-IpsI.gligIvsy.uyssrb..&h4agil..D.s'I.p
i.hraIi.si. isuar (ii rrpii.ss Then say: metier an uacd. pointaul yspcIbilhI I s. y.0 what I. d

- Ta., Us. ward Is lIvely." Nickel. upses Iamb. ii.
C Is. been marked on the answer (elder.

Distribute 11. test buokkua so that each pupil gets the
Stup! Put ysu, pdiscU 4ssp a.,, sad cia., year
isu&iei

swat that el.w. lbs esmct way I. divid, lively" NswhukatDIslb..d.Eba*.adlidlI.s.pIsa"Is right boo&It mad .niw.r (ohler, If answer ulders are
si that Sb. (cast civer Ia s' lam. hnyhIshIa.. (I'tiuic)Whirl .psa.EM y.0 mark? ysir bullet. Tb. "&'Ia 'gs" Is umEsdiust ThaW being used. Tben.ay

II smosawar faalalara arc lacing uuial. tall paii'iI ta' inst slum _ Pause for replies. Then say:
sl.utthesauad.I"."Is"gU'(Piu.eJWikh.Iths
.*h.,ebe,sw,,Es...1&'...ls."..."S."...ha.th. Op.uyasrbse&l.I S.psgeI4?yeurh.ehletb.ck

ilahala tha' (raant raiser of their laataakha'ts. Ta. yea abeaM bass I Sb. upse. (a "h"'h.. .imi.uuad?Niiktb.ipSe.(aflisriMWif.IPISSI5-) a. thatsub_i Ills ab.wIug.

II %aau tush iaatn,I thu. testing sessha,n heir. iallcrt the isuN'k"lsSbShtSerdSbie.INrt$iiwuf,11554." Wbkhe.deaik? Demonstrate. Nile sure that pupil, hat. the coned
taut lauaakt,.ts. lb kiting Is to riantinsac. givu laliPils ti lest

- (answer folder, are bunk used, remind puua to mi in
. Pass.. tsar ruplies. 'The. .

pig. and has-s folded their boohl.tp properly. Then say:

iu-riasl of :ulaaaaut lii nulniutri. than c:anljn',v ti ith *1w

ra'atiaan,a Oar ssaluuuh,ai-ta.riiag tha- na"it slat;t. ,
the anaw.rsp.rwon their answer folders. Pupils are eel Ta., yea shield have I lath. spa.. (ag" be. lash at lb. dIreetl.us Mile t.pal lbs pigs. Lid

IS i&uuN a. I raid the. alsad. Iliredleaueto mark II. sample In their booklcts. civas "j' Is lb. hOt., al lb. earnS asswn, "as.'
11.k. MWly S. earl qesilla. that Is resdt. yea.

Pi-,-'.,Ea.We bat the w.i ii. cb.a.. s. ... U answer (elders are being used, reandpupils to Itli ii CIa... lb. bust uswer. Tb.. ,..rk lbs upasu Ia lbs
.0pj sjg swat Shut absw. Sb. assists way s. Eside lb. ward the answerspare us their answer ladder.. Pupils are umel

wmeek she sample in their bnokh
asua.r yea less 'ha...." Nsw hal at ib. simple Is a

the shaded his. (Mt.. IS the 'Nsw mug
WORD S FUDY SKILLS

lam. Na Ishhs. Thus murk Sb. spurs (a year as
pus,. Wbsu yeaeasaslaetheh.tt.& 'epslewbull 1--.--, hal at lb. asduuued h(Ssrahilt... I.

qths.
d.tidspsi u.ePMark lbsra.sfertbssu..,al thuS

- lb %aaal sari. utsiatulag .i na-n smitting. hate all ala-ski slesirail. ku.y.'1TOP"paIy.sr cd4swua.sdwalt. I(ya she Itt wirE. Thilk al lb. sesid Sky slaad sells hew say Eels there iso. WhutIs lb. a.awe,?

iaiial sue that auth l;uaisii usia twa, saobt.laaial (Na'. 2) lacsta4le
I Salk surly, yeay click year wick as thIs pigs thee.. she werE that he. the sims ..uud. Thus sisek Pause (tsr replies. Then say:

uaiai suit arsuulr, sav:
I eady. N. setgsa. auth I teN lea tu. 0... Sl1fy.5i

L dwlatS. Es?
She spa.. fir year assweu Altar yea Silk pug. U,'

gus I. .geU, Reepwahlug uaSM pa. ese S.
Ta. liii.ate (ear Eel.. That'. why she specs (.r She

'(our'lam 1.1mg S. giveyea year baskiet agam.. ,,.alspuR
year haebht saUl I liii ye. whit 1. After .11 alueslhuinsi hive laLvn &nsiwa.rcal. say:

1,1W.., ps II where IS Nj. "$701'." (yea Ia.
1.1 esdy, yea app click year iibrhes thee. pug.,

hater? aider the same.) has be.. Iliad Is
Is year baubleS. Ar. the. say q.ttheqs?

I(yea irs sat ear. law awrd ebeatE S. divided, Es ady. 0.-..,iIa. sadarelaed what. Es? if answer bialahersi sar, lacing aisarsi. aahmatv pupils where to
I ui.ii ulmuta t iaa laIa,aaalla-t'a -ma that a-aaiu iauupui gassama.
agisi baallat saai,l auisti a-r (.mI.Iar. ii saps-it ar (aatalar, sira: the beet yea tsp, but darn t .pe.d Se. much time pi Alter iii questhians issuer lucun uinswvri4. see:

ilnii the ssnswtr slasIa'a (aar (aan,elatua aa( Nsinihar. I'tsIt,t
slut haaw hi. sai,m4tj Itsusa iias.,l insarkid.

iam'iiag aaa'al Tlaan ss
may me weid. It buSh year peadls brush. rule, y.ar
head sad I wUl gi,. yad assOher peach, (I'susuc,)Ta. I( year. mat ears abaut sa aa.wer, Es th. beet yea After sill aiui.sitiaafls Iiste, iwtn atiaaw,rvul, say:

up.. year bullet S. puge It. F.M year kisMet back
as that aaIy . ll.

syMast werhiag cpa, bat 4a .pusd teemash time essayii. que..
thu. SI'ausue-1 Tea mayMart wecklag asw, Lists. tinily sew a. I read ..chqsedeu. l(y..'re

i'aau,.auusrjta tsal,a,uasa sail tatulaii issasa tl,. aaarraa t ia:aua

ltacsar,iIhi alerting anal i.n,iing tenses on the clusilk.
lmaas,rai. WhIle suaila arty waarkiupg. wail, araaiinal lisa raisin

,

Karairmi the stifling anal a.nailng times ian the ahsslk.
aatsu,eabeataasaewev,EsSb.buslyeacsa,huthe
sure I. keep up with ma U luSh yeur puauik br.sh,

sais.i ia,,a laaiala,l tiaa-br ia,,aaki,-t-. iala,iNrI Tlaasi -;u: taa tart. thiut tlst sire laatkav hog aliraati1ni sins) that they limasird. Vhite liopik sire wamrhing, ti-iit sunioiaui the ruaam

lamihawiag Iaane
rules year saud sad wiN give ysu asethee p. sell.

-

auk at the diredless. aSth. tepaf the pug,. lead
smra- nail hiolhiug at siny s4hmr suh,tssataa. llaa na4 gisue help
man mupitihis teat siurstiaansu.

to uit (hit lisa-> are suitS sinai tlus hwy
an naat isiaukIng at any other sulmlrstia. ii, not give 1w1 1k-saul isis aiui-atIaan niuni,ar sisal 11w qiartatlain. Dau ima4

he. SsysursuV.e I reid the. elead. "flirertleus Is en eiwailte cst sluauathim,. IrPiat an) sisasatiain. lasitsW sutiimiit its sacc,'sinals between

.srh qu.stl.a She .qme werE isdisided at. syliahire
I. dlte,u.t

Alhr rsasrSSg lit aaaia.asliai 50' sooner It iii hays,

say: After .:asmSDg_ 1 .aSrud (aar ,mivanir ib ill use, On.
questions. ituinsiwar batalarisare iwtngssst-d.iit-a,a,aiamnslly
remind is.piie to liii In (lie antiwar spates sit their an-three w.ys. Decide whIch Is SI. cerrud

way S. divide SI. ward. Thea mark Cli. space (es the Slept Put paur peach dews sew. Tars S. pug. IS suE
Ickudl. 55): swer taddcrss ContInue t hnuujth the entire sulatsist. en

smawer yea ha,. chases." tPsssi'i-. p Nsw hal at A Is f.M pear basheS burl su that sly page II hi skew- Slept P.S pear peach Eewa ia sad ti... ye.,
iouraging pupils to ala, their lwsatisy:

th. shaded ku .urh.d "Sample..' What I SI.werE? 1g. (t)rnwnatrate.) Inuk at She dlreelleae aS SheIsp bullet as that lb. (reel civic isa. tap. New mass dews Is baa I bcl.w the eumple. (i'amintj
I,

is .
a
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Cmupkl. .s.$..ce. It lb. gr.p .t w.idu ..kss wj
gM'

.,f IlNeutlU minute.. then continue iih ib. di. After isli iuestivaa ha'o been isniwesud. uy; IC .n.wer fu4ikra at. Iwin ut4I. ibuw IuIiiIà .h.rv to
mare baa sulsues mark 5 . iuflhsW allmini.1.trsnK 1b'neai aubleig. flnsl thi an.wcr pisuis fur Ikivncv. stOl out how lb.

_____ I U aa've aM mre aMelia .ams.r,d. hi liii uimpk ham ken tilled in.'ks... metiare' It lb. grNp St Wirdi ii IM rjfyiivarilunnisuring teIhitteryl is.. bet ds.'t ipsud tis much Sims sa.. ma qe..* rempkt. mat...., .eM. which grasp .1 wards isa
bip to the ,wctiiin en11Ird "Tc1h Sitting, Vucab. ' SI... It hMh .sr pistils br..k,ralar3uer basil sad I Isuac, .nawcr all iuv1liinm, Then .ayhiaddid hit... a, aft., ih. silgisal grsep S. p.b.s

..s.,. .ret.ma. n.. .. . .e.. tar 5k. ... L! will glee .e aaMhur p.act(Psusr.) Tue may elan -
warbiag a-. Y SN tids all Sb.qINMMSS.. IbM pig. sad pug..

swan y.e hsvuthws." lI'isusi.SN.w __ 4I,4l,msd4i. Im.mbar,cb..sglhi k.tsasw.e
C Is ,4,b. sMiled has. II .s.: war. plsrINg sib. . , ,- Ikvurd tiw starting and ending elms.. on 11* chalk. tar tuck q.rMh. .14 mark Sb. specs tar juer as.
buck. I. thl cuspid. wateac,, a resas wa sworsl. While pupil. art working, walk around the mum suer. K.., w.rblsg 'stlly.e ema. tJ hi heft.. .1

it, see that they aye following dinctiosa and sat they psgeU,wkrs K s.,.STOPN It y.e kicklses, Slam lacmmpliis ..at..c?
1ighs IltUsig. " . iir not baiting at any other aubtists. 1)0 eut give help usay cb.ck,j.ur w.rk as these piges .aIy. U...

fur re.Ii.',e. Then ..ay:
'SOCIAL SCIENCE

' apcvilic tet questions. .rwy.sw uidana$aad what 1.4.1.

Y* M's as lac..plrt. NaIiai. Whith TUS St After .zurtI . aüiss .t (of SWSCF if all have An After gtt questions have been answered, say:
' wards wield ..k. lb. wattle, cmapkte? il'au.w.l If you irs, starting anew sitting, have all desks clean.'d, , l.bedL.y: -
Ti.. NIh. calM,.." Wage. ,id Sb. aids NIh. ea. arel see that each pupil ha. two sufidead (No.2) pencil. It 3es'ie aM mae shieS am asia.,, di the hiss yse
dr.." Se Ms huMeMgpt -.. p$sylug.I lb. a" and an cramer. Say: $$j,I fed yser paseli dsui MW, ud cMe I.Sr . e,, 4.S ,p14 Se. much lids as lit ma qesa

h..likt Skit Sb. trial iSiS? Ii.. ti. ihu. Itbssb yser p.ucthhrs.k. ials,yma bud aid II. siaM tb. csmp!qi. ssul.sis. 'lb. ckIIdn.s.re gelag d.glreyuey.erMebht .1,1.. DISSIPI
If aaw.r foldirs are being used, till pupils to put them ! us pie uMber p.sdM. (Pause.) Tie .aj Mart. play1agleih.hssch'flaIhwbytbsspsc.twII. .erbaokk$vaWII.U.swhstt.4..

letter EN alit 5 "bIwr.s" ha. hiss mu i.
Distrlbu\. lb. test 5".'ddcta (hit eaCh pupil get. . iniije the front cover of their bbu&hta. ' sr.rklug muw.

yaw bulsIstjA, sat questlass?
right booklet aimd answer folder, It answer totiher, us If yu wiab to end the tilIng aspic. his., collect lb. lucid fl, plsrtl sad endinetim.e on th. chalk .

1,' ''
IC anewur fulu,. 1rre Swing meted, point .v.t ssmpte being used. Then say: ' test Ijuokieti. If teejinu late costiaus. give pupils a rest board. While pupil. are workIng, walk around thi,uom

period of shout lit sninut..: thea contInu with the di Q ii. that they are following directions and that theyC ha. been msvt& sj the answer folder. Op.. peer kisMet I. peg, 3$. Flu yaw haled back sections for silminict.rin the mean aubtes4 are not looking a) any other aubtists. Do nCgiv. help
Answer ill qus*mon.. The,, say: . is Skit salt PUSS 3$ Is á.wIag. on speclAc teal questions."

WI.. pie ll*hb the qssilhia. ii We page, p as ts Deinoisatrate. Malt, sure all pupils hay. the correct page 4fwr cssHIj a smude. (ors000ir if all hue. Atm.
the sut. You wIll lad ilhisetlas. tar .aedb.r asS .1 and have folded thur booklet. properly. Then say: NISIth slwng ? Ished), say:
qsss.tIea., R.aul Sb. directiuss sad keep w.,kleg
nWy.ete.ed.thuhsSllqI4(pege3LwkriIS.ap. IeikMIhldNtlM.at She Sip Mpe,çs Reid SCIENCE Stipt Pat psi, uisclLj.wa mew, sad ci.. pier

"STOP" Itpae $mlchSsrIy, p.. may cheek pier w.fk lb.. S. yiersslt as IiSM. &lsmsd, "Dlr.cIisu: hsolilst
an pug.. l sad 33 saJy. Dee. ,vyese 's4eesaa14 Reid sack qussihe sad ekes.. sh a.w.,, n.. t you sir .tartiag. new shtIng have all dealta cleared

is that Sb. fr.st i.r.s la as 54 . a

what 1.4.? mach She spas. tsr lb. s.ucr hs. asses." anif see that e'wh pupil has two .umft'lead (No.2) pencil. If answer folders are being used, tell pup.to put them

(Pause.) Nsa leak aSh. saipI, I. lb. ubadad hiL and an eraser. Say: insIde 'lbs fruit cover of their booklets.
tfter all questions have been anawered, say: Reid She samples. I read IS shed. "Much I amplag t.gies p.. pier bs.&hs apIs. D.&l.pe. If you wish tm end.the testing session here, coilçt the

Itp.e hav.s.p q.estI.u.abomst abut S.d., rahepeer .1 Shi teed we eaS Is grew, by ... a-teaks ... b-. pier Iashhd eattli tall pas what lad.. leSt booklet.. If testing is tocontinue. give popil. irst ,
pe'rlud of about 10 uIinu1e1 then continue wjtI the dl.basil sad I wW kelp pie. It,.e're aat mae ab.eS am fatmera.,. cas.ruhsepii'. ... d-4.ct.ee." Which I.

Iiistribute lb. test booklets so ths't each pupil get. the recliunzu fur ndminblerIng the neil subtIst.answer, 45 She beSt pie t's, hiS di MM , the hisS sauwur?
'right booklet nd anner folder, it answer (oilers are . .

much SI.. as sap ase questla.. (Piume,l Vms may Pause for replica. then say: - Icing used. Them say:
MarS w.rklag usa.

lk',s'ril the starting and entling times on the,h;ulk. V.., "farmass" I. Sb. best imiwir. Thai la whp tb.
hu.rd. Whit,' iuus'ds mire woriCog, sm,lk around liii' r,s,rn spice tir lb. letter 'b" mitt S."tarsiers" his hi.. is bat .slp psg. 351, ekiwlug.

to ijet' that the are' fôlliiwing .lire','tiu'ns an,t that th.'y Stied Is I. peer lashlet. Ar. Shire amp qs.stl..s? lh'rnurnmtriutc. Make "ure all pupilahase the correct page' 'Tinib lifting
al,' nut luimukimmg at ant of the 'thur s,mt,tcst,u. If a l"l'5 If unsw,'r t,,l,le'r,, are' Icing useiI, show puiils where to

artui have, folded their lsu'kk'tapropu'dy. Then say:
VOCASULARYham t ro,,l,te' uo'5vrat:.nling what So 'I". t'titin slid the anSwer as,am'u'a for Sue'iisl Sek'nve. Puiné out how Leek at Sb. direetisus aS She: 1 .1 She pug.. Reed

'umiikh null quit'th- am ",u e'un, UOII tr,u hut tO wmi,'te' uny ftc saniil,' ham ken tIlled in, them t. p.uurs.ltas I read Sem .Ised. DlrecSlssi: If you arestartingi new sitting, hav1l desks cleared,
tu.slimmg timc lu not gust' help on so'eiie teat u5u.'litiI,ns.

. Read e.ckqsitl.0 and cb..wtbel aaswer,Tb*a antI see' that cauh pupil huts two uoft4vad (No.2) pencils
I'a,se'. 'Answer all .siwstions. Then say: mark She spec, tsr he answer pie have cheee.." and an s'raser. Say:

Aft,r ,.ru,, bg it a l',r u,nne'r it ull ,hu.s'c' bin. ll'aueu'.I New huh aS She uple Is ike chail.d hen:
m.lm,.11, say: 0 Tie are sd. all the quill.., as Shli page sad US Riadlhesamphir ,.ereelta.I.rssdIt.Iued,wNare Isasplagt.ghipiep.urhssMeSsgsli.l)s.'Sopee

psges3l,31,31,1a437.Sawtlm,.SberewWheass.p and Veausar,...a-Mar..,.b-ms.ss...mi-pIaMti pier besMeS calM Still p.c what .4.
Slop! PuS pour peacil dew. usa, and ci... puss, sri picissee that .s will have S. hub .5 ciretully ,., a-....ts." wai Is lie lieS sawer?
bs.khS.. SkiS the tresS c.ver I. as Sop. spewer She qusthus. Re.s*b,t, cbs... She beet as lJhutrIIiut, th, test ls,okk'ts so that each pupil gets the

If nnawm'r t.ulul,ra art' Icing sets, tell pmmsii1s to s,ut tlwm suer far each questhe sad ank the space tar pier . l'auiut' for re'idies. Then sap . i4tht lss,kh't and answer folder, it answer fulders are

mui,k' tlu' frint e'uu,'r ,,C th,'ir lsii,kle'tis. asiasr. keep warkIag calM pad eama Is She isit.. . Icing used. Then say:
e(pugc$7, where IS .aysRTOIV' If pie Spish esdy, t Vii. "plaaits"h SW heed 51t. ThiS Ii whp She

It,tuu,m sul, to intl tb, t.'sting mum'msioo he'ri'. ,M,llc'et Iliu, yes map chick pier wark .. Sh.e pegs. sup. D.. spart tsr he leSt., NCw aesS Is pkast? hae isis Opq.yeerhe.Me$ S.p.gel$. Fuldpser hsokled luck
t.'t Iiu't'kI.'ta. If t.'.,ting Is so s'uintluu,su, gist' I"P11 a rest .verpsse waderslsad whaS lad.? AIled I. I. pear kIsMet. Anther, aap,qeseII.uu.? haS sidy page 43 Is sb.wlag,

'I .

' I.

U I, 3$.
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Voce Wiry

Iif you are ashoinIstering the Rust' hatters. 'NO:
Opee 3 ear hooklet to pars 37.. Feld your booklet
bash " that «ay PO as i,, showing.

Ihiiillilltrait %Ake Niln. 11111/ik !Usti. the issrreei page
and loor folded their larikltti properly. Then No:

lash at the Anodises at the tap of the page. Rawl
them to yeerielf as I reed them ahead. "I/heelless:
Miles earthily Mooch meestisa that le read to yes.
Thee Usk. sad reed sloes in your booklet as the
amour chokes are read. Chems the best answer.
This walk the spate fee the Ammer you have eho
sea." Woo*. i New look it the simple la the shaded
Me. Lida to the seateace that I read to you. "A per
is a Iliad of ... avisse b fruit ecake %-
pet." Which wird beet completes the sentemet

Pause for replied. Then say:

Yes, the word "heir Is the right answer. Irauge.)
Ikeda. why the searcher the letter "I" seal halide
has bees 111141. in your booklet. Are there any mom
time

If answer folder. are king used. show pupils when to
find the answer spool for Vocabulary. Point out ,how
the sample has been filled in.

After all question. hive been answered, say:

As we do thelimmloos, we will go down the lest
column ea the page, the beck to the top and down
each of the next two Mumma. If you are sot sure

fwhich
word best completes the senteme, do the best

you cam, but he sore t. keep up with me. Sow el the
weed. will he %messy for you; others will be mem
Moll. Just try talk the best you eau. Remember to
mirk the spice for the letter of the word that but
meekea the sentence. If both yore pencils break,
seise your head sad I will give you soother pepell.

Iteuil midi question number, the senteliev.. the option
letters mill the o °MA that follow. 11111.111 la NT.

mob' hem sell qua -Rion.. lie careful not lu Sit does
the correet aim. vr for (bunging the pitch of our

%eke or pitti'1110( longer at the correct answr. Ii 7111,1\

folder:. are being used, omasionally remind pupil, to fill
in the isto.ocr 1111 I lar WW1% r 6.4sieltoe
through the entire sodoest, orming/mg pupils to do
shim- hcsi

Now move dews to question 1. (NMI I
I.

I ilettereestch lea type/Mf
seedgekb a cloth

b candy el cheese

24

204

2 If yen are drowsy. yea are
f watchful h upset
g Wert j alley

3 A guised.up prams le
a angry e awaked
b moan d amfmed

4 A weird sowed he
f laud h strange
g agreeaMe j &cheek

II Ts give an order Is to
a reselder e Wee
b commend d dispose

The edge of esmething Is Its
f Saver b obi
g amen - j (eke

7 T. Sad hew things are milker or different is to
a compare them e malt dorm
le emphasise them 1 dispute them

II If you're nee sure a esenething, pm ire
lady h positive

g simple j doubtful

As injury that 'changes the Color of the akin but
does est break it lea
a scratch e puncture
b bruise d slash

16 To wall calmly for a bag time empires
patine* h comentratioa

g coalidemee j intelligens

II When yi 1 magalfy esmething, you make 10 leek
Manlier c bigger

le, mamma el Beater

12 A duplicate of a letter le
an nddition h a copy

E a reply j us original

13 An (oomph of a fluid is
a water e brick

ke d octal

14 A tool that smooths rough edges Is called a
f saw 0 h drill .
g hammer j ilk

16 A thing that Is net bright or clear Is
dialled e dim

b brilliant d waft

16 A COMIIIIIMI lean lastrenment that shows
I aimed.* h distance

E speed j temperature

17 le get what you want is he
a tackle e succeed
le arrnrf.r d fall

Al1011i III N.1111116 after reading question IT. say:

Turn to page 11 and fold your booklet back so that
saly page 44 le showing. e I egmomAtruel..1

. . _

[

If ;i1.11 IttV administering the II,isie !Niters, say:
Tura to page 34 sad fold your booklet had se
that ash page 34 Is showlag. e I broom:4 rite. t

III To ix span old boas. the way it used to be Is to
f stands, it h mortgage it
g restate !I J ruin it

A puma who dos samethimg that le against the
law lean

cm lefermer e examinee
b elitoder el facer

Id The hide of am mimel le its\ f color b back
g slime j akin

To settle a qatalle. Is to make
Yt a decision e plan
bit reilkIsm el as anneumeement

22 A consklerate pens. is
f Madame h humonme
g Impale j thoughtful

23 Mast wheels tuns mewed so the
drum e axle

b spike d bridge

21 The Igeleht at which pleat Mks is its
f depth h pressure
g *ebb j altitude

25 Ts move about without much of plan is to
a guide e tumble

woroler d mislead

26 An setomplisked task le oat that has ken
f discussed le completed
g Martel j rewarded

U. A commeat is a brief -
a remade e complaint

tiovenollse el pause

101 As umpire makes deckle.. in a
goverament h war

E Elm j bead

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

29 Ts refuse wont Is to
a *albeit e wrap it

Rive it 4 destroy It

3 Maw received for regular work le
f lax h salary
E p j Phial

31 If samethiag le shut up ea all sides. 11 is
eels/aid e detached

le combined descried

33 To dlopky somethiag le to
f disguise it h exhibit it
g replace Il j salaries it

33 If yini dread esmithing, you leek leeward to
with

eunsoilly e 111111i111111111

b fear d hop

31 ft mystery le something that le
f Jakob h mallows
g encitiog j evil

31 To give reams for or against a thing Is to
WM c cooperate

b obty d accept

31 The sodden spread of diense among smear
people le me
f epidemic h antidote
g Immunity j seekket

37 Your emessery le yew ability to
a decide e forget
b leach d recall

U If the ship was battered by waves, It was
f soak h lipped
g overturned j pounded

About 11Pheerindu sifter resoling the lust question. say:

Put year piaci! dows mow, and dose your booklet as
nod the frost sever Is me top.

If answer folder. are being used. tell pupils to put them
' inside the frost, rover of their booklets.

If you wish to end the twilit!, session here, rolled Ihe
test booklets. If testing is to runtime, glee implies rest
soiriod of about 10 minutes; then continue with the di.
n.s.:Not for administering the next mildest.
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1. CD C) CDC>

2. CD C) CD CD

3. CD C) C) CD

4. 0000
5 C) CD

1
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VOCABULARY

DIRECTIONS

First, listen to the teacher
as she/he reads the question.
Then listen for the key idea.
Read all the answer choices.
Then choose the best answer
and mark the answer bubble
carefully.

41

SAMPLE

rest
OD sell
a) rent
CD turn

1 CD pan
CID bag
CD dish
co box,

2 co playing
CD running
eD sleeping
CD calling

3 CD day
QD night
0 dark
O black

CD mad
OD glad
CD happy
es singing

co car
GD plane
OD ship
GD barn

a) wagon
QD chair
CID saddle
CD cage

GD banana
QD beans
c) muffin
GD cookie

0) hapPY
QD sick
QD busy
o 'fine

9 GD under it
QD over i
a) beside

t

it-
GD around it

10 CD told
CD saw
GD put
CD sat
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WORD STUDY SKILLS: SYLLABLES TEST

DIRECTIONS'

A word is divided inta two
syllables in three different
ways. In each of the follow-
ing questions choose the word
that is divided the correct
way. Mark the best answer
carefully.

SAMPLES

A 40 to -aPOt
40 tea-pot
4) teap-ot

B CD Ca-lling
® cal -ling

call -ing

1 , out-side
ap outs -ide
CD outsi-de

2 CD ju-mped
CD jump-ed
® jumpe-d

3 OD ca-ndle
OD can-dle
OD cand-le

4 CD alo-ne
OD al-one
e a-lone

5 '46 postc-ard
® po-stcard

. 4D post-card

,6 aD
a

bal-loon
0 bll-oon
ap ba-lloon

7 ® bdS.,viet

4D-bask-et
ba-sket

8 QD beg -in
4D be-gin

begi-n

9 ® wi -ndow
4D win-dow
CD wind-ow

10 o gard-en
0,ga-rden
4D gar-den

11 aD
com-p ete

0 comp- ete

l

t

12 OD stan-ding
OD

stand
-anding

OD stand-ing

13 0 mon-key
4D Monk-ey
OD mo-nkey

3
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WORD STUDY SKILLS: LETTER-SOUND TEST-

DIRECTIONS

Read the first word in each
question. Look at the under-

. lined letter or letters in
the word: The letter or
letters stand for a sound.
Choose from the other three
words the word that has the
same sound in it4 That is

the best answer. Mark it
carefully4

SAMPLES

C play
cp way
OD ca
ca) care

D by
a, fit_
co my,

OD may

14 wet
ap new
QD walk
ap when

15 can
0 cane
0 baby
0 last,

16 play
01) black
Co place

pay

V lake
CD last
0 ball
0-maid

18 fi
th4)--change
4D school
0 ship

19 bolo
soil

4D body
4D buy.

20 aet
4D cats
e stop@

boxes

25 open
ep book
4D go
0 top

$ 26 lust
a) game
oD must
OD JUMP

27 blue
ap new
4D run
ap number

21 nest
a) s

hea0 home
4D head

22 lafld

CID lad
apiane
p hands

23 ever
window

10 down
CD otf

24 while
4D will
4D white
CD hit

OP

28 umpe
q) set
cm turned
OD called

29 bear
4) near

4)
4D

aira

30 mggn
0' money
0 one
ap room

31 b
II

d
op fire
4D fur
c) hard

11.

t

4
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WWII) STUDY SKILLS:LETTERISOUND"TEST

. 32 try

CD sit
CD light
ca boy

33 fee
ca sea
,4D foot
cD met

. 34 body

gp baby
4b0Y-
CD buy

O
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VOCOULARY

DIRECTIONS

First, listen to the teacher
as she/he reads thee question

and answer choices. Choose
the best answer and mark,,the

anser bubble carefully.

SAMPLE

rest
O sell
OD rent
op turn

1 ap dish
ID box
O pan
op bag

-2 0-running
CD Calling
co playing
cx, sleeping

N,

3 OD black
eD dark
0 day
CD night

.Ij

4 a) glad
mad

0 singing
as happy

5 0 plane
car t

barn
ship

4) saddle
4D chair
® wagon .

410 cage

4D beans
4D bufanana
4D mfin
O cookie

8 92 finew
°D NApy
CD

busily
sick

9 OD around it
® beside it
OD under it
4D over it

10 a,
toldold

gD sat
cD put
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WORD STUDY SKILLS:, SYLLABLES TEST

tO111=Mk,

DIRECTIONS

A word is divided into two
syllables in three different
ways. In each of the follow-
ing questions choose the word
that is divided the correct
way.- Mark the beAt answer
carefully.

SAMPLES

A QD te-apot
tea-pot
teap-ot

ca -1 ling
a) ca j -1 Ing

cfp
6.: .

1 o outs-ide
4D out-side
c) outsi-de

,2 a) jumpe-d
CD ju-mped
0 jump -ed

3 c5 ca-ndle
GD cand-le
CD can-dle

o al-one
4D a-lone
QD alo-ne

5 o post-card
aD Do-stcard
o postc-ard

6 a) ball-oon
CD ba-lloon

bal=loon

7 CD bask-et
OD ba-sket
CD bas-ket

OD beg-in
ap'begi-n
OD be-gfn,

9 o wind-aw
OD win -dow,

. o wi -ndow

O

X10 o gar-den
® ga-rden
o gard-en

11 CD co-mplete
,CD comp-lete
CD Com -plete.

12 0 st-anding
c) stand-ing
0 stan-ding

13 o monk-ey
CD mo-nkey
c) mon-key

,41

a

O
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WORD STUDY SKILLS: LETTER-SOUND TEST

DIRECTIONS -

Read the first word in each
question. Look at the under-
lined letter or ietterli in
the word. The letter or
letters stand for a sound.
Choose from the other three
words the word that has'the
same sound in it. That is
the best answer. Mark it
carefully. at,

SAMPLES

C play
way

el cat
co care

D by

fit
CD mY
e may

114 wet
a) when
OD walk
co new

15 can
a> cane

last
0 baby

16 play
c black
cm pay

place

17 lake
cp

4)maid
4l) last
oball

18 fish
4) ship

- m scnool
change

19 boo
body

0 S01
buy

to

20 see,
stop

gg Cgr

21 nest
co sea

0ar head
home

22. land

e lad
hands

o lane

. 23 over
4, off
4 window

. 0 down

24 While
4D hit
OD white
CD will

a,

25 open
g) go
CD top
6 book

26 lust
41) must
CDcarile

JUMP

27 blue
znumber

0D run

'28 JumAtfi
e set

\ is) called
turned

29 bear.
(pair
©ear
co near .

30 mon'
® one

u a) money
(,c, room

*1.

31 Wig
,aD firfure

hard_

r's

8
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WORD STUDY SKILLS: LETTER-SOUND TEiT.

32 fry'
ar, Sit:

fget

met
CID seac foot

;

r

0

.1

.0

to

9
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"
RYA INt COMPREHENSION'

DIRECTIONS

Carefully read the passage. Next, read

all the questibns that follow the passage.
Choose the best answer for each question.

Then mark the answer bubble next to the A

best answer.....
Birds have bones. The bones have

holes in them.. The holes in the

bones have air.in them. There 4

re _holes inside the bird, too.

..These hole's have air in them, too.'

This helps the birdv".to fly.

L

1 This story tells about

o bones
ir.a

oz) birds
cip holes

2. What do the holes in the
bones have inside them ?

air
ID birds
0 holes
0 bones.

Pr

3 In wMch class would you

read this story ?

ID art
111LIS C

0..) SC i vce

is math

INIMMIMMIIIMMIE111WROW.t1tUrIP r...talP11101111M

Dear Dr. Sean
Thank 4t4 -for tar:1;1_4i to our den

meehi. We learned (Z. Irk. We liked
the same yoL4 played wit+ us. t will
help US to know how to ote+ a+ +he
ciogior's 4-ffiee,, a

Now I know ,44+ io 4 M rny
vector. 'X can help her. Then she
Can help me 6e4

-tearnul-wha4 rny-afeliveratuk-isr.
wn X 5o io see my cioe,4er pis,

sone+king ih my mow-ifs Now, I knew
she is kosperabAre Xson
sure, lad ZIA 0, Fri Arnow, al SA, MP )1/
itCnoperS ardt sjiAys SOOrpe J
donp ,4 sleep Mee st!ekes I.
verrhiple 3e4 told.

your
fraind,

Nito

4 Nan wrote to a --

tt den mammal
QD doctor 4D snake

I

a

5 Nan learned that mammals --

AP

e are.snakes'
ego to sleep when they get cold

O M not have a temperature

o can stay awake when they get cold

6 Why did Nan write the letter ?

o to thanks doctor
e to study snakes

to thank-her doctor
coto ask about mammals

9
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READMACOMPREHENSION

-This _was,on the back cover for
a chbcolate candy bar.

e 4

Maw. 4.2 Make.:
1. Graf w co. Weep +Web candy bare,

and +wa Vv1rehrrta1 1Ws; one. cookie.

Put ':Tether 3

. Loy ne, randy 12ar .v.r Colltolsk.`8. Loy 1-W0 riesirvadillWE «oar Mit.condi bar.
C. Laj one. sandy bar over 4-11a 414,1

marsh mo. 1 ow s. .

D. Lay 4w. coo kiss aver 441a candybe

21.Flace.ol 42. cookia sheet.
4'. Put in.to tka oven.
5. Bo ke. a 3 SO E. -Fear Spiri,ts les.
6. Eat while., warm.

tr

, 7 When out together, the yum-yum
will look like a

0 sandwich
ap pie
CD PDX
CD candy bar

8 Step 5 tells you how to
4.

seat the yum-yum
oput the yum-yum together
comake the yum-yum
°cook the yum-YUM

BEST COPY AVAILABLE.

9 TO. do

cv two
one
two

cone
1-1

9

fr

4

Sfep 2-A., you will need --

candy bars 41d'one cookie
candy bar and one cookie
cookies and .,one candy bar
'candy bar and two marshmallows

te .0

p

ti

0

re



READING COMPREHENSION

O

4'

Kim got a birthday present. He played in it all day. Kim's

neighbor, Ted, rode his bike to Kim's house and watched Kim

olay. Kim said, "Ted, let's ride together in my new wagon."

10 Kim got a Present for his

dD frlend
O neighbor
CD birthday
O bike L

11 Kim played in his. --

a) wagon
0 bike
CD house'
CD Present

12 Ted rode to Kim's

CD neighbor
.4D house
® party
® street

.12

at.

13 Kimplayed at

OD Ted's house
4D his house
0 the park
4Q ..his neighbor's house

14 Ted and Kim will play

0 in Ted's wagon.
Toon Kim's bike
co in Kim's wagon

on Ted's bike

218



READING COMPREHENSION

DIRECTIONS

Carefully read the passage. Next, read
all the questions that follow the passage.
Choose the bespanswer for each question.

ien mark the WilWer bubble next to the
best answer.

Birds have bones. The bones have

Wes in them. The holeS in the

bones have air in them. There

are holes inside the bird, too, 6.

These holes have al( in them, too.

This helps the birds to flv.

1 This story tells about

OD bones
CD air
0 birds
CD holes

2 What do the holes in the
bones have inside them ?

0 air
0 birds
QD holes
CD bones

3 In which class would you
read this story ?

t1D art
CD music
o science
CD math

.Dear Dr. Saim ,'

Thank
You.

Torwmilq io accr den
rmee40. we learned etilot, We likedthe stunt

yet played *Cif!) 4.40s. It willhelp 143 to kho40 how to act a+. +he
doctor's *Wet

.

Now X knavtuilaf 411e.1/Oetior, '..t Can help tier. Then she
eat' help me 9c4 well,

learned wha+ my +erneeraftee i3*
When 3: le to Wie tny do Cher bht F4113
Serne +h in my # I know
she is elYeekimi my +empers,4re . Jr c
ego:re 43104:1 x'sn 0, retannovI se my
lenspembeee skvs Alme. Jr
don o 06 mthejp )ite 'mikes d'4,

eVedy41;he se.3 'cold :

Your
?mind

Nan

Nan wrote to a

CD den
ats doctor

mammal
0 snake

5 Nan learned that mammals

care snakes
ogo to sleep when they get cold
sado not have a temperature
(Dun stay awake when they get cold

6 Why did Nan write the letter ?

to thank a doctorIto study snakes
to thank her doctor

OW ask about mammals

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
13219
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READING COMPREHENSION

This was on the back cover for

a cnocolate candy bar'.

*M-110/1! ft
Can hoar

Pnarahrnallas
tangly 6.r
e..k.ta.

How 44, Make:
1. GO web cookies, +woo candy bars"

and +we marshmallows) ena.

.2. Put +oseilier
A. Lay ona Isar over me coellik..
8. L.7 revairehrn4liews war

candy bar. '

C. La., ens. candy bar over 4-6 4us.
reldirshrniLllaws.

0. Lay Irwo cookies divar 44a candy
,bar.

3. PI ace on -da. cappkia
4. PIA{ ilia 'U

Bo La a+ 350 F: -For 5 minutes.
4. Eat while warm.

7 When out together, the yum-yum
will look like a --

GD pie
® box
CD sandwich
cD candy bar

b SO° 5 tells you how to

4,cook the yum-yum
meat the yum-yum
mout the yum-yum together
wake the yum-yum

9 To do Step 2-A.0 you will need --.

aDtwo candy birs and one cookie,
cone candy bar and one cookie
©two cookies and one candy bar
cone candy bar and two marshmallows

4.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
14
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READING COMPREHENSION

40

Q

Kim got a birthday present. Fe played in it all day. Kim's
neighbor, Ted, rode his bike to Kim's house and watched Kim
olay, Kim said, "Ted, let's ride together in my new wagon."

4.1

10 'Kim got a Present for his
OD neighbor
OD bike
GD birthday
0 friend

11 Kim played in his

m bike
ap. wagon
co present
CD douse

12 Ted rode to --

® street
OD party
OD neighbor
0) house

M

221
15

13 Kim playeat
OD his-house
m his neighbor's hodse
OD the park
0 Ted's house

3-

4

14 Ted and Kim will olay --

® on Ted's bike
OD in Ted's wagon
at) on Kim's bike
0 in Kim's wagon



1.

2.
tt

3.

Choose the best answer.

to.

'16.-

Read

Think

and

Choose

Mark



Choose the best answer.

2.

3.

Read

Think

A. What is the passage (story) about ?

B. What is the "key idea" of the question ?

c.

[PASSAGE

QUESTION

ANSWER CHOICES

C. Find the sentence(s)

) in

the passage that tell about the "key idea".

D. Think about the answer choices.

Choose

Mark

(Comprehension) Chart B

eft 223
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(1,2): 1 .

(1.2) 2. 41.

( 1,2)

c) cps

CD

(1,2) 4 410 CD CD cm)

(IA 5 CD CD CD

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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VOCABULARY

DiRECTI041

First, listen to the teacher
as she/he reads the question.
Then listen for the key idea.
.Read all the answer choices.
Then'choose the.best answer
and mark the answer bubble
carefully.

SAMPLE

(1,5)
rest

GD sell
a) rent
0 turn

1 cp pan
(1,61 Dag

cp dish
es box

2 0 playing
am 0 runni

slmningg0 cal ing

3 day
am 0 night

4) dark
CD black

11 mad
(11,8) CID glad

et nappy
cr) singing

5 GD car
(11,9) CID plane0 ship

barn

6. 0 wagon

(ILT,13pD chair
saddle0 cage

7 CD banana
(mime beags

muffin
GD cookie

8 cD happy
(iv_21)0 sicr,

es busy
rine

9 under it
(1V,21e over It,

beside it
GD around it

10 told
(1v922) (I) saw

OD Put
0 sat

a

BEST COPY AVAILABLE 2 226 ANSWERS MARKED
Student Worktonnk



,WORD STUDY SKILLS: SYLLABLES TEST

DIRECTIONS

A word is divided into two
syllables in three different
ways. In each of the follow.
ing questions choose the word
that is divided the correct
way. Mark the best answer
carefully.

SAMPLES

A 4D
(I1,10)

4D

B Q)
(11,10)

te-apot
tea-pot
teap-ot

ca-Iltng
cal-ling
coil-ing

1 .0 out-side
(1411)

m outs
outs-ide

i-de

2 cp ju-mped
(11,11) IUMP-ed

® iumoe-d

3 ap ca-ndle
autio can-dle

co cand-le

4 CD alo-ne
(moso al-one

a-lone

5 postc -ard
1111,16)4D Do-stcard

post -card

6 4, bal-loon
MX) ball-oon

ba-Noon

7 .bas -ket

MVO -bask-ot
ba-sket

8 CD Deg-in
m23)0 be-gin

begi-n

9 CD wi-ndow
(1V,2 3) window

cio wind-ow

10 O gard-en
ag -rdenav,23)4D

co gar-den

11 sz
av,23)0 com-p ete

0 comp- ete

12 OD stan-ding
oy,23) OD st-anding

4b,stand-ing

13 mon-key
(IV,23) monk-ey

(5) mo-nkey

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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WORD STUDY SKILLS: LETTER-SOUND TEST

DIRECTIONS

Rest the first word in each
question. Look at the under-
lined letter or letters in
thi word. The letter or
letters stand for a sound.
Choose from the other three
words the word that has the
same sound in it. That is
the test answer. Mirk it
carefully.

SAMPLES

C n play
(moo way

es cat
care

D by
(111917) CD T i t

41, my
QD may

14 wet
newanow CD
walk

OD when

15 car

(IV,24) cf) cane
es baby

last

, 16 play
CO black(IV,24)

place
0) pay

17 lake
av,24) a) last

ball
II0 maid

18 fill
av,24) siD change

school
ship

19 bay
S011c(N,24) 41) P

4D DUY
OO

C

20 let
(IV,24) cats

to stop
boxes

21 nest

(
sea'

1V124) home
head

22 land
ladmoo 0 lane
hands

23 ever
av,24) window

6)
ff
down

eD o

24 will le

011,20
white40 we

q) hit

25 open
avA) ep book. go

top

26 lust
gameel0,24) 4D
Jump

27 blue
new

4IV,24) run
so number

28 ilin1Ped
4D set

a") OP turned
OP called

29 bear,
(IV,24) near

air
4D ear

30 MO .

av,24) CD money.
OD one

room

31 bird
(iv,24) op fire

fur
p hard
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WORD STUDY SKILLS: LETTER-SOUND TEST

32 try
(iv,24) m sit
/ light

CD boY

33 feet
(1V,24) sea

foot
e met

34 body

(IV,24) 111. baby
boy.

ce buy

12
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VOCABULARY

DIRECTIONS

First, listen to the teacher
as she/he reads the question
and answer choices. Choose
the best answer and mark the
anser bubble cahefully.

SAMPLE \.

rest
4D sell

rent
turn

.(V,25 26)

1 GD dish
OD box
'es pan

bag

2 a) running
CD Calling.

/4D playing
sleeping

3 OD black
ap dark

day
0 night

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

4 a)
mad41,

singing
as happy

'7

5 4, plane'
o 'car

barn
ship

6 'saddle
`414.4 chair
4D wagon
co cage

*

7 4W .beans
as) banana
O muffin
CD cookie

T fine
mm
4D usapbhpyy.

sick

al

9 OD around it
co beside it.

under it
CD over it

10 CD
tsawOld

(p,
psatutCD

I

4V

0
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WORD STUDY SKILLS: SYLLABLES TEST

DIRECTIONS

A word is divided into two
syllables in.three different
ways. In each of the follow-
ing questions choose the word
that is divided the correct
way. Mark the best answer
carefully.

SAMPLES

A CD to-aPOt
tea-pot

0(0 tem-lot
41

CD Ca-lling
CD cal -ling

Callring

(v,26,27)

, 1 G) outs -ide
out-side

4D outsi-de

0 jumpe-d
CD ju-mped
4, jump-ed

3 CD ca-ndle
CD cand-le

can-dle

4 CD al-one
a-lone

OD alo-ne

e

.

i

5 411 post-card 12 a) st-anding 9
CD po-stcard stand-ing -,
a).postc-ard e 4, 0 stan-ding

6 CD ball -oon
CD ba -iloon

ba1-loon

7 CD bask-0
CD ba-sket

bas-ket

8 0 beg-in,
opl begi-n

be -gin

9 i'cp wind-ow
win-dow

CD wi -ndow

10 , garLdeb
CD ga-rden
CD gard-en

11 CD
® comp- ete

com-p ete
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WORD STUDY KILLS: LETTER-SOUND TEST

DIRECTIONS

Read the first word in each

question. Look at the under-
lined letter or letters in
the word. The letter or
letters stand fora sound.
Choose from the other three
words the word that.has the
same so Ad in 1 t. That is
the best answer. Mark it.

carefully.

SAMPLES

C play
or,zn 40 WaY

Ms cat
as care

D aY

(V,2?) fit
my

e may

14 wet
co when

walk
co new

15 can
ao cane

baby

16 4201%,
black

,

co pay
place

17 lake
maid

@ last
01) ball

18 fish
shlip

e school
change

19 bra

40
4,

soil
CD buy

20 set
e Stop
Co boxes

cats

21 nest
a) sea

head
name.

22 land
lad
hands

o lane

A

23 aver
4, off
40 window
CD down

24 Nbile
CD hit'
40 white
CD will

,t.ier AVAILABLE

a

25 wen
ego
CD top
e book

26 lust
(ID MU$t

3ame

27 b me,
0 number

new
ta, run

2§ jumped
set

(ED called
co turned

29 bear
al r

41) ear
0 near

A

30 moan
cone

money
room

31 4E0_
fur

OD fire
(f) hard

8
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WORD STUDY SKILLS: LETTER-SOUND TEST

32 try
CD ataD hnv

Halt

33 fge
met

',sea
ap foot
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READING COMPREHENSION

DIRECTIONS

Carefully read the passage. Next, read
all the questions that follow the passage.
Choose the best answer for each question.
Then mark the answer bubble next to the
best answer.

111UP,

-

Ub have bones. The bones have

holes in them. The holes in the

bones have air in them. There

are holes Inside the bird, too.

These holes have air in them, too.

This helos the birds to fly.

1 This story tells about
Ma)

OD bones
CD air

birds
ap holes

2 What do the holes in the
bones have inside them ?

(v,28)
air

OD birds
ep holes
CD bones

3 In which class would you

(vow
read this story ?

art
(ID music

science
e math

Arn,
Thank loi4 -For tams?,q 40 ow- den

mie403. We learned et' lot-, We liked
the same yok played Wifft e,is. tt will
help US to 60445 how to AO o.4. +he
cioeior is 041Ce,

14010 I know what 40 +a my
"cher. Can 114.1p her. Then she
CA a help n 9c4 well.

X 'gowned wha+ my temperature is.

Vilien X lo to see my clochor Sht pub
Some +king in my mow-A Now I blew
she Is Waking,' my +efeiper.41Are . Von
istArs 11441 11,0c44 e ore)/

#en, awe siwtys Me swine .
den p .0 lo sleep. lite snakes
everrhme X se4 cold

your
end,

Nun

4 Nan wrote to a

4D den
doctor

cf) mammal0 snake

(v1,33) \\.

5 Nan learned that mammals --

Ware snakes
ego to sleep when they get cold
.49 do not have a temperature

can stay awake when they get col

(v1;33)

1

6 Why did Nan write the letter ?

to thank a doctor

mto
study snakes
thank her doctor

CD to ask about mammals
(vI,33)
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READING tOMPREHENSION

This was on the back cover for

a chocolate candy bar.

\NM !
Was
!oar

syveriallrealloas

temily Ise
Coo la ft,

eAr +0 Maim:
&a+ ,44. seekieep +we candy irony
eii +w marehrrialkws) ems. cookie.

Put +osether
A. Lay rta *And, 6ar over 4.1a (Amish.
e. Lay 4w. reusesitrotallews ever ha

condi ban
C. La., ens. tend., Isar over +ha 4see

marshmallow..
D. Lay shwe ca. kiss over 441a coed,

3. Place on a. cook: shim
4. Put ;nlo OIL oven.

Bake ex-E 35-0 F .for 5 ninutoo.4. Eat while warm.

I

7' When put together, the yumyum
will look like a

4
7

7: )

0 sandwich
aD pie
© box
GD candy bar

8 Step 5 tells you how to
(V1,35)

CD eat the yum-yum
c) put the yum-yum together
e make the yum-yum
o cook the yum-yum

1111111111n1=11111fr

9 To do
Marn .

two
one
4Pone
otwo

if 0

Step 2-A., you will need

cookies and one candy bar
candy bar and one cookie
candy bar and two marshmallows
candy bars and one cookie

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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READING COMPREHENSION

Kim got a birthday present.

neighbor, Ted, rode his bike

play. Kith said, "Ted, let'i

10 Kim got a present for his --
ornow

4D friend
0 neighbor
40 birthdaybirt
0 b

11 Kim played in his
(mom

O wagon
4D bike
CD house
a, present

12 Ted rode to Kim's
(V1.1,38)

GD neighbor
house

e party
QD street.

He played in it all day. Kim's

to Kim's house and watched Kim

ride together in my dewwagon."

13 Kim played at

04.404D Ted's house
his house

41) the park
410 his neighbor's hOuse

14 Ted and. Kim will play

oin Ted's wagon
con Kim's bike

in Kim's wagon
eon Ted's bike
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READING COMPREHENSION

DIRECTIONS

Carefully read the passige. Next, read
all the questions that follow the passage.
Choose the best answer for each question.
Then mark the answer bubble next to the
best answer.

Birds have bones. The bones have

holes in them. The holes in, the

bones have air in them. There

are holes inside the bird, too.

These holes have air in 'them, too,.:

This helps the birds to fly.

(VII,3B)

1 This story tells about

CID bones
0 air

birds
OD holes

2 What do the holes in the
bones have inside them ?

air
aD birds
op holes
CD bones

3 In which class would you
read this story ?

GD art
GD music

science
CD math

Deor Dr. SCAM
'Thank 04.4 erer torrwhq 4o our den

meOvis. We learned 4 lot, We liked
the some you played with us. v4111
help d43 to know hou3 to -at* a+ +he
cloeior's 0414.

Now I know what 40,4e.li my
votive% X can ht.lp he" 'Then she
can help rne 9c4

X !towel Wm+ my 4erdiurIt is.
When S 450 to We my ciochor ski rids
some Mem in my Now, I knot*
She is &Waking' my fens tare . Crs
lows glad %IA a, mavmplabi ")
fens 4meo shws Me same . X
don V se /0 sleep lite tnakes

eVery4kere 19x4 cold ,

Yam
friend,

Nevi

4 Nan wrote to a

4D den mammal
doctor 0 snake

5 Nan learned that mammals

mare snakes

®do not

shevp w hen
rpeea tgere

cold'

can stay awake when they get cold

ti

6 Why did Nan write the letter ?

ION thank dcictor
o to study snakes
aDto -thank her doctor,
o to ask about mammals
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READING COMPREHENSION

This'was on the back cover for

.a chocolate candy bar.

NiUM PO! I

How +.
1. Gs+ woo amektsep +wo candy loom

soil +we "orshreka I lw ses4 ono. molds.

3. Put together
A. Loy ono 111.3 11111, over oft coolsio.
B. 1..7 +w. mar War 44%.

coat bon .

C.. La's, on comb limp over 4-Iu +we
marsh nimIlows.

0. L.sy 4tw. "Apo lass ovor 4hs casoly

3., PI oca on a. cool,. shoo e.
f. Put in to Um., °van .
S Bo ori 350 R for .5 minutes.
4. Eat while warm.

7 When out together, the yum-yum
will look like a

00;
sandwich

dD candy bar

8 Steo 5 tells you how to

Ocook the yum-yum
meat the yum-yum
mout the yum-yum together
amke the yum -yum

9 To do

13DtWO
0ne

© two
one

Step 2-A., you will need --

candy bars and one cookie
candy bar and one cookie
cookies and one candy bar
candy bar and two marshmall
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READING COMPREHENSION

I

Kim got a birthday present. He played in it all day. Kim's

neighbor, Ted, rode his bike to Kim's house and watched Kim

play. Kim said "Ted, let's ride together in my new wagon."

.10 Kim got a oresent for his

cp netnhbor
dD bike
411) birthday
4D friend

11 Kim played in his

bike
wagon.

dD present
CD house

12 Ted rode to Kim's

CD street
dD Darty
aD neighbor

house

13 Kim played at

4, his house
his neighbor's house
the park

0) Ted's house

14 Ted and Kim will play

(Don Ted's bike
dD in Ted's wagon
con Kim's bike

in Kim's wagon
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o.

LESSON I: VOCABULARY TEST PRESENTATION

Administer pretest to individual students.
1

Hello! My name is % I willbe working with you for the
next weeks. We will work hard and have a lot of fun 'learning.
Before we start,-T would..like each of you to tell me your name. (Teacher
elicits responses from each student.")

. .
. ,

We will learn how 'to be good test. takers. You will take a big test soon,
and it is important that you do well on this test.

Optional:

Everybody, what is important?

WE WILL DO WELL ON THE BIG TEST.

When you do well on the big test you let your teachers and parents know
what you have learned.

Optional:

What happens when you do well on the big test? (fR = everyone responds.)

MY TEACHERS AND PARENTS WILL KNOW WHAT I HAVE LEARNED.

Good.

It is important to do well on tests. Over the next weeks, I am
going to help you to learn how to take tests. What will-you learn?

HOW TO TAKE' TESTS.

You learn how to take tests so you can show what you have learned.

Optional:

You will listen and work hard. When you have finished, you will
be a super good test taker!

.What' will youdo to be a super good test taker?

LISTEN AND WORK HARD.

Great!

24
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0

If you listen and work hard, you will be a good test take.
We are ready to start. Here we go:'

Everyone, put your test booklet in front of you (have chait I, "fret
cover of test answer sheet" to model from.) -Takethe answer &Rift out
of the booklet (it is under front cover of the student workbook).
Pick up your pencil and %mite your'neme in the blank space by "Name"

. (Students write their name.) Lay your pencils down. .

When you ay your pencils down, I know you_have flnished. (Studentsjay
pencils down when finished.)

44

Good! Everyone is finished. (Identifiltudent5 with reinforcement,
"Good laying your pencil down when you are finished, Sally!"..

\

Opional:

I put my name on the chart I,1 for teacher.

You will put my name on the line by "teacher". (Pause. Reinforce ,

"laying down pencils". Teacher should have name written on board.)

Neat! All of you told me you were ready.. You should circle "1" by
"Forip". (Show chart I,1 model.) (Again; reinforce students ,who, lay pencils
down when finished. Check and prompt as4ecessary.)

Everyone, put your grade in the blank by "Grade" . Write the
name' o' your school tn the blank by "School" 11 in today's date
in the blank by "Date" . You can lookirifie chart (I,1) (or
board where teacher has the information to be.used) if you need
help: How will you tell me when you are finished?

LAY PENCILS DOWN.

Super! Fill in the blanks. ,(Pause until all the students have
finished.).

If 11511 don't understand, ratse your hand. What do you do if you don't
understand?

RAISE MY HAND.

to down to SAMPLE at the bottom of the page. (Model on chart 1,1.)
When I say ready, you pick up your pencil and mark the answer bubble
that I give you.

Listen! Mark the answer bubble "c" under "SAMPLE". (Pause.)
Ready! Go! (Observe students as they mark the answer bubble "c".)
Point to row 1. Mark answer bubble "a" in row 1. Ready!

(Students pick up their pencils.) Go! (Students fill in the answer
bubble "a" in row 1.)



3

Remedial:

Teacher will monitor and prompt as necessary.

(Reinforce students as they lay their pencils down when they are
finished.) All of you understand how to follow the directions and use the
answer sheet.

When you use an answer sheet to mark your answers, you need to pay
attention.

Optional:

What will you remember? (ER)

TO PAY ATTENTION,

/,..,"

When you pay attention, you mark your answers carefully. How do you
mar* your, answers? (ER)

I WILL MARK MY ANSWERS CAREFULLY.

Good! (Point to chart I , "answer sheet cover".) When I mArk my
answer carefully, I fill in the answer bubble quick, dark, and inside the
line. (Teacher models by marking first answer bubble in row 1
on chart). How do I mark my answer carefully? (Teacher risponds to own
question.) "I fill in the bubble quick, dark, and inside the line."
Everyone, did I mark quick?

YES.

Was I inside the line?

YES.

Did I fill in dark?

YES.

Then I marked my answer carefully. Your turn! Point to number 2.
This is row 2.. Listen! Mark the answer bubble "k" carefully.

Remedial.

What will you do?

A
I WILL MARK THE SECOND ANSWER BUBBLE "K" IN RCd 2 CAREFULLY.



4

Ready!. (Students pick up pencils.) Mark the answer. bubble "k" in row 2
carefully. (Students mark; then they lay their pencils down when Finished.
ReinforCe this.) Did ,you mark quick?

YES.

Dio you.mark dark?

YES. (Have students correct if necessary.)

Remedial:

Show students how to erase,'

Did you mark inside the line?

YES.

Then, did you mark your answer carefully?

YES.

Great! Watch 'me. My turn. I will mark "c" answer bubble in row 3.
(Chart I, . Teacher marks quickly, lightly, and outside the line.)
Did I mark the answer carefully? (ER)

NO.

Did I mark the answer quick? (ER)

YES.

Did I mark the answer da-k?

NO.

Good watching! You're right! If I do not mark the answer dark, my answer
4 might be counted wror9. What might happen if i don't mark the answerdark?'

THE ANSWER MIGHT BE WONG.

Right! Did I mark ins de the line?

NO.

\ You're right again! If I do not mark the answer inside the line, my
\ answer might be wrong. What might happen if I do'not mark inside the

line?

THE ANSWER MIGHT BE W1RONG.



Right again! If I make marks on my paper, my answers may be counted wrong.
You are really listening and answering carefully, too! Put your finger on
row 4. Listen. Mark answer bubble "f" in row 4. Ready. (Students
pick up pencils.) Go! (Students mark their answer carefully. They lay's
pencils down when finished. Reinforce!) How did you mark your answer
carefully? (ER)I,

I MARKED QUICK, DARK, AND INSIDE THE LINE.

Proof your work and correct anything that needs to be corrected.. (Observe,
reinforce self-corrections.) Fantastic! Now, you know how to mark' your
aw,wer carefully.

Remedial:'

When you take a vocabulary test and pay attention, you choose the
best answer. What do you do when you pay attention? (ER)

I LISTEN.

I CHOOSE THE BEST ANSWER.
I MARK MY ANSWERS CAREFULLY.

That's right! (Chart A.) To choose the best answer, you first ,

read all the answer choices. To choose the best answer, what do you
do first? (ER.)

READ ALL THE ANSWER CHOICES.

Exactly right! After you read all the answer choices, you think and
choose the best answer. What do you do after you read all the
answer choices?

I THINK AND CHOOSE THE BEST ANSWER.

Right! Then you are ready to mark the best answer Everyone, tell
me how you choose the best answer. (Use chart A.)#

READ ALL THE ANSWER CHOICES.
THINK AND CHOOSE THE BEST ANSWER.
MARK THE ANSWER BUBBLE CAREFULIY.

Great! .

Sometimes, the tepther tells you to pay attention. When a teacher tells you
to pay attention, (s)he wants you to listen, choose the bist answer, and
mark your answer carefully. What does a teacher want you to do when (s)he
tells you to pay attention? (Chart A.)

LISTEN.

THINK AND CHOOSE THE BEST ANSWER.
pnRK THE isEST ANSWER CAREFULLY.
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Turn to page 1. This is a vocabulary test.
Today you will learn how to take a vocabulary test (Chart I-4, "VOCABULARY
TEST"). When you take a vocabulary test, first you listen to the
teacher.

Optional:

What do you do first when you take a vocabulary test? (ER.)

FIRST I LISTEN TO MY TEACHER.

Great!

The teacher will read part of a sentence to you.

Optional:

What will you hear the teacher read to you?

I WILL HEAR THE TEACHER READ PART OF A SENTENCE.

Good!

V

After you listen you will think 'of the key word (or idPa).

Optional:

What will you do after ibu listen? (Everyone respOnds.) (Prompt if
necessary.)

AFTER I LISTEN I WILL THINK OF THE KEY WORD.

Optional:

To think of the key word, you think, "what is this sentence talking
about?" How do you decide the key word? (ER)

I DECIDE THE KEY WORD BY THINKING "WHAT IS THIS SENTENCE TALKING ABOUT?"

(Look at the sample on the chart.) Listen! "When someone is tired, they
" Tell me the key idea of the sentence. Think! "What

is this sentence talking about?" (ER.)

BEING TIRED.



7

You're rtght! The sentence is talking about what you do when you're
tired. Now you're ready for choosing the best answer that tells about
being tired. What do you do first? (Show chart A.) (ER.) (Prompt.)

FIRST I READ ALL THE ANSWER CHOICES AS THE TEACHER READS THEM OUT LOUD.

(Teacher and students read choices. Students point to each. Teacher may
use Chart I-4, Vocabulary Test.) (ER.)

a SELL
b RENT
c REST
d TURN

Now, think and choose the answer that tells about being tired.. What is
the best answer? (Point to it.) (ER.)

REST.

Answer "l" is REST. It is the best answer. You are right! Look at
the "vocabulary" test on your answer sheet. Point to "SAAPLEN on
the answer sheet. Which answer bubble is the best answer? (ER.)

ANSWER BUBBLE "t ".3

Right! Now mark the answer carefully, quick, dark, and inside the
line. (Check and prompt.)

Great! Point to number 1 id your workbook. (Reinforce direction
following.)

Listen! "A sack used for groceries is a ." Think!
"What is this sentence talking about?' What s the key idea? (ER.)

SACK - GROCERIES.

Right! Point to and read all the answer choices with me. (ER.)

a PAN
b BAG

c DISH
d BOX.

(Suggest students respond orally since you're working on learning the
process.)

Think and choose the best answer. (Allow think time.) Everyone,
tell me the best answer. (Everyone responds.)

"B" - BAG.

Now mark the best answer carefully on your answer sheet, row 1.
Which answer bubble do you mark?



"B" - ROW 1. (May need some guidance and prompting.)

Good! (Pause. 'Reinforce correct answer marked carefully on the answer
sheet. Check for Was dark, and inside the line.) You are
all exactly right! Point to number 2 in your (workbook)
booklet. Listen! "Someone who is not awake is 414

Think! Tell me the key idea.

NOT AWAKE.

Point to and read (soft whisper) all the answer choices with me.
(ER)

f PLAYING
g RUNNING
h SLEEPING

CALLING.

Think and choose the best answer, Mark the best answer
carefully. (Use answer sheet.) (Check to make sure everyone is doing it
correctly.) Everyone marked "h", "sleeping". Yoware right!

Point to number 3. Listen! "If the sun is shining, it is
Think - key idea. (Sun. shining.) Point to and read all
answer choiceschoices with me.

a DAY
b NIGHT
c DARK
d BLACK.

Think and choose the best answer. Tell me. (ER.)

"A" - DAY.

Mark the best answer carefully on your answer sheet. (Students
mark "a", day. Reinforce quick, dark, and inside the line. Reinforce
laying pencils down when finished.) Proof and correct if necessary.
(Chaet 1,6. Teat..her marks number 3.)

Great! Everyone marked their answer sheet correctly! I can see you're
going to be very good at taking tests. Thank you for working hard. I

will see you
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LESSON II: SYLLABLES TEST PRESENTATION

rZeview Lesson I.

When you take a'test, you work hard. When you do it the right way,
you show your teacher and parents what you have learned.

You did great last time!

Optional: ,

How did'you do last time?

I DID GREAT.

You will do great today!

Optiunal:

How will you ,do today? '(ER)

I WILL 'DO GREAT.,

Good!

You are learning how to do the RIG TEST! Last time, you did a
vocabqlary test. (Show Vot. Test - Chart 1,6). A vocabulary test asks
you the meaning of a word. What does a vocabulary test ask .you?

A VOCABULARY TEST ASKS YOU THE MEANING OF A WORD.

That's right! A vocabulary test asks you the meaning of a word.

Turn to page 1 in your workbook. (Chart 1,6). This is a vocabulary
test.

Last time you learned some, rules for taking a vocabulary test. You learned
how to pay attention. First, you listen to your teacher read part
of a sentence. Then you think of the key word, idea. "What is this
sentence talking about?"

Remedial:

The key idea may be difficult. If it is, try, choose the answer
that completes the sentence, or that makes the sentence sound
right.

Point to number 4 on your vocabulary test. Listen! "When someone
is angry, she is

f singing

g happy
h glad
j read

9
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(Be sure students point to each answer choice as teacher reads them
orally.) (Teacher models on Chart 1,6 ) Now, you chpose the best
answer. (Show Chart A.)

Remedial:

Now, what do you do?

I FIND THE ANSWER THAT TELLS ABOUT THE 'KEY WORD, IDEA,\dANGRY.N (This
may require some prompting.)

Point to the best answer. (Students point to mad.) You are right!
You are really good thinkers! Now, you are-ready to mark your answer
carefully., (Everyone marks answer on answer sheet. j -40.
Pause.)/

Remedial:

If/you are not sure, you use your own experience. When you are angry,.
do you sing? . . . are you happy? . . . are you glad? . . are you mad?
What is the best answer?

- MAD.

Good!

Everyone, how did you mark your answer carefully?

QUICK, DARK, AND INSIDE THE LINE!

Check. Did you mark your answer. carefully?

YES. (A)loviqime for proofing and correcting.)

Gooi! Sometimes you forget what the teacher said. If you forget
what the teacher said, raise your hand. What do you do when you
forget wha,t the teacher said? (ER)

I RAISE MY HAND.

That's right! Sometimes you don't understand the teacher. If you don't
understand the teacher, you raise your hand. What do you do when
you don't understand the teacher? (ER)

I RAISE MY HAND.

Good listening and answering! If you lose your place, raise your
hand and ask for help. Show me what you do when you lose your
place. (Students should raise their hand and when the teacher calls
on one, he should ask for help.)



3.1

Point to number 5 on your-vocabulary test. Listen! (Teacher reads
stem, mumbling some, and coughing in the middle. . .) "On a farm, a
shelter for animals is a . (Students should raise their
hands.) You really learnTWO" (Call on someone and encourage them
to sayi)

I DIDN'T UNDERSTAND.

Good! You raised your hand when you didn'tlunderstand. Why did you
raise your hand?

I DIDN'T UNDERSTAND.

Right! When else should you raise your hand? (ER)

IF I LOSE MY PLACE.
IF I FORGET WHAT THEJEACHER SAID.

Good remembering! Let's practice.

Point to number 5 again. Listen! "On a farm, a shelter for animals
is a ." "a - plane, b - car, c - barn, d - ship ".

Now choose the best answer that completes the sentence. (Pause)
Mark it carefully. (Use Chart A if you forget'what to do. (Observe
to see if students follow thb steps on the.chart. Help as you observe need.
Praise desired process, e.g., "Good reading all the answer
choices.n "Good marking carefully on your answer sheet.).

The bett answer is c barn.

You can do a vocabulary test! Sometimes you may 7ot know the beat answer. ,

What shouldNyou do?

USE MY OWN EXPERIENCES.

Good. What do you do if you still don't know the answer?

GUESS.

Oh, is it OK to guess now?

YES.
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Remedial:

How do you use your own experiences?

THINK ABOUT THE .WORD(S) I KNOW..
DECIDE IF'IT CAN BE THE ANSWER. CHOOSE IT IF IT CAN BE THE
ANSWER.

Good! If you don't know all' the words, you can use ,your experiences
and make a best guess. What can you do if you don't know all the
words?

USE MY EXPERIENCES.
MAKE A BEST GUESS!

Right! When you think about the words you know and they (or it) are not
the right answer, you choose word you don't know. This is your,best
guess. Look at the answer choices for' number 5. Maybe you know about
"b", "car" and "d", "ship". Is "car" the right answer? Is it
a shelter for animals on a farm?

NO

Is "ship" the right answer? Is it a shelter for animals on a farm?-

NO

1.

Then, you know answers "b" and "d" are not the best answers. What is your
best guess?

THE ONES I DON'T KNOW. "A" OR "C".
e

Right!

Remedial:

Maybe you know "b", "car" and "c", "barn ". Is "car" the right answer?

NO

Is "barn" the right answer?

YES.

Then what is the best guess?

BARN.

Great!

Remember, if you don't know all the answer choices, you think 'about the ones
yoll know first. What do you do first?



THINK ABOUT THE ONES I KNOW FIRST.

Then, what do you do?

I DECIDE IF IT COULD BE THE RIGHT ANSWER,. I USE MY OWN EXPERIENCES. IF IT
CAN, THEN I CHOOSE IT FOR MY BEST GUESS.

What do you do if it isn't the right answer?

I GUESS FROM A'WORD I DON'T KNOW. Mb

Great! You are learning a lot about taking tests! Now, you are going to
learn how to take a "syllables" test. What kind of test are you going to
take?

A SYLLABLES TEST.

Open your workbook to page 2.
This is a Syllables Test (Chart

When you take a sylYaikles test,
divided the right walt.;4-Look at

all the words. 'Then ydu. think,
at all the words. Think, "What

you decide (think of) which word is
SAMPLE A.' First, you look at
"What is this word?" Everyone, look
is the. word?" Tell me the word.

ANIMAL (Teacher may need to provide the word.)

Yes, animal is the word. Now, choose the best answer, the word that
is divided into three parts, syllables, the right way. Point to the
best answer. Yes, 'the word parts, syllables, are an i mal.
The best answer choice is "b". (Teacher points to answer choice "b" on
Chart II, .) This answer shows how to divide animal into three
syllables:--After you choose the best answer, you say the word parts,
syllables; then say the whole word.

0

Remedial:

Listen to the
this with me.

syllables as you say the word. Everyone, do

AN I MAL AN

Good! Does this sound the r

YEAS

ht way?

Mark the best answer on your answer sheet. Point to "Word Study
Skills" near the bottomof t4he page. See "SAMPLES". Look at row A.
The correct answer "5" is marked.

13



Now, look at SAMPLE B in your workbook. First, look at
all the answer choices.

Then, think, "What is themord?" Everyone,
me. '(ER)

FISHERMAN
\

,

!Good! Choose'the best answer, the word that
three word parts, syllables, the right way,
answer. ' (Teacher may point to answer "f" on
point in their workbook.)

What does this answer tell you?

say the word with

is divided into
Point to the best
the Chart II, as students

HOW TO DIVIDE' "FISHERMAN" INTO.THREE SYLLABLES (WORD PARTS) THE RIGHT
WAY.

Good remembering!

Remedial:

Everyone, say the word parts, syllables; then,

FISH ER MAN FISHERMAN

Does this sound the right way?

YES

say the whole word.

Remedial:

If, you don't know the word, look for a' ltttle word in the 'big word.
Choose it for your best guess. How do you choose a best guess?

LOOK FOR A LITTLE WORD IN THE BIG WORD.

Look at Sample B. Answer choice "f" has two little words.
are they? (Prompt.)

FISH MAN.

Answer choice "h" has one little word. What is it?

MAN.

Choose answer choice "f" for your best guess. Why?

IT HAS-TWO LITTLE WORDS. IT HAS MORE LITTLE WORDS.

Right! _

..111.

What

257
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Mark the'best answer, "f" on your answer sheet.

15

Remedial:

Find row "B" in the "Sample Box", Word Study Skills. Mark "f"
carefully, quick, dark, and inside the line. Ueinforce careful
marking.)

Great! You did it the right way. Point to number 1 inyour
workbook. What do you do first? (Students may need prompting.)

LOOK AT ALL THE WORDS.

Right! Everyone, look at 411 the words. (Reinforce looking behavior.)
Think! Choose the best answer.

Remedial:

What do you look for?

0

A WORD THAT IS DIVIDED INTO THREE PARTS, SYLLABLES, THE RIGHT
WAY.

Point to the best answer. (Check to see if students point to
"Ws answer choice.)

The answer choice "b" is correct! Excellent!

Remedial:

Does, mail box es sound the right way?

YES

1111 11...

You are ready to mark the best answer. Everyone, mark the bOst
answer on your answer sheet. (ER.) (Reinforce "laying pencil down" when
finished.)

(Check to see if everyone marks "b" in row 1 on the answer
sheet. This may need reinforcement, e.g., "I like the way on
remembered to mark his answer on his answer sheet! ")

Point to number 2 in your workbook. (Teacher prompts as
students work independently.) Choose and mark the best answer.
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Remedial:

1. Look at all the words.
2. Think! What is the word?".
3. Choose the word that is divided into three syllables the right

way. (Find little words in the big word.)
4. Say the word parts, saythe,word. "Does it SAA the 1

right way?"
5. Mark the best answer on your answersheet!

(Pause.) (Teacher checks fo, the the best answer - "j".) ,(Teacher
points to wr on Chart II,

(Teacher may need to assist students. Teacher may need to provide word.
If this happens, suggest:

Remedial:

If you don't know the word, look for little words in.the answer >

choices. Answer 'choice ".f" has road; answer choice "go has
"road; answer choice "h" doesn't have any; and answer choice "j" has
road and run.

Which word would be your best guess? Why?

"J ". IT HAS TWO LITTLE WORDS. THE OTHERS ONLY HAD.. ONE.

Is it OK to guess if you can't read the word?

YES

Right! You just might get it correct! In this example you would have
gotten it right! What do you do if you don't know the word?

, s

LOOK FOR LITTLE WORDS THAT I KNOW. THEN GUESS THE ANSWER.

Why would you guess?
3

I MIGHT GET IT RIGHT.

-You. are right! Good thinking!

You know how to take a syllablei test and a vocabulary test.
You have really worked hard today! Thank you! I'll see you next

, 40

2.59
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LESSON hi: LETTER-SOUNDS TEST PRESENTATION

L_Revi2W Lessons I and IL.

17

Everybody has been doing a terrificjcb learning how to take tests. I cans'1'

......

tell you are all going to learn how to be super test takers. Now, I

want you to work a hard today as you did for me last time. Do you think
you can do that? .

YES.

Good! We'll practice taking a vocabulary test. Turn to page 1 in your
workbook.* Look at number 6 in your workbook. (Teacher uses chart I, .)

This is a vocabulary test. What does a vocabulary test as you to do?

A VOCABULARY TEST ASKS THE MEANING A WORD.

. . . TO COMPLETE A SENTENCE THE RIGHT'WAY.

Good! When you take a vocabulary, test you listen to the teacher.

Optional:

Listen for the key word; idea, in the sefltence. What do you
listen for?

KE7 WORD 'IDEA
=14.01..10.....

If you do not undertInd the teacher, what do you do?

RAISE MY , 1.

If you break yourp.Heil, raise youi'4hand. Now, listen. "When you
ride a horse, you r:le in a ." "f - saddle, g - chair, h -
wagon, j - cage." Chose thi-Eiif-VIEWer. (Wait for students to
read, think, and choose. They may need prompting from Chart A.)
Point to the best answer.

SADDLE "F".

You are right! You ride 'n a saddle when you ride on a horse. Mark it
carefully on your answe, sheet. (Teacher may need to assist.)

Remedial:

If you could not read some of the words, you choose your best guess.
What do you do if you do not know some of the words?

T CHOGSE MY BEST GUESS.

260
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Remedial:

How do you chose your best guess? (Prompt.)

THINK ABOUT THE WORD (ANSWER CHOICES) I KNOW. USE MY OWN EXPERIENCES.

Good! When your ride on a horse, do you ride ih a wagon? (M
L

t

imagine a hors 'with a waclonon its back and you in it!)

NO.

So, you know w ggn is not the answer/. Now you know the ans
the other word . Can you think of something you ride in wh
a horse?

a

er is ore of
n you ride on

YES, SADDLE.

Great! You al eady know what you Mid e in, a saddle. One/of the words is
sad-dle. Now, what is your best uess?

?
SADDLE.

.

Super!' You ar right! Even whe you can't read all th words, you can
choose your he t guess. You mig t get it right! What o you do when
you can't read all the words?

I CHOOSE MY BEST GUESS.

Good thinking!I You might get it right!

1--Turn to page 2 it your workbook.. his is a syllables test.
When you take a syllables test, you decide (think of) Which word is
divided the right\ way. What do-you do when you take al syllables test?

I DECIDE WHICH WOD IS DIVIDED THE'R ,GHT WAY.

Right! First, you look at all the wo s.

Then you think, "hat is the word?"

veryone, point to\number 3. (Teacher p
at all the words. Think, "What is the w
not be able to rea the word. If so, do

APARTMENT.

Mark the best answer on your answer sheet. ,(Help students find Word
Study Skills sectiori under Samples A and B.

"A" - A PART MEN\l'.)

(Prompt and check.)

ints on chairt 11,3.) Look
rd"? (Some students may
the remedial exercise.) Tell me.



Remedial
I

When you don't know the word, look for little words in the word. Are

there any little words inside this word?

YES.

What is it?

ANSWER CHOICE "A": A PART
ANSWER CHOICE "0": A
ANSWER CHOICE "B": ART.

Good! Which would be the one you choose as your best guess? You

might be right!

ANSWER CHOICE "A".

Remedial:

Great! You are right! The word parts, syllables, are apart -ment. Does

this sound right?

YES.

Everyone choose the best answer for number 4. (Observe, prompt

individuals, and reinforce steps:)

Remedial:

a) Look at all the choices.
b) Think, "What is the word?"
c) Choose the word that is divided the right way.
d) Say the wurd to see if it sounds right.
e) Mark the best answer carefully.) (Refer' students to answer

sheet.)

Remedial (if students cannot do step b.)

Are there any little words inside the big word that you know?

YES.

What?

DEN.

Then which answer is your best gress?

THE THIRD ONE - "H".

Rhht! Your best guess is the right answer. Great!

19
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Everyone, choose the best answer for number 5. (Observe, prompt
individual, and reinforce steps. Do remedial if needed.) Mark it
carefully on your answer sheet. Tell me the answer you marked on your
answer sheet.

"C" - BUT-TER-FLY.

You are sure working hard! That is right! What do you Co when you can't
.read the word? (Teacher may need to prompt.)

I CHOOSE MY BEST GUESS.
FIND LITTLE WORDS IN THE BIG WORD.

That is a good answer. You should guess and go on to the next ooe. You
might get it right!

All of you did really well on these tests. Now you are ready to learn how
to take a new kind of test. Thi!, test is called a letter-sounds test.
(Chart III, .) What is this test called?

A LETTER-SOUNDS TEST.

Turn to page 3 in your workbook. Good turning to page 3 quickly!
What do you do if you don't understand the teacher?

I RAISE MY HAND.

Right! What do you do if yo"" forget or lose your place?

I RAISE MY HAND.

Good remembering how to get help! I will look at SAMPLE C. My turn.
(Teacher models process on chart III, .) The directions tell me to look
at the word with the underlined letter 7). I can call this the "key word".
Point to the "key word" in Sample C. (Teacher points to "play".) Good
pointing. (Teacher praises self for pointing to Sample C on chart model
(Chart The underlined letter or letters stand for a sound. What
dotes) the underlined letter(s) stand for?

A SOUND. (Teacher answers own question.)

Right! Next, I say ("2 foot voice") the key word and listen fot
the sound of the underlined letter(s). (A "2 foot voice" is one that goes
out from person about 2 feet. Teacher can measure. This is like a
whisper.)

Now I read the three words under the "key" word. (Teacher reads: cat,

way, care.) I think, "Which word has the'same sound in it?" Then I

choose that word for the best answer. I say the "key word", play,
and the best answer, way. Do I hear the same sound? (Teacher answers
self.) Yes! Now I am ready to mark the best answer on the answer sheet
carefully. (Teacher marks.) I can do the letter-sound test. Now it's
your turn.



Point to the directions at the top of page 3. (Check and reinforce
pointing.) Read them to yourself as I read them aloud: "Read the first
word. The letter or letters that are underlined stand for a sound. Find
the answer choice that has the same sound. Mark the answer carefully on the
answer sheet.

Everyone, point to Sample C in your workbook. First read the word with
the underlined letters. We'll r411 this the "key word". Everyone, read
the key word with me. (Teacher and students read.)

PLAY.

Good! The underlined letters stand for a sound. What do the underlined
letters stand for?

A .1UND.

Right! Say "play". (Use 2-foot voice.)

PLAY.

'That sound do the letters stand for?

iT/.

You're right! /T/. Now read the three words under the "key" word.
(Teacher reads with students.)

CAT, WAY, CARE.

Think, "Which word has the /a/ sound in it?

Remedial:

Say 5/ - cat. Does "cat" have the 5/7

NO.

Say 5/ - way. Does "way" have the 5/2

YES.

Say /a/ - care. Does "care" have the /a /?

NO.

Thtm,' "Which word has the 5/ sound in it?"

WAY.

Right! What is the best answer?

- WAY.

264
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Mark the best answer carefully on your answer sheet, "SAMPLE C". (Observe
students as they mark answer bubble "bm.)

All of you did the letter-sounds test the right way. Everyone point to
number 11. Read the word with the underlined letters. (Teacher
reads with students.)

WET.

What letter is underlined?

What does the underlined letter stand for?

A SOUND. /W/

Great! Say "wet". Listen for the sound the underlined letter stands
for.

WET.

Now read the three words under the "key" word, (Teacher reads with
students.) .

NEW, WALK,-WHEN.

Remedial: (Guess strategy.) (If students can not read words.)

When you can't read the words, read the one(s) you can. It might be the
best answer.'

Or find an answer choice with the same letter as the one(s) underlined.
It might be right. If there is more than one word, choose the word that
has the same pattern as the key word.

Think, "Which word has the same sound as the underlined letter in "wet"?

(Teacher may need to do remedial.)

- WALK.

You are right! Say "wet" and "walk".

WET - WALK.

Wes walk have, the sale sound as the underlined "w" in "wet"?

1 YE S.
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WALK - "B".

Then walk is the best answer. Mark the best answer on your answer sheet
carefully. (Observe students as they mark "b" on row, 11 under SAMPLE
C. Reinforce.) All of you con take a letter-sound test! Super!

I can tell you're all working hard, You are good test takers.
Thanks for working so hard! I'll 'see you next

.00

I
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LE.SSOM IV: VOCABULARY, SYLLABUS, AND LETTER SOUNDS

PRESENTATION (REVIEW)

You have been workidg very hard! You have learned how to take three kinds
( of tests: vocabulary, syllables, and letter-sounds. Today you will

practice taking these tests.

Turn to page 1 in your student workbook. This is a vocabulary test.
You will remember that a vocabulary test asks you the meaning of a word.

Remedial:

What does a vocabulary test do?

IT ASKS THE MEANING OF A WORD.

When you take a vocabulary test, you listen to the teacher and
listen for the key word, idea. What do you do when you take a
vocabulary test?

I LISTEN TO THE.TeACHER AND LISTEN FOR THE KEY WORD, IDEA.

Then you choose the best answer. How do you choose the best answer
(chart A)?

1. I READ ALL THE ANSWER CHOICES.
2. I THINK and CHOOSE THE BEST ANSWER. (THAT COMPLETES THE

SENTENCE.).

3. I MARK .THE BEST ANSWER.

What do you do if you get lost, or don't understand?

I RAISE MY HAND.

If you break your pencil, what should you do?

RAISE MY HAND.

Great! You really have 'remembered!

Point to number 7. Listen, "An example of a vegetable is a .

"a - cookie, b - muffin, c - banana, d - beans." (What is the key word,
idea?)

(VEGETABLE.)

Remed i al:

If the key word is difficult, teacher might have students choose the
word that completes the sentence.

Riaht! Choose the best answer. (Reinforce students as they go through
the stet; ) Mark the best answer on your answer sheet (under
Vocabulary) carefully. (Reinforce careful marking - quick, dark, and
inside the line.) What is the best answer?

"0", HANS.

?67
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Point to number 8. Listen, "A doctor is called when someone is
." "f - buy, g - happy, h - sick, j - fine." Think! CHWhat is

the key word, idea?"] Choose the best answer. Mark the best
answer on your answer sheet carefully. (Teacher checks to see if students
marked "h" in row 7 under Vodabulary on their answer sheet.)
Tell me the best answer.

"H", SICK.

Great! (Discuis how students chose best answer. Have them share how they
may have made a best guess.)

Point to number 9. Listen, "When you draw a line below a picture, you draw
ell "a - beside it, b - over it, c - around it, d - under it." ,

Mai ("What is the key word, idea?" or Choose the answer that makes
the sentence sound right or . . . that completes the sentence the right
way.) Tell me.

DRAW BELOW A PICTURE.

Remedial:

You may not know which word is the best answer. Think! When you
draw below, do you draw under it? Use your own experience.

YES.

Would "under it" fit the key idea?

YES.

Think! When you draw below, do you draw over it?

NO.

Would "over it" fit the key idea?

NO.

Think! When you draw below, do you draw beside it?

NO.

Think! When you draw below, do you draw around it?

NO.

Now, choose the best answer.

UNHR IT. HD"

,f)(,(1 choosing! Mark the best answer carefully on your answer sheet.
(D,pinforce.)

BEST COPY AVAILABLE 266



Remedial:

When you do not know which wOrd is the best answer, you look at the little
word(s) in the big word. Then you think, "Does that little word (or Do
these little words) fit the key idea?" What do you do when you do not
know which word is the best answer?

LOOK AT THE LITTLE.WORD(S) IN THE BIG' WORDS. THINK, "DOES THAT ,FIT THE

KEY WORD, IDEA?"

Excellent! Then you make a best guess.

Is it OK to make a best guess when you don't know the answer?

YES.

Yes, it is ok to guess!

Point to number 10. Listen, "Another word for said is
"f - saw, g - put, h - sat, j - told." Think and choosiIFTgest
answer. Mark the best answer. (Reinforce correct student
responses.) Tell me the correct answer.

"J", TOLD.

You are correct!
lt

/r---

Which test asks you to decide which is the. correct way to divide the
word? (Assist if needed.)

SYLLABLES TEST.

Good remembering! Now turn to page 2 in your workbook. (chart II, ).

This is a syllables test. What do you do when you take a syllables
test? (May need to prompt.)

DECIDE WHICH WORD IS DIVIDED THE RIGHT WAY.

Right! First, you look at all the words. What do you do
first?

I LOOK AT ALL THE WORDS.

Good! Then you think, "What is this word?" What do you think?

ti

"WHAT IS THE WORD?"

Right!

Point to number 6 on page 2. What do you do first? LOOK AT

ALL THE WORDS. (Have students do this.)

Nt do you think?

269
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"WHAT ,IS THIS WOA?" (Have students do this.)

Tell me the word.

POLICEMAN. (Teacher may need to assist.)

Right! Point to the word that is divided the right way. (Students
point to answer "g".) Mirk the best answer on your answer sheet under
Word Study Skills, SAMPLES A AND B. (Observe to see if students mark
"g" on row 6.)

1

.

Good! Everyone knows how\ to do the syllables test.

Remedial:

If you don't know the word,, what do you do? (May need prompting.)

LOOK FGR LITTLE WORDS IN THE WORD.

Then you make a guess. Is it ok toiouess?,

YES.

That's good! When you don't know the word, you can guess. You might
get it right.

Point to number 7. Choose the best answer. Point to the
best answer. (If students are not correct, tell them to make a best guets.)
Answer "d" is the best answer. Mark the best answer on your answer

sheet carefully. (Reinforce correct marking.) Point to number 8.
Choose the best answer. Mark the best answer on your answer sheet.
("j" - riv-er-boat.) (Proof and correct.) 1Did anyone choose a best
guess? Did you look for a little word that you know? Was your best
guess correct? -Allow time for responses.)

You will begin with number-9: In each question, the same word is
divided into syllables in four different ways. Decide Which is the correct
way to divide the word. Then mark theispace for the answer you have
chosen.

When you come to the bottom of the page where it says "STOP", put your
pencil down and wait. If you finish early, you may check your work
on this page only. Do not go on until I tell you to. Does
everyone understand what to do? (Praise students for raising their hand if
they do not understand.)

After three minutes (or sooner, if all are finished) say: Stop! Put

your pencil down now. (Monitor. If you see student problems, take time now
to review, i.e., looking for little words to help in choosing best place for
word division and looking at prefixes (i.e., sub) and suffixes (i.e.,
er, tion.)



\ Turn to page 3 (chart 111,4) in your workbook. Remember the directions
for a "Letter-Sound" test. First, you look at the wprd with the

', underlined letter. What do you loOk at first?1

"';THE WORD WITH THE Ot\DERLINED LETTER.

God! We might call this the "key word".- Point to number 12. 'Point to
t e word with the underlined letter. (Check.) Think! "What letter
is underlined?" Tell me.

A.

\-
Good. Think! What'does the underlined letter stand for? ,(May need
proMring.)

A SOUND. /A/

Great!' Say "can ". Listen for the sound the underlined letter stands
for..

CAN.

Now read\ the three words under the "key" word'. (Teacher reads with
students.\)

CANE, BABY, LAST.

Think! "Which word has the same .sound as thetunderlined letter. in
can?" Tel me.

LAST.

Good thinking! You are right! Say "can" and last.

CAN, LAST.

Does last h 4 the same sound as the underlined a in can?

YES.

Then last is tile\best answer. Mark the best answer ("h" - last) on
our answer sheet under SAMPLE C, row 12, Word Study Skills, carefully.
Observe. and reinforce.).

Remedial:

If you don't know the words, look for a word that has the same letter(s)
as the underlined letter(s). Then you make a guess. What do you do if
you don't know the words? (May need to prompt.)

LOOK FOR A WORD WITd THE SAME LETTER OR LETTERS - THEN GUESS.

Good. It is OK to ouess if you don't know the answer.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Begin with number 13 and continue to the end of the page. When you see
the sign "go on", go to page 4. Continue until you come' to 'the..
"stop" sign. "Stop" and lay down your pencil. If you finish early,
you may go back to page 3 and check your work through page 4. Do all of
you understand? (Respond to raised hands and .questions.) (Prompt as
students work. Reinforce.)

Begin! (After 3 minutes, say) "Stop". Lay your pencils down. (Teacher may.
need to reinforce guessing strategy - pacing.- if you don't knoq, guess,
and go on;.or marking behavior.)

You have really worked hard today. You know how to take three kinds of
tests: vocabulary, syll4bles, and letter-sounds. Fantastic! I'll see you

If students need additional practice, teacher may use 'nips 5-8.
additional answer sheet will be needed.
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LESSON V: COMPREHENSION A

Review: Lew; I,, II, III, and IV.

Now you're going to practice taking a comprehension test. Turn to page
9. (Chart V,27, will be used for this kection.) Look at the "DIRECTIONS"
at the top of the pagt. 'First, they teli%lou to road the passage
carefully. (ChartB.) WhatIdo,you do first?

READ THE'PASSAGE.

Good! Theh you read each .question in `tire column beside the passage.
(Chart 'B - Read - Step 1.) (Have students point to the question.)

Next you choose'the best answer for each question.. When you
choose the best answer you, first, read all the answer choices
(Chart A - Read - Step; 1.) What do you do after' you read each
question?

.

I CHOOSE THE BEST ANSWER FOR EACH QUESTION or, EADIALL THE ANSWER CHOICES. N\\\

You are right.

Remedial: (If response above is I CHOOSE THE BEST ANSWER.)

What do you do first when you choose the!,st answer?

I READ ALL THE ANSWER CHOICES.

Next, you think and choose the best answer to the question. Then you
'mark the best answer carefuTly. (Point to chart V,27.)

q

First, you will read the passage carefully. (Teacher modals, reads
passage out loud.) Then, you read the question number 1. (Teacher
models, reads question

THIS STORY TELLS ABOUT.

Next, you read all the answer choices. (Teacher models, reads and
points to answer choices: "bones" "air", "birds", and "holes" as
students point and read.) Now you'think about what the story told you.

,Then you read the question and all the answer choices again. Everything
in this story tells about birds. So birds is the best answer. What
is the best answer? (Students respvd with teacher.)

BIRDS.
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Right! Now you mark the best answer on your answer sheet. (Find

Reading Comprehension" section, /number 1. Teacher and studentis marl
answer bubble "c" on answer she c..) If you don't know the answer, yoU can
look back in the story to help 1YOU.

Remedial (to help students look back in tn2 suJry):

I did not choose holes, because holes is telling something about birds.

didnot choose bones bkause bones is telling something about birds.

I did not choose air because air is telling something about birds.

The story is about birds.

Now you are ready to read question number 2. First, read the
passage. (Teacher reads orally' as students read since you're working on the
process now. Students may not need to reread passage.)

Point to number 2. Read the ,question. (Teacher reads orally as
students read Olently.)

Read all the answer choices. (Teacher reads orally as students read
silently.) Think and choose the best answer. Mark it carefully. (Teacher
checks and prompts as necessary.) (Teacher points to chart V,27, question
#2.)

Remedial:

You can look in the story and find the sentence that tells about
"holes in the bones". (Point to the sentence and read it.) Everyone
read this sentence with me:

T!E HOLES IN THE BONES HAVE AIR IN THEM.

Now you think and choose the best answer. The best answer is "f",
air. Mark the best answer carefully on your answer sheet. (Students
mark "a" quick, dark, and inside the line.) Did you mark the best
answer. carefully - quick, dark, and Inside the line? (Teacher
checks to make sure every)ne has marked correctly.)

You are right!

Remedial (error in marking):

Good checking! Now, erase your mark and du it the right way. (e.g.,
er3seord mark inside the line.)

Now what do you do? (ER.)

PLAn QUESTION NUMBER 3.

di
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Read it with me. cER.)

IN WHICH CLASS WOULD YOU READ THIS STORY?

RRemedial: \

The stbry doesn't give you the answer. Youlthink ab ut your own
experiences. When do you read about birds? L Do you r ad about birds in
math? (ER.) \

\

\

Do you read about bteds in science? I (ER.)

YES.

Do you read about:bie s in art? (ER.)

NC. (SOMETIMES.)

Do you read about birds in music? .(ER.) I

NO (SING ABOUT THEM.).

, Now you choose the J,st answer. Point to it. It is "science,
answer bubble "c". Mirk the beSt ans4ee carefully on your an wer sheet.

i (Mark quick, dark, and inside the line.) (Reinforce careful arking.)

)1

Note: Use your own experience if the,story doesn't tell the 11.swer or if

you can't read all the words.

Super!

Teacher may need to read the passage and test items and choice with
students orally while they learn the process.

) \
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Remedial (observe to identify problems:)

After everyone is finished, (questions #I-#3), go over the process with
them. Monitor and reinforce the process as it is demonstrated, e.g.,
"Good reading the passage first." "Good reading the
question." "Good reading all the answer choices." "Good looking
in the passage." "Good thinking." "Good marking the rignt answer
carefully!"

Everyone, what is the best answor for number 1?

Right! How did you choose "c"?

I THOUGHT ABOUT THE STORY AND THE QUESTION. THE STORY WAS ABOUT BIRDS.
BONES, HOLES, AND AIR WERE TELLING ABOUT BIRDS.

(If someone marked incorrectly, have them erase and correct their.
answer.) Everyone, what is the best answer for number 2?

"F".

Right again! How did you choose "f"?

I LOOKED iN THE STORY. I FOUND THE SENTENCE THAT TELLS ABOUT "HOLES IN
THE BONES".

Fantastic! You are really doing good thinking. (Have everyone proof and
corr number 2.) Everyone, what is the best answer for question number
3?

"C".

That is eActly right! How did you think and choose "c"?

I THOUGHT ABOUT MY OWN EXPERIENCES.

(Have students proof and correct.)

You are learning fast. Today you learned how to take a comprehension test.
You learned how to.think and choose the best answer: (Chart B
review.) - Think about what the story tells you.

- Find information in the story that matches information fn the
question.

- Use your own experiences, what you have seen or done.

Thank you for working SG hard! You are good test takers!
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If you can't read all the words in the story, question, and answer choices,
you can IcJk for key question words or phrases in the question and in
the story. look at number 2. Look at the phrase, "holes in the
bones ". Find it in the story. Now look at the answer choices. Is there
a word in an answer choice and also in the sentence you pointed to ii the
story?

YES.

What is it?

AIR.

So "air' would be a best guess. It is right, too.

F-When you take a comprehension test, you read different kinds of
passages. Sometimes the passage like a story. The passage about,
birds was like a story.

.

4ometimes the passage is like a, letter. On page 10, the passage is
Tike a letter. What is this passage like?

ti

A LETTER.

-111111111,

Remedial:
When you read a passage that is like a letter, you look for the
name of the person who wrote it. What do you look for?

THE NAME OF THE PERSON WHO WROTE THE LETTER.

Who wrote this letter? (ER.)

D4N.

Then you look at the letter. Who will get Dan's letter? (ER.) (May 4
need to assist.)-

DR. SAM.

The letter tells you what Dan wantedto say to Dr. Sam. What does
the letter tell you? (ER.)

WHAT DAN WANTS TO SAY TO DR. SAM.
.41

P

Now, you read to find out what Dan says to Dr. Sam. Read this letter to
yourself as I read it out loud. (Teacher reads letter, "Dear Dr. Sam....")
After you read the letter you read question number 4. Read with
MQ. (ER.) (Note: The question is in the right column.)

311 WROTE TO A.

;o0d! Whit do you do next/ (Chart B.) BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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READ ALL THE ANSWER CHOICES.
I A

Read all the answer choices with me. (ER.) (Vote: answer chirice
are in 2 columns.)

DEN, DOCTOR, MAMMAL, SNAKE.

Good!

Remedial:
Now think. Who did Dan write to?, Point to the part of the letter
that tells the answer. (Students should point to "Dear Dr. Sam".) What
clue will 'help you?

DR. - HIS TITLE.

Right!

Now choose the best answer. (Pvse.) Mark the best answer carefully.
Which answer did you,mark?

"G" DOCTOR.

You : e exactly right! Remember that sJmetimes the passage uses
abbreviations. Now point to number 5. Read the question with me.
(ER.)

DAN LEARNED THAT MAMMALS

Now read ali the answer choices.

GO TO SLEEP WHEN THEY GET COLD.
STAY AWAKE IN THE,COLD.
ARE SNAKES.
DO NOT HAVE A TEMPERATURE.

Remedial:

How do you think? (Point to chart B.) #1. What is the letter
about? and (Pause) #2. What is the "key idea" of the question? Look
A the words and question words. What is the question asking about?

MAMMALS.

Good. You can guess, the "idea" even.when you can't read it. Now look in
the story. Find the sentence or sentences that tel about the key idea

1in the story, mammals. Point to it, ("I'm sure glad I'm a
mammal so my temperature stays the same. I don't go to sleep like snakes
do everytime I get cold.")

r

You learned tt,it Dan is a mammal.

leirned that Dan does not go to sleep when he gets cold. So,
mammals don't go to sleep everytime they are cold.



Did Dan learn that mammals go to sleep everytime they get cold?

NO:

Did Dan learn that mammals can stay awake even when they get cold? Why?

YES. (BECAUSE HE'S A MAMMAL AND HE DOESN'T GO TO SLEEP EVERYTIME HE GETS
COLD.),

Remedial:

Did Dan learn that snakes are mammals?

NO.

Did Dan learn that mammals do not haye a temperature?

NO:

Good! Now choose the best answer. Everyone point to the answer.
(peck.) Mark the best answer carefully! (Students mark answer
u fl.)

Great! You did it exactly right! Now, do number S, (Teacher i.cpts
individuals as necessary.) (Check "j".)

[
This may be an appropriate place to end this session, depending upon
student's pacing.

Sometimes; the passage has pictures and directions in it. You
use the pictures and directions when you answer the questions.
Turn to page 11. This is a comprehension test. The passage has
pictures and directions. What does the pasSage have?

PICTURES ANL DIRECTIONS.

Right! You will use the pictures and directions to answer the
questions What will you use to answer the questionS?

PICTURES AND DIRECTIONS.
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Remeaial:
You are/ready to do the test. (Show chart B.) What do you do first?
(Point tochart.) Say it with me.

READ THE PASSAGE.

READ THE QUESTIONS.
READ ALL THE. ANSWER CHOICES.

You are right! Everyone, read With me. (Teacher and students read
orally from chart B.) Now you think. How do you think? (Show chart
B. Point to chart.) Say it with me.

1. WHAT IS' THE STORY ABOUT? (Pause.)
2. WHAT IS THE "KEY IDEA, WORD" OF. THE QUESTION? (Pause.)
3. FIND THE SENTENCE(S) IN THE PASSAGE THAT TELLS ABOUT THE "KEY IDEA,

WORD". (Pause.)
4. THINK ABOUT AND CHOOSE .THE BEST ACWER.

41

Read the passage with me, out loud. (Teacher and students read together.
Focus is now on the process.) That was good reading with me. What do youdo next? (Point to chart B.)

READ THE QUESTION NUMBER 7.

Right! Read the first question under the passage with me. (Teacher and
students read together.)

WHEN PUT TOGETHER THE YUM-YUM WILL LOOK LIKE A

Now what should you do? (Chart B.)

READ ALL THE ANSWER CHOICES.

Good thinking! You read all the answer choices. Read with me.

SANDWICH.
PIE.

BOX.

CANDY BAR.

Next you think and then choose the best answer. This passage tells
how to make yum-yums. The question asks what yum-yums look like. look at

passage. What will help you answer the question?

THE PICTURE.
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Optionel:

Good. Look on the chart, (Chart 8, #3). Read with me. (ER.)

FIND THE SENTENCE(S) IN THE PASSAGE THAT TELLS ABOUT THE "KEY IDEA".

Now, there i& no sentence that tells' what the yum-yum looks like.
But there is something else. What is it? (ER.)

THE PICTURE.

Super! You did good thinking. (Teacher adds the word "pictures" on chart
B, #2, C, blank space.) Sometimes a picture tells the answer to
question. What does the picture tell you? What does the yum-yum look like?
(ER.) (Prompt. "Look at the answer choices.") Use your own experiences
and look at the picture.

IT LOOKS LIKE A SANDWICH.

Now you choose the best answer. (Teacher may need to read choices
orally with students.) (Students should point to "a".) Good! Mark the..
best answer for number 7 on your answer sheet. (Students mark "a".)

Great! You learned how to think and choose the.best answer by using a
picture in the passage. Point to number 8. Read the question with
me. (ER.)

STEP 5 TELLS YOU HOW TO ..w.err.4 p=6

Remedial:

Step 5 is a part of the directions for the recipe.

P.Pad the answer choices. (ER with teacher.)

Ear NE YUM-YUM.
rHE YUM-YUM TOGETHER.

YAKE THE YUM-YUM.

j:00e, THE YUM-YUM.
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Now you are eady to think and choose the best answer.

r
Remedia
How do

FIRST

You' v

I 4S

Wha

1:

you think? (Chart B.)

I ASK MYSELF, "WHAT IS THE PASSAGE ABOUT?"

e already done that. Then you do what?

K MYSELF, "WPAT IS THE 'KEY IDEA, WORD' OF THE QUESTION?"

t is it? Tell me. (EP.)

srEp 5 - TELLS.

uod! What does number 3 on the chart (chart B) say? (ER with teacher.)
Everyone read with me.

3. FIND THE SENTENCE(S) (PICTURES, ) IN THE PASSAGE THAT
TELL ABOUT THE "KEY IDEA".

Everyone point to step 5. (Students should point to step 5.) Let's
read it together. (ER.)

5. BAKE AT 350° F. FOR 5 MINUTES.

Good reading! Now think about the answur choices, and choosy the
best answer.

Re oedial:

(Teacher points to number 3 on chart B.) Does step 5 tell you how to
eat the yum-yum?

NO

Does step 5 you how to put the yum-:,um together?

NO!

Does step 5 tell you how to make the yum-yum?

NO! (May need to clarify that it only tells one thing about how to make
the yum-yum.)

foes step 5 tell you how to coil( the yum-yum?

YES.

Mark the best answer on your answer sheet. (Check j.) (Pause.)

39
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Sometimes the answer uses a word that means aboUt the same as a word in,
the passage sentence. What word means'about the same as cook in the

. passage? (ER.)

0

BAKE.

Optional:
;

So, we, can add something to step #2, C. That is word(s). (Teacher
writes "word(s)" in the blank on chart B, #2, C.) Find the sentence(s)
(picture(s), word(s) in the passage that tells about the question.

We also use directions.

Optional:

So we can add directions in the blank on chart B #2, C. (Teacher
writes "directions" in chart B, C, blank space.)

Now you are ready to do number 9. Ev^ryone point to number`
. What do you do first? (May refer to chart B.)

READ PASSAGE.

You've already done this.. Oki What do you do now?

READ THE QUESTION.

0

Everyone do it. (Students do by themselves.) Good. What d you do next?

[.._

Remedial:

IF you can't read all the words, read the ones you can. You will bogin.
to 'jet an idea. Then look for words in the passage that are like the
aw.aur choices if you don't know the answer. it you find one, choose
that answer choice as your best guess.

p:C;WER CHOICES.

Fv-rynof do it. (Students do by themselves.)

Runedi61:

fl):1 I ,\.:;!(, "WHAT L; WEP 2-A ABOUT?"

1h,ri 1:!lia An you do?

'4J:7 I :HE QUESTION?"
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Now find the answer choice that answers the question. 'Everyone, do this.
Choose the best answer. Mark the best answer on your answer sheet.
(Students should mark answer "b".) (If someone has a problem, go back
and have peer model process and tell what they're thinking. Everyone needs
to have correct. response.)

Everyone, tell me the correct answer! (ER.)

II"B". ONE CANDY BAR AND ONE COOKIE.

Fantastic! You are really doing great! You have learned a,lot .about taking
IIcomprehension tests. You are working hard. I know you are going to do.,well
on the big test. I'll see you
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LESSON VI: READING COMPREHENS:ON B

Review: Lessons I, II, III, IV, and V.

Hello,, again! You really have learned a lot about taking tests. You have
been working very hard! 'Now, you are going to do some comprehension tests
on your own.

t.

Turn to page 12. This is a comprehehsion test. You will read the
passage carefully. Then read each question. Choose the/best answer. What
do you do after you read the question? (Prompt..)

READ ALL THE ANSWER CHOICES.-

If you can't read all the words, choose your best guess. What do you do
when you can't read all the words?

CHOOSE MY BEST GUESS.

When you come to the bottom of page 12, you see a "GO ON" sign. That tells
you to go to page 13 and do another comprehension test.

Remedial:

How do you choose your best guess?

READ WORDS THAT I KNOW.
USE MY OWN EXPERIENCES.
LOOK FOR WORDS FROM THE QUESTION IN THE STORY.
FIND ANSWER CHOICES IN THE STORY.

Does anyone have a question? When you come to the "STOP" sign on page 13v
lay your pencil down and wait. Y6u may-go,back and check your work on pages
12 and 13. If you break your pencil, raise your hand. Ready? (Pause.
Respond to any questions.) Go!

Teacher will monitor and prompt as students need assistance. Students
should be seated apart so teacher prompting will not interfere. After
7 minutes or less (if all students are finished), say:-

a

Stop!' Lay your pencils down.

The teacher should go back and go over questions with students. They
should be encouraged to share their strategies. Each student should
proof and correct his/her answer sheet. The following remedial notes
are some examples that may be used when and where appropriate.

a
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Remedial: page 12, number 10..
(If you could not read all the answer choices . . . .)

Look for a,word in the question that is in the story, too.

KIM, GOT, A, PRESENT.

Wow! These four words are in the (sentence) first part of the story.
Is there a word in the answer choices in this (sentence) same part
of story?

YES.
o

WhiCh answer choice is it?

H".

Then, what is your pest guess?

Super! That happens to be the best answer, too!

Remedial: page 12' numbe 12.

Look at the words jn the question. Do you see any of them in the
story?

YES.

Tell mr.

TED, RODE, TO, KIM'tS.

Good. Now, look at thelanswer choices. Do you see any of them in
that same (sentence) part of the story?

YES.

What is it(?

"J" HOUSE.

What would be your pest guess?

"HOUSE ". "J".

Fantastic! That is the best answer, too.
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Remedial: page 12, number 14.

Look at the words in the question. .Canq,ou r

YES.

,

ad some of them?

What are they? (Note: Ted and Kim:are probably names.because they
start with capital letters. Can you read any of the words?

;

1

YES. "AND", ."WILL",. "PLAY".

Are there any words that you known the story that are about
playing?

i.
.

"YES", "PLAID", "TED RODE BIKE IN_WAGON".

. 1

Look at thOlast sentence. (Kim said, "Ted, let's ride together in
my new wagqii.") The clue is let's. It means "let us" ride
in my new *jgon. Kim is talking - he said, "in my new wagon."
Whose wagon will Ted and Kim play in?

KIM'S.

What is the best answer?

Good!

OR

Kim gut a birthday present. Who would have a new wagon?

KIM.

Then, you could guesS that Ted and Kim will play where? What is
your best guess?

"J". IN KIM'S WAGON.
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Remedial: page 13, number 15. r

If you can't find the answer, you can use your own experiences to make'

a "best guess". Look at the question. You see "happy" and "play".

Now, look at the answer choices. Would a boy play with dad's new

car?

NO.

Would a boy play with dad's old car?

NO.

"Would a boy play with his friend's old car?

MAYBE.

Would a boy play with his friend's new car?

YES.

Think about your experiences. Think about the word "happy". Do you

think happy and old or happy and new. (Are you happy with

an old car or a new car?)

MEW CAR.

So what is the best guess using-your own experiences?

Good guess! You're right, too.

Thank you for working hard. You know how to'take a comprehension test

even when you can't read all the words. I'll see you

14
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LESSON VII

Lesson II
Box A - Review Lesson I

,l. 'How do you let me know you,are'finishedr,

LAY MY PENCIL DOWN.

What do you do when you don't understand?

%
RAISE MY HAND.

3. 'How do you mark .your answer sheet carefullyf

QUICK, DARK AND INSIDE THE LINE.

4. What may happen-if you do not mark your answer dark?

IT MIGHT BE WRONG.
air

. if you do not mark your answer inside the line of the
answer bubble?

IT MIGHT BE COUNTED WRONG.

5. When you take this test, where do you mark the- answer?

ON MY ANSWER SHEET.

S
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Review Lessons I and II .

6. What does a vocabulary test ask you?

THE MEANING OF A WORD.

7. Turn to page 1. This is a vocabulary test. What do you do first?

LISTEN TO THE TEACHER..

Then what do you do?

CHOOSE THE BEST ANSWER THAT COMPLETES THE SENTENCE.

What-do you do when you are not sure which answer choice 3s the best
answer?

USE MY OWN EXPERIENCES.

What dc you do if you still don't know the answer?

GUESS FROM THE WORD I DON'T KNOW.

You don't know some of the answer choices. Which ones do you think
about first when you use your own experiences?

. 0

sk

THE WORDS (ANSWER, CHOICES) 1 KNOW.

If this is not the best answer, what do you do?

GUESS FROM THE WORD I DON'T KNOW.

8. What do you do when you forget what the teacher said? Show me.
(Students raise hand.) Tell me.

lf

RAISE MY HAND.

What dO you do when you lose your place?

PAISE MY HAND.

9. Turn to page 2. This is a Syllables Test. What do you do
first?

LOOK AT ALL THE WORD. DECIDE WHAT IT IS.

Then, what do you do?

CHOOSE THE BEST ANSWER
OR

CHOOSE THE WORD THAT IS DIVIDED INTO THREE PARTS (SYLLABLES) THE
RIGHT WAY.

How do you check your answer?

SAY THE WORD PARTS - SAY THE WHOLE WORD.

If you don't know the word, how do you choose your best guess? ,

LOOK FOR LITTLE WORD(S) IN THE BIG WORD.

I
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Review Lessons I, II, and III

10. .What do you do if you break your pencil?

RAISE MY HAND:

11. Turn to page 3. This is a letter-sound test.
underlined letter(s) stand for?

SOUND(S).

How can you check your answer?

SAY THE KEY (FIRST) WORD.
SAY THE ANSWER CHOICE.

DOES THE ANSWER CODICE HAVE THE SAME
LETTER?

%What do you do if you can't read the

GUESS.

How do you choose yOur best guess/.

What do the.

O

SOUND AS THE UNDERLINED

o

answer' choices? (Prompt.)

4,

READ THE WORD(S) THAT.I KNOW
OR

FINW0THE ANSWER CHOICE WITH THE SAME 'LETTER AS THE,ONE(S)
UNDERLINED (e.g., #15, page 3).
CHOOSE-THE WORD THAT HAS THE SAME PATTERN AS THE KEY WORD (e.g.,
#12; page 3).

- CVC/consonant, vowel, consonant (consonant blend)

THE SOUNDS MAY BE AT THE BEGINNING, MIDDLE, OR E1D OF THE WORD.

S
12. Turn to page 4. Look at the "STOP" sign. What does it tell

you? (Prompt as necessary.)
ti

STOP.

GO OVER MY ANSWERS.

How do you go over your answers?

CHECK TO SEE IF I HAVE CHOSEN THE BEST ANSWER.
CHECK TO SEE IF I MARKED CAREFULLY, QUICK, DARK, AND INSIDE THE
LINE.
WAIT.

Turn to page 9. Look at the "GO ON" sign. What does it tell
you.

TURN TO THE NEXT PAGE. KEEP WORKING.

6

O
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Lesson V - Review
(Go over Lessons I, II, III, and IV Re views)

a

13. What do you do if you forget?

RAISE MYNAND.
-0 .

14. Turn to_page 3. This is a letter-sounds test. What do you do
before you choose the best answer? , ,

,READ THE FIRST WORD
AND
READ ALL THE .ANSWER CHOICES.

Optional:

If you choose a guess you might look for a word with
letters like the underlined letters in the key word.

- What do you do if there are two words with the same
letters as the underlined letter?

LOOK AT. THE KEY WORD.
IF IT IS A CVC WORD, I LOOK FOR THE ANSWER CHOICE THAT IS A
CVC WORD.

- The first'(key word has a lettervnderlined at the
beginning of the word (e.g., number 25). Does the
best answer have the sound at the beginning of the word?

IT MIGHT HAVE THE SOUND AT THE BEGINNING, MIDDLE, OR END OF
THE WORD. .

15. Turn to page 10. This is a comprehension test. What do
you do first?

READ THE PASSAGE (STORY) CAREFULLY.

Then, what do you read?

THE QUESTIONS.

- What do you do first-.when you choose the best answer?

READ ALL THE ANSWER CHOICES.

- Where can you look to find the answer?

BACK IN THE STORY.
0

- Is it OK to use your own experiences when you can't read all the
words?

YES.

When the story'doesn't tell the answer;' what can you do?

USE MY OWN EXPERIENCES.
292



'Lesson VI - Review
(Go over Lessons I, I.1, III, IV and V Reviews)

16. When you take a comprehension test', what kind of words Will help
You find the answer?

QUESTION WORDS.
WORDS IN THE QUESTION AND' IN THE STORY. e

WORDS IN THE ANSWER CHOICES AND IN THE STORY.

17. Turn to page 12. This is a comprehension test. Look at

the passage on page 10. What kind of passage is this? ,

A LETTER.

18. What do you look for when you,rea0 a letter?

THE NAME OF THE PERSON WHO WROTE IT.
THE WE OF THE PERSON WHO GETS IT.

What do you learn when you read.a letter?

WHAT ONE PERSONJELCS ANOTHER PERSON.

19. Turn to' page 11. This' is another comprehension test. Do you

use the pictures and directions to, answer questions?

YES.

Sometimes the passage uses a word that means about the same as a
word in the answer choices. Show me an example on page 11.

ANSWER CHOICE "Iw - COOK.
STEP 5 - BAKE.

20. When you can't read all the words in,the answer choices, what do
you do?

READ THE ONES I KNOW FIRST.
SEE IF ONE OF THEM IS THE BEST ANSWER.

- Then, if you still don't know the answer, what do you do?

GUESS AND GO ON.

Lesson VII - Review
(Go over Lessons I, II, III, IV, V, and VI Reviews)
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SUPER SCORE

ACHIEVEM9T TEST°

Answer Sheet

I-1
Complete

o

PUPIL SKILL ANALYSIS

6

Name I Form: 1 2

Teacher Grad;
Today s .

School, Date

..

TESTS NUMBER OF ITEMS NUMBER
RIGHT

SCALED
SCORE

GRADE
EQUIV.

PERCENTILE
RANK

STANINE

1 READING COMPREHENSION 60
2 WORD STUDY SKILLS 60
3 VOCABULARY 36

. , '

,

.

.

.

.

.

,

0

SAMPLE

0.0000

10000®

200000

30009®

40®000

'5000,00

a

CONTENT
NUMBER RIGHT/NUMBER"OF ITEMS

CLUSTERS
.

BELOW
AVE'. AVE.

ABOVE
AVE.

RF,xDING COMPREHENSION
MutualRmidirg
FicaimalRodirgo
Recreational Resding

LfteralCamonMeguica

InfammdalOmmhankm
WORD STUDY SKILLS
Structural Analysis

PrEneticAralysie---Oxectunts

Phonetic Analysi3Vo.els

VOCABULARY .

'

,

.

.

.

/60

/20

/20

/20

/30

/30

/60

/24

/18

/18

(36

.

,

.

.

.

,
-

.

.
.

.

6

700000
80000®
900.000
1600000
1100000
1200000

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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FSAMPLES

A0000
60000:

Suoet

ACHIEVEMENT ,TEST

Complete Ir 4

I

7

I-1
Hapd-Sctirable heet
4

Vocabulary

aciocye Knee
500o® Hoene

1,beee 800e0
upooe 70000
30400 .80000

-SAMPLE

0 0:r00
..4

r

Reading .Comprehension

town
2o6eo
3 OC>00

10000

100.000

110000

170100

tt

O

40000 120000

s0000 130000
80000 1400e0
76(000 150 000. ;

10000 160000

Word Study Skills

loop()
20000
30000
40000
s0000
soocx,

7oopo
eameo
900Q0tsi

100000

SAMPLE

0001

11000

1206®

130®C)

146e0

160e®

160e0

17000. 27000

.18000 28000

12060 25000

20000 .300 ®0

21000.. 31000

, 22000

23000

24000

25000

26000

-/

BEST COPY AVAILABLE 296



SAMPLES

A000
00000,

Suoir Score

ACHIEVEMENT TEST.

Complete

.

vocabulary

4600* 9,. e0. ,

5q000 10000
1000 60000
20000 70000
309.00. 80000

SAMPLE

0000:

I-1
Hand-Scorable Sheet

Reading Comprehension
(

10016 -go*ob 17000
20000 190000
30000 11-0000
40000 120000
60000 130000
4000 140000
741000 16000
e000 160000
Worb Study Skills.

704)
60000
90000

. 10000, 190000
2000
30000
40000
60000
60000

SAMPLE

000

11000

12001

.13610

Hoe
1600
16 06

17000

1900
1900
29006

21000

22000

2300
244100

25100

2600
rwr

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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2700..
26000

29000

30000

3100.0

o.

-=0/1.
Student WorkbookoAnswers Mark.(
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rAgilLARY-
DIRECTiOh'S:.

Listen to 'the tescher relict.

a Dart of a sentence and
four answer choices.' Choose
the 'answer Choice that.

completes the sentence.
Mark the answer carefully
on the answer sheet.

a

4'

I

SAMP4

a sell /

b rest

rent.

,d turn

a.

II 0

.1

1 a oan

b bag

c dish

d box

2 f playing

g running

h sleeping

j callihy

v4104IIMINISIIMOININIIMIIRNIA4

c singing,

g happy

J` h giqd \

J mad

ie.

5 plthe

1; car

d barn

,ship 0

f saddle

g chair

h wagon

cage

a cookie:

b muffin

-d.banana

d beans

f busy

g happy

h sick'

3 a day fine

b night

c dark

d b4ack
Al beside it

13 over it

d.around it

d under it

It) faw
g put

h sat

J told

A

4

4.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
.298,



WORD STUDY SKILLS: .,SYLLABLES

amomme

0
wo NI

DIRECTIONS:
!cook at the tour answer
choices in.each question.

The same word in divided

into three syllables in

four' ways. chpone the

rieht way tedivide they

word. Mark the best
answer on the answer

sheet.

tAMPLES:

A. an imal
b an- I. mal

0.4

c an im sal

d ni mal

f fish- er man

g fis. her. man

h ff-sher.. man

f i s herrn an

maid7bo.boxes

b marl. boxes

c nia 11 boxes

.!) ma i lb oxes

2 ,tr road. runn er

.9 road. ru nner

h drun.ner

road. run. ner

3 a. part ment

b ap. art. ment

ap ar .tment

d a. par tment

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

14 r gar(' ie.ning

g Bard en Ing

h gar den, ing

ga.rden ing

butt. ert lY

b butterfly
c but ter fl y

d butt- erfly

o

6 f poi ice man

PO. I ice man

P01 ic e m'an

j \ P01. iceman

f is. hermian

b le sher man

c fisher.man,

d f I sh. er man

8 r r ve0. oat
g rirertioat

h r l verb. oat

r er boat

together

b tog, etW.er

tciiget her

d tobether

ft.

2, g99

a

10 r sub- tract ion

9 sub trac tion
h subt rac .t ion

sub traict ion



.22RD STUDY SKILLS: TEST

DIRECTIONS:
15 fish,

Read the tint word. The
letter or letter* that are
underlined stand for a sound.
rind the answer choice that
has the same sound. Mark the
answer carefully on the
answer sheet.

4

SAMPLE

el aY

a cat

b way

c care

11 wet

12 , can

13 Play

new

b walk

c when

f . cane

q 15abY

h last

6 black
b place

pay

; 14 lake

r last

g baft
h maid

16 big

change

b school

c shin

r Soil

g body

h buy

17 set,
cats

b StOP

boxes

18 nest

f sea

9 home

. h head

.19 land

lad

b lane

c hands ...

20 ever

f window

0 down

off

BEST COPY, AVAIIAB4 3
300

21 kali e

Will

b white
c hit

22 open
f book

h. top

lust
game

b must

c JUMP,

24 blue'
r new

9 run

number

set

b turned

c called

[,

26 bor.
near

g ear

air



27 mon
a money
b one
C room .

28 bird
f fire
g fur

29 try

h hard

a sit
b light

c boy

30 ft
f sea

foot
met

31 body
a baby w

b boy

c buy

=agtoNwma...../aNtsimP

0

a.

4301 .1i.ST COPY AVAILABLE



ABU LLA

DIRECTIONS:

Lif!ttn to the teacher read
a cart of a sentence and
four answer choices. Choose
the answer choice that
completes the sentence.
Mlerk the answer carefully
on the answer sheet.

SAMPLE

sell

b rest

rent

d turn

1 a Pan'

b bag

c dish

d box

2 r playing

Q running t

h sleeping

i calling

3 day

b night

c dark

d black

r singing

g happy

h glad

.1 mad

a,plane

6 car

cbarn

d ship

f saddle

g chair

h wagon

i cage

cookie

b muffin

c banana

d beans

f'busy

9 happy

h sick

fine

a beside it

b over it

c around it'

d under it

a

10 f saw

g put

h sat

j told

.4)

BEST COPY AVAILABLE,
5302



WORD STUDY SKILL :

DIRECTIONS:
Look at the four answer

choices in each questlon.

The same word in divided

into .three syllables in

four ways. Choose the

richt way to divide the

word. Mark the best

answer on the answer

sheet.

;AMPLES:

A. a

b

C

d

!LA L

4

an. im.al

an. i.mal

an im sal
a. ni mai

fish.er., man

g fis. her. man

h fl sher man

fisherman

1 a mall. bo xes

b mail. boxes

c ma. 11 boxes

d ma. i lb oxes

2 r road. runn er

4 road. ru. nner

h roa drun.ner

road. run. ner

3 a a.part.ment

b ap.art.ment

c ap.ar.tment

d aspartmHent

f gardening
g gard.en.ing

h gardoing
ga.rdening

butt.erfly

b butterfly
c but -ter ,

d butt. erfly

6 F policeman

g policeman
h policeman

pol.lc.eman

a

b

C

;d

f herman
f le sher man

f is.her. man

fish. er man

riverboat
riverb oat

b ri.verbsoat

,J riv.er.boat

9 8 together

b together

c together

d together

10 f subtraction
9 subtraction

h abt.rac.tion

sub.tra.ction

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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WARD STUDY SKILLS: LETTER-SOUND TEST

DIRECTIONS:

Read the firmt word. The
letter or letters that are
underlined stand for a sound.
find the answer choice that
has the same sound. 'Mark the
answer caWully on the
Answer sheet.

SAMPLE

PUY
cat

b way

c care

11 kiet

12 can

13 illay

new

b walk

c when

f 'cane- s.

g baby
h last

black

b place
pay

14 lake

r last

g ball

h maid

gaNiporminimir

15 fish

16 bQY

a change,

b school

c ship

r soil

g body

h buy

17 let

cats

b Stop'

O boxes

18 nest

r

9

h

10 land

0

20 ever

BEST COPY AVAILABLE. ; 304

sea

home

head .

a lad

b lane,

c hands

r window

9 down

h off

21 Wine

. 22 gpen

23 just

24 blue,

Will

b white

c hit

r book

g go

h top,

game

b must

c Jump

f new

9 run

h number

25 jump

'set

b turned,

e called

26 bor.

111911111;111.1111"..m.mb'

r near

ear

h air



27 mon
a money
b one

c room

28- biEd
f fire
9 fur
h hard

29 try

30 feet

31 body

a sit
b light
c boy

f sea,

g foot
h met

a baby
b boy
c buy

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
8

11.
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Reading Comprehension

DIRECTIONS:

Carefully read the passage. Read

each question that follows the
,pasqage. Choose the best answer

for ehch question. Mark the best

answer carefully on the answer

sheet.

1 This story tell about

a bones
b. air
c birds
d holes

Birds have bones. The bones have
holes'in them. The holes in the
bones have air in them. There
are holes inside the bird, too.
These holes have air in them, too.
This helps the birds to fly.

4

What do the holes in the
bones have inside them..?

f air
g birds
h holes

,bones

Id which class would you
read this story

a art
b music
c science,
d math

s

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
. 306
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Reading Comprehension

Mrs. Williams read thejollowing,

letter to her cub scouts at their

den meeting.

c.,,% .
Thank ys.44;r ervan3 cur Jan

rnee.14.13. learned a le+. We liked
-14fte, 580,6. y. playtal ia:+1.1-.us.
Will -help us 4. know bew +a mei- a+

1.4+ree ccica .
/Cow I 1cn.M, wila4 +. 4411 nky

41.44er. earl sip har. Than
She' can help. me 5e4-. ,sail.

itorned whet my pore ere
is. When 19e .te see my eldba+re

she. pLeka. isrna+hin.5 in noly rn..1.1%.

tsi,A), knew .111111. ;11 the.c.lei n.,
rny 4-er" itrel sera 1164
1.* r" a vnarnen-al so my 4se;% peMere.

s4d.e.y Oka. soma dion a.k 'iv
sleep snoAce. egt

a. la .
'Nfilmbe 44.46614+4.

ti

4

4 Dan wrote to a

f den h mammal

g doctor snake

4.)
0

5 Dan, learned that mammals

a are snakes.
b go,to sleep when they get cold
P do not have a temperature
d stay awake when they get cold

6 Why did Dan write the letter .1?

.4

f to thank a doctor
g to study snakes
h tosthank her doctor
i to ask about mammals

4"

a

;

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Reading Comprehension

HOW TO MAKE A CHOCOLATE CANDY BAR.

5

Cant 1Dr
marehmenows

Cody bsr
admkia.

ouu +0 Make:
Gm+ 4.vvo. coo kiss, +wo candy bars,
and 4-wo marshmallows) one cookie.

A

a. Pul -to3eitiVer
A. Lay ,one. eanky bar oVer WU. ceekktil
8. Lay 4-wo mershrtiellawe over tkit. t:

condi bar. .

. C. Lay one. candj bar over 4-ka
vb. o.rsk ma i (ow s .

D. Lay -Iwo cookies over 4-6 cancli
bar.

3. Place on -a. cookie sbee.b.
4'. Put. into .E.he *van,:
5r' Sake. o-L 350' E -For- .5 minutes.,6. Ent while warm.

r

When put together, the yum-yum
will 1pok like a

a sandwich
b pie

DOX
d candy bar

8 Step 5 tells you how to

r eat the yum-yum
g put the yum-yum together
h make the yum-yum

cook the yum-yum

N.

11

BEST COPY AVAILABLE'
308

To do Step 2 -A,, you will need --

'a two candy bars and one cookie
b one candy bar and one cookie
c two cookies and one candy bar
d one candy bar and two marshmallow!



Reading Comprehenseion

9

Kim got a birthday present. He

Played in it all day. Kim's

neighbor, Ted, rode his bike to

Kim's house and watched Kim play.

Kim saidl,"Ted, lets ride together

in my new wagon."

b

4

10 ,Kim got a present for his

f neighbor
g bike
h birthday

friend

11. Kimrplayed4n

c tree
d house

school
b wagon

V

12 Ted rode to Kim's -=

f street
g party

a

h neighbor
J house

13 Kim played at

his house
b his neighbor's house
o the park
d Ted's house

14 Ted and Kim will Play

f on Ted's bike
g in Ted's wagon
h on Kims's bike

in Kim's wagon

r,

9

tto

BEST COPY AVAILABLE 1
3.0.9



Reading Comprehen6ion

I

Bill brought an old car home. '

It was not a good car.

Bill said, "I can make this car

run." He asked his dad to help

him.

Dad said, "We can't make this

car run. it is 'no good!"

Then Bill .asked his friend to

help. His friend said, "We''

can't make your old car run.

You can play with my new car."

This made Bill very happy.'

1. 4

at)

4

V

GO

15 Bill was happy because he
could play with

' his dad's new car '
b his old car

his friend's" old car
his friend's new car

d
d

16 Bill brought ,Vcar home. It ,

was

f a good car
g an old car
h a new car
J- his dad's car.

64

17 Bill was happy becausip

his friend can makea
Bill's car run

his dad can not .make
make Bill's car run

his \friend has a new
car

b

d he can play with his
friend's car

41

4

EIS 13
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ChOose the best answer.

3

3.

a

0

.Read

t Think

and

Choose

0

Mark

ea

311 mart A



\
Choose the best answer:\

1.

3.

Read

n

Think

r

PASSAGE

PUESTION\
ANswE CHOICES

tt

A. What is the pissage (story) abot.;t ?

F? B. What is the "key idea" of the question ?
p

C. Find the sentence(s)
) in

IP,

the ,passage, that tell about .the "key idea".
4

D. Think about the answer choices.

Aglosse

Mark

(CompreherliSn) Chart B

a


